Small Town Sheriff Cleans Up

NY, CHI, LA.

NY(7:00, M-F)
Andy Griffith captures highest rating and share; wins most households, 18-34 women and 18-49 women. Defeats 3 network newscasts, 2 law-and-order shows.

CHI(6:00, M-F)
Andy Griffith captures highest rating and share; wins most households, 18-34 women and 18-49 women. Defeats network and local news, a sitcom and adventure hour.

LA(6:30, M-F)
Andy Griffith captures largest number of 18-34 women and 18-49 women; up 20% and 38% over year-ago with these groups. Wins more women than network and local news, 2 law-and-order shows and a western.

The Andy Griffith Show from Viacom

Source: NSI, Nov. 1974 and 1973. Estimates are subject to qualifications available on request.
Can't see the forest for the trees?

If the few proverbial trees bearing certain names are hiding the many broadcast equipment possibilities from you, we urge you to step out and examine the whole forest. These days none of us can afford to buy by maker's name alone. The woods are full of brand names, old and new, and we again invite you to glance through a few published features of high powered FM transmitters bearing popular names...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer &amp; Model</th>
<th>CATES</th>
<th>CCA</th>
<th>COLLINS</th>
<th>RCA</th>
<th>SPARTA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Output</td>
<td>21.5Kw</td>
<td>27.5Kw</td>
<td>22.5Kw</td>
<td>20Kw</td>
<td>25Kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Driver as Auxiliary Capability</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Power Control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR Protection</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of Largest</td>
<td>42&quot; W</td>
<td>39&quot; W</td>
<td>48'-15/16&quot; H</td>
<td>48'-1/2&quot; W</td>
<td>34&quot; W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabinet</td>
<td>321/4&quot; D</td>
<td>24&quot; D</td>
<td>27-1/2&quot; D</td>
<td>32&quot; D</td>
<td>25 1/8&quot; D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note the considerations that even a quick comparison can reveal. For instance the Sparta 25 kw FM transmitter, due to its modular construction in smaller cabinets, is easier to transport and install in any location, yet through thoughtful design it offers far superior accessibility. APC and VSWR protection may be available at extra cost on some models listed, but on our 625A they are standard.

Making equipment decisions today can be more difficult than ever, with such a thicket of names and claims to choose among. Only careful, detailed comparison should guide your choice, and surely our brief chart above gives reason for you to inquire further of all manufacturers. Evaluation of claims in depth will best serve your interests. And ours.

Start now by getting full, exact specifications on Sparta FM transmitters, AM transmitters, audio equipment and Spartamation systems and components. We want you to write or call us collect, today, for the Sparta equipment information you need.

We're in the business of You.
Upheaval in House. Structure and leadership of House Commerce Committee subcommittees will be radically changed if reform-minded members get their way at Democratic caucus tomorrow (Jan. 28). There's strong possibility John Moss (D-Calif.) will be elected chairman of Special Subcommittee on Investigations, which Commerce Chairman Harley Staggers (D-W.Va.) had used as own strong arm (see story, page 28). That would give Mr. Moss room to roam across parent committee's jurisdictions, including communications.

Present Subcommittee on Communications and Power will be split. Word is that present chairman, Torbert H. Macdonald (D-Mass.), wants to keep Communications Subcommittee and probably can even though some members question state of his health. All told there'll be at least six subcommittees in place of present four. As sixth Democrat in seniority on full committee, after John Jarman of Oklahoma switched from Democratic to Republican party last week, Lionel Van Deerlin of California could be in line for subcommittee chairmanship. He said he'd prefer to stay on Communications as senior member if no chairmanship within his areas of interest or expertise came his way. At end of last week Chairman Staggers was campaigning to keep Investigations chair and reportedly soliciting Republican support in resistance to other changes liberal Democrats want.

Drafts on drop-ins. FCC this week will consider two matters involving proposals for VHF drop-ins. One is staff draft of notice of inquiry based on United Church of Christ proposal that 62 VHF channels be added to table of allocations. Other is draft notice of inquiry and rulemaking based on petition by New Jersey citizen group seeking commercial VHF service for that state — through drop-in, reallocation of existing channel or by creating hypenated market (New York-New Jersey or Philadelphia-New Jersey).

More latitude. FCC's new antisiphoning rules may prove somewhat more palatable to pay-cable industry than broad outline of rules seemed to be when disclosed two months ago (Broadcasting, Nov. 18, 1974). For instance, rule permitting pay-cable operations to bid for any movie regardless of age if it is under contract to station in cable system's market is expected to make it clear that same exemption will apply if movie is under contract to network with affiliate in market.

And there may be some response to cable industry's complaint that permitting operators to bid for movies under contract to stations is meaningless in view of exclusivity provisions in stations' contracts with distributors. Commission has long been considering notice of inquiry to examine warehousing charge cable systems have leveled against broadcasters. Officials say commission may issue such inquiry, at or about same time it issues pay-cable rules, probably in few weeks.

Biggest. With advance registrations pouring in, National Association of Broadcasters now expects its convention in Las Vegas April 6-9 to break records. Off-cuff guess last Friday was that paid registrants would exceed 7,000 (6,000 is previous high). And that figure doesn't include exhibitors, wives or families. Already cleared are assignments of more than 2,200 rooms.

NAB is sending up flare on room occupancy in keeping with Nevada law that bans pre-emption of occupied rooms. Delegates who check in on Friday before convention will have no problem, NAB said, but there may be delays on Saturday and possibly Sunday check-ins because of heavy weekend occupancies which usually clear by Sunday afternoons.

Radio resurgence. Perk-up in national radio business, both national spot and network, is reported on number of fronts. "It's starting very strong in 1975," one long-time sales official said. "Some say it's the best they've seen radio business in several years." Detroit car makers are leading parade, thanks in part to current rebate push (story page 61), but foreign models are buying too, with more readily coming up. Others currently on most active list are said to include American Home Products' Dristan, Anacin and Preparation H; General Mills' Nature Valley Granola cereals; Standard Brands' Egg Beaters; Hertz car and truck rentals and Metropolitan Life Insurance.

Space-age AM. There's talk in technical circles of new transmitter for AM radio that could be sensation of equipment display at NAB convention in Las Vegas. Word is that Broadcast Equipment Division of Harris Corp. (formerly Gates Radio) will introduce fully transistorized broadcast transmitter. While solid-state technology is known, and Westinghouse reportedly has installed custom model for its WIND(AM) Chicago (5kw on 560 khz), Harris division, based in Quincy, Ill., is said to be only equipment manufacturer ready to market line.

Back to Washington? Robert Wells, vice president of Harris Enterprises group of newspapers and radio stations in Kansas and Colorado, and former member of FCC, is being strongly supported for directorship of U.S. Office of Telecommunications Policy. Given new life by President Ford after having been earmarked for extinction (Broadcasting, Jan. 20; see also editorial, page 90), OTP currently operates under acting director, John T. Eger, who formally holds number-two position.

Mr. Wells, 55, served on FCC for two years (1969-71) then returned to Garden City, Kan. In last year's elections he was active in re-election campaign of Senator Robert Dole, one of few Republican incumbents to come back. His son, Kim, attorney, is on senator's staff in Washington.

Recruiting for recruiting. Unfrocking of Representative F. Edward Hebert (D-La.) as chairman of House Armed Services Committee is cue for start of campaign to remove ban on paid military recruitment advertising on radio and TV. Miles David, president of Radio Advertising Bureau, hopes to enlist industry support and will also seek cooperation of National Association of Broadcasters to make it joint project, but insists radio's case should be presented separately from TV's. Representative Hebert, who wrote broadcast ban into military appropriations bill out of personal pique, was replaced as committee chairman by Representative Melvin Price (D-Ill.).
FCC on verge of calling halt to newspaper-broadcast acquisitions; divestiture confined to monopolies of paper and TV — and maybe radio

FCC is expected to complete work this week on rule prohibiting newspapers in future from acquiring television and radio stations in their markets. Commission is also expected to reach final decisions in two other crosstownship questions — co-located newspaper-cable and cable and television stations.

Sentiment was expressed in FCC meeting last week for abandonment of proposed newspaper-cable crosstownship rule, at least for present. And commission, instead of granting many waivers of rule requiring breakup of crosstown television and cable systems, as had been expected, may choose to accomplish same end through amendment to that rule.

As for newspaper-broadcast crosstownship, commission may jettison provision in draft rule requiring breakup — in five years — of radio-newspaper combinations in communities where there is monopoly of those media. Officials said no decision had been reached on that point, but they pointed out that original list of prospective divestitures was down from 14 to fewer than 10 as result of further staff analysis of facts in each case, and that list might be reduced even further. As result, since there is some sentiment within commission for dropping list entirely, that course might ultimately appear to be most practicable. Commissioner Abbott Washburn is said to be major critic of divestiture as it applies to radio; he feels it is unfair to small-market operators.

There appears to be no likelihood, however, that FCC will abandon rule requiring divestiture in communities where one owner controls only newspaper and only television station. There are now seven communities on that list; Hickory, N.C., which had been on list originally (Broadcasting, Dec. 23, 1974), will be dropped on ground TV station has relatively low power.

Commissioners spent much of Wednesday and part of Thursday on various proposals, and expectation had been that newspaper-broadcast crosstownship rule would be disposed of Thursday. But absence of two commissioners — James Quello, making speech at University of Georgia (see page 30), and Charlotte Reid, ill — caused Chairman Richard E. Wiley to postpone action until this week, possibly Tuesday.

Commission draft order has not changed much from form in which it first surfaced in December.

New rule will prevent creation of newspaper-television combination within Grade A contour of station, and it requires divestiture in cases where only newspaper is co-owned with only television station putting city-grade signal over community.

Radio-newspaper acquisitions will be barred within station's service area that would be equivalent to television's Grade A contour; and divestiture — if required — would apply where radio station owned by newspaper is only one providing primary service to that community.

Only commissioner expected to vote against newspaper-

Ford's stamp. For whatever it's worth, there was talk in Washington last week about changes at FCC. White House spokesman said Friday it was premature to speculate on possible reappointment of Commissioner Abbott Washburn, whose short-term tenure runs out June 30. This will be President Ford's first chance to make FCC appointment. It's also in his power to designate chairman when he wants to.
broadcast rule in Glen O. Robinson. He feels broader divestiture rule, possibly even one applying to all owner-ship involved, should be adopted. He regards prospective rule as virtually meaningless.

Commission, which had never seriously considered breakup of newspaper-cable combinations, was said to be abandoning thought of even prospective ban for two reasons — cable's need for capital, and fact that there are relatively few cases of such crossownership. If commission does decide against ban now, it will probably announce that decision and say it will review matter in future, perhaps in year.

Television-cable crossownership question involves 50 petitions for waiver of rule barring such crossownership within station's Grade B contour. Commission had been moving toward decision to grant waivers in all cases except those in which only cable system is owned by only station putting city-grade signal over system. However, Commission or Robinson, opposing wholesale waivers, suggested that commission would be on sounder legal ground if it simply amended rule to ban crossownership only within station's city-grade contour. Officials last week indicated that was approach commission might adopt.

Baker may leave Commerce for Foreign Relations; other committee assignments fall into place

Senator Howard Baker (R-Tenn.), ranking minority member of Senate Communications Subcommittee, has aban-doned parent Commerce Committee for seat on Foreign Relations Committee. Republicans made deal to create vacancy Mr. Baker will fill by giving up Republican seat on Commerce — but deal will fall through if Democrat John Durkin is seated over Republican Louis Wyman in disputed New Hampshire Senate race.

Meanwhile, Senators Lowell Weicker (R-Conn.) and James Buckley (C-N.Y.) joined minority ranks on full Commerce Committee last week. Senator Wendell Ford (D-Ky.) was named to majority side week before. Full line-up on Senate Commerce Committee is now:

Majority (12) — Chairman Warren Magnuson (Wash.), John Pastore (R.I.), Vance Hartke (Ind.), Philip Hart (Mich.), Howard Cannon (Nev.), Russell Long (La.), Frank Moss (Utah), Ernest Hollings (S.C.), Daniel Inouye (Hawaii), John Tunney (Calif.), Adlai Stevenson (Ill.) and Wendell Ford (Ky.).

Minority (6) — James Pearson (Kan.), Robert Griffin (Mich.), Ted Stevens (Alaska), J. Glenn Beall (Md.), Lowell Weicker (Conn.) and James Buckley (N.Y.)

Proxmire looks askance at family hours plan

Senator William Proxmire (D-Wis.) looked with disapproval last week at TV networks' plans for nightly "family viewing" hour. He noted networks have been conferring with FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley about policy, and said — in statement published in Congressional Record — that "By merely talking with them, Mr. Wiley exerts tremendous influence." And that, he said, is bad. Mr. Proxmire, who has introduced bill to abolish fairness doctrine, has argued repeatedly that government should exert no influence on broadcast programming unless it violates law — such as that against broadcasting obscenity. Referring to family viewing hour talks, he said, "Even a preliminary step taken by the FCC chairman for good intentions presents a potential danger worth considering by all of us."

Stanton panel seeks independence for VOA

Quasi-government panel under chairmanship of former CBS President Frank Stanton reportedly will recommend soon to Congress and President plan to separate propaganda and news functions of government communications. Under arrangement to be proposed by Panel on International Information, Education and Cultural Relations, Voice of America, now part of U.S. Information Agency, would be spun off and made responsible to reconstituted Board of International Broadcasting, which now supervises Radio Liberty and Radio Free Europe. Overt propaganda functions of USIA and similar but separate State Department efforts would be consolidated in new Agency for Information and Culture, which would be part of State but with separate funding and responsibility to department at secretary's level. Proposal is regarded as solution to long-standing contention of VOA directors that to be credible agency must be free to pursue own news reporting and commentary, and not be simply conduit for formal State Department announcements and analyses. Nevertheless, VOA's new supervisors would include newly created under secretary of state for public affairs and head of Agency for Information and Culture.

*In Brief*

It's working. Chrysler Corp. reports that sales of its compact cars have increased since its rebate program — backed by TV, radio and print campaigns — was started Jan. 13 (story page 61). Until Jan. 20, compact sales jumped by 12% from year-earlier levels. Prior to rebate program they had been running at 50% of year-earlier levels.

Half a loaf. FCC ruled on Thursday that IBM may enter domestic satellite business, but only on conditions designed to prevent computer giant, now object of Justice Department antitrust suit, from establishing vertically integrated monopoly in expected rich market for data communications. Commission's ruling proposed several alternatives that apparently take into account comments of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, which argued before commission that companies, both of which have large capital resources, were too specialized and powerful to be permitted to operate system designed, in effect, to provide links between IBM computers. Commission said they could either compete against each other (and RCA and Western Union Telegraph) or bring in a third corporate partner (Western Union International has asked to be included), if no participant in system owns less than 10% or more than 49%. Third alternative is for Comsat General to operate comsat system and for IBM to rent transponders, on condition that Comsat General be a carrier's carrier, that is, it would not be permitted to offer services directly to public.

Forget it. Council of Economic Advisers is editing out of report it will submit to President next week recommenda-tion that present system of broadcast frequency allocation be dropped and replaced with one in which frequency space is auctioned off to highest bidder ("Closed Circuit," Jan. 20). Administration spokesman said Friday that CEA had agreed to drop section after various agencies that had reviewed it, including Office of Telecommunications Policy and FCC, had expressed criticism. However, spokesman also noted that CEA could resurrect recommendation.

And then there was one. Post-NewswEEK station group is running out of license challengers. Trans-Florida Television last week followed Florida Television Broadcasting Co. (Broadcasting, Jan. 20) out of contest for channel 4 in Jacksonville, on which P-N operates WIXT (TV). Remaining challenger is St. Johns Television Co., which indicates it intends to stay in contest. Principals of Trans-Florida are understood to have decided that prosecution of application no longer was worth time and expense involved.

Takes one to know one. Rev. Dr. Carl McIntyre, whose WXUR-AM-FM Media, Pa., were denied license renewals
for fairness-doctrine and other violations, invoked fairness doctrine — and WXUR case — in suggesting to CBS and NBC last week that International Council of Christian Churches, which he heads, will probably seek free program time. In identical letters, he said networks were currently carrying sustaining religious programing, including some by National Council of Churches, and that “we should come to you with a question of this whole matter relative to the fairness doctrine, balanced programing and the like.” He asked CBS and NBC for their schedules of religious programing planned for 1975 and of “special features” covered or projected.

Justice denied. U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington has commanded FCC to act within 60 days on two petitions to deny renewals of network-owned television stations that have been pending more than two years, or to say why further delay is needed. National Organization for Women filed both petitions — against ABC's WABC-TV New York in May 1972 and against NBC's WRC-TV Washington in August 1972. Both allege discrimination against women in employment and in programming. Judges George E. MacKinnon and Malcolm R. Wilkey acted on petition NOW filed asserting lack of action by commission amounted to rejection of its petitions. Kathy Bonk, NOW national media coordinator, welcomed court's action Friday with statement saying "extraordinary" action ordering commission to act indicates court does not believe NOW's petitions are either frivolous or insubstantial.

Women upheld on NBC discrimination. New York City Commission on Human Rights last week supported discrimination complaint against NBC by Women's Committee for Equal Employment Opportunity of NBC, originally filed in February 1973. Commission found "probable cause" in charges of sex discrimination against NBC's female employees in recruitment, hiring, placement, promotion and conditions of employment, including discriminatory salary scale and company benefit allotments. Commission also found sex discrimination in divisions of two unions: National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians and International Alliance of Theatrical and Stage Employees.

Station pressured off air. WABQ (AM) Cleveland, owned by Booth Broadcasting of Detroit, went off air for nine hours Thursday after picket lines were thrown up by blacks demanding increase in public service programing and resignations of key station executives. General Manager Gordon Stenback said he took station off air because he was worried about safety of station's black employees. WABQ was back on air Friday, simply playing records without announcements. Picket lines remained.

Trial offer. Sanford and Son ranks first in total TV households and first among men, All in the Family and Sanford tie for tops among women, Rhoda is first among women 18-49, The Waltons leads among teen-agers and Wonderful World of Disney beats everything else as far as children are concerned. These come from new service launched by Arbitron Television last week: It's "Arbitron SuperSweep," and among other things offers top 50 network program rankings by TV households and five demographics, based on sample of 98,800 U.S. TV homes in 207 ADI markets in November 1974 sweep.

Radio-TV exclusive. Friday was RTNDA day at White House with about 175 members of Radio Television News Directors Association mingling with some 50 government officials for high level briefing on energy topped by meeting with President Ford. Gerald Warren, deputy press secretery, directed proceedings. Tom Frawley, Washington bureau chief of Cox Broadcasting and RTNDA president, had arranged seminar.

KOL stations sold. Buckley Broadcasting Corp. has announced sale of KOL-AM-FM Seattle to Hercules Broadcasting Corp. (Manning Slater) for $950,000, subject to FCC approval.

Late Fates. E. Jonny Graff, veteran TV syndication executive, is scheduled to retire soon as vice president in charge of television for Avco Embassy Pictures, New York, to be succeeded by Dan Goodman, independent motion picture producer and former vice president, syndication, Screen Gems (now Columbia Pictures TV) . . . Harold Rassens, who retired Jan. 1 as assistant chief of FCC Broadcast Bureau, joins A. D. Ring & Associates, Washington, consulting broadcast engineers, as senior partner . . . Larry Fine, of Three Stooges comedy team, died Jan. 24 in Los Angeles following series of strokes that had paralyzed him since 1971. Moe Holland is only surviving member of comedy trio whose 1930's movie shorts are still syndicated in TV markets . . . Wade Arnold, 68, radio-TV documentary producer, died Jan. 20 of pulmonary embaphema in New York. For earlier reports see "Fates & Fortunes," page 73.

Headliners

John B. Poor, president of RKO General Inc., New York, named chairman and chief executive officer, effective Feb. 1, to be succeeded as president and chief operating officer by Frank Shakespeare, currently vice chairman of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Thomas F. O'Neill, chairman of parent General Tire & Rubber Co., moves from chairman and chief executive of RKO General to chairman of RKO General's executive committee. Robert L. Glaser and Bruce Johnson, presidents of TV and radio divisions respectively, will report to Mr. Shakespeare, as will representatives of company's cable-TV interests (76% of publicly owned Cablecom-General), recording and tape duplication facilities, bottling and other interests except Frontier Airlines, Denver, which reports to Mr. O'Neill. Mr. Shakespeare, 49, joins RKO after two years at Westinghouse; his position there is not expected to be filled. He was director of U.S. Information Agency 1969-73 and, before that, held several executive posts at CBS. Mr. Poor, 59, has been RKO General president since 1962.

Sol Taishoff, editor of Broadcasting and chairman of Broadcasting Publications Inc., named to receive special citation of International Radio and Television Society at March 11 anniversary dinner at which Elton H. Rule, president of ABC Inc., will receive IRTS Gold Medal ("Closed Circuit," Jan. 20). Mr. Rule was chosen for "important contributions in providing leadership enhancing the development and stature of the radio-television industries"; Mr. Taishoff, for "tremendous and continuing contributions to the broadcast industry, its people, its programs and its progress."
Something about 1974 kept people up nights.

The phenomenal popularity of “The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson” isn’t exactly news, by this time. But Johnny’s record in ’74 was...well, phenomenal. To be specific:

“Tonight” in ’74 out-rated its nearest network competitor by 45%, the other by 81%.

“Tonight” in ’74 out-rated the previous annual high for a late-night TV program (“Tonight” in ’73) by 9%.

“Tonight’s” margin over its network movie competition in December ’74 was the widest for any month ever.

Still, the other networks do have one consolation: If they lost sleep over Johnny, at least they weren’t staying up alone.

Source: Nielsen Television Index (11:30pm-1:00am) A.A. Rig. Annual Averages 1954-74. Monthly Averages Mar, 1972-Dec, 1974. Subject to qualification available on request.


June 8-11-Broadcasters Promotion Association 20th annual seminar. Denver Hilton hotel, Denver.


### This Week

- **Jan. 26-29**—National Religious Broadcasters 32nd annual convention. Spokesmen: Dr. George Sweeting, president, Moody Bible Institute, Chicago; Lincoln C. Wasilewski, president, NAB; David Foster, president, National Cable Television Association; Charlotte Reid, FCC commissioner, and Dr. Billy Graham. Washington Hilton hotel, Washington.
- **Jan. 27-Comments due at FCC on network re-runs shown in prime time. Reply comments due Feb. 24.**
- **Jan. 28—Connecticut Broadcasters Association legislative reception and cocktail party. Hartford Hilton hotel, Hartford.**
- **Jan. 29—South Dakota Broadcasters Association legislators' luncheon. Pierre Elks Club, Pierre.**
- **Feb. 1—Deadline for entries, National Cable Television Association 1975 Cablecasting Contest. Tapes, free-quarter-inch cassette format, not to exceed five minutes. Contact: Lydia Neumann, NCTA, 918 16th Street, N.W., Washington 20005.**
- **Feb. 5—Deadline for entries, Mortgage Bankers Association of America Janus awards for excellence in financial news reporting. Four categories: commercial and business news, TV network news, commercial and business news, TV network news. Contact: Mark Serepka, Mortgage Bankers Association of America, 1125 15th Street, N.W., Washington 20005.**

### February

- **Feb. 1—Deadline for entries, 43rd annual Sigma Delta Chi Distinguished Service Awards contest, for performance in print and broadcast journalism during 1974. The Society of Professional Journalists, 3015 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 60601.**
- **Feb. 1—Deadline for entries, Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Awards for outstanding coverage of problems of the disadvantaged in America. Awards Committee, 1035 30th Street, N.W., Washington 20007.**
- **Feb. 2-4—Wyoming Association of Broadcasters 1975 convention. Hitching Post, Cheyenne.**
- **Feb. 3—Deadline for entries, American Medical Association's 49th Annual Medical Science Writing Contest. For medical and health news stories published in newspapers, magazines, radio, TV and periodical. Rule information: 535 North Dearborn Street, Chicago.**
- **Feb. 4-8—South Carolina Broadcasters Association winter convention. Wad Hampton hotel, Columbia.**
- **Feb. 7-9—Audio Workshop at The American College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. Tel. 215-525-9500, Ext. 249.**
- **Feb. 7-8—Utah Broadcasters Association midwinter mini-convention. Speaker: Maurice Webster, former VP, CBS division. Video charge sales & marketing, now executive VP, Compu-Media.**
- **Feb. 8-10—Educational Foundation, American Woman in Radio and Television Inc. board of trustees meeting.**
- **Feb. 8-12—National Association of Television Program Executives annual conference. Hyatt Regency hotel, Atlanta.**
- **Feb. 10-14—International Radio and Television Society 17th annual faculty-industry seminar. Tarrytown Conference Center, Tarrytown, N.Y.**
- **Feb. 12-14—Colorado Broadcasters Association winter convention. Antlers Plaza, Colorado Springs.**
- **Feb. 12—Southern Baptist Radio and Television Commission sixth annual Abe Lincoln Awards ceremony. Speaker: FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley, Tar- rent County Convention Center, Fort Worth.**
- **Feb. 14-16—American Women in Radio and Television Inc., board of directors meeting. Gene Asty hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.**
- **Feb. 15—Deadline for filing annual programing reports of TV stations with FCC.**
- **Feb. 15-17—Texas Association of Broadcasters convention. Driskill hotel, Austin.**
- **Feb. 17—Comments due at FCC on inquiry into need for federal regulations to avoid nonduplicative CATV rules at state and local levels. Reply comments due March 17.**
- **Feb. 18-19—Radio Advertising Bureau management conference. Marriott motor hotel, Atlanta.**
- **Jan. 19—Kentucky Broadcasters Association sales seminar. Holiday Inn North, Elizabeth-town.**
- **Feb. 20-21—Radio Advertising Bureau management conference. Marriott motor hotel, Atlanta.**
- **Feb. 24—Armstrong Awards deadline for entries. Executive Director, Armstrong Awards, 510 Madd Building, Columbia University, New York 10027.**
- **Feb. 25-26—Radio Advertising Bureau management conference. Sheraton Airport Inn, Philadelphia.**
- **Feb. 25-26—Association of National Advertisers Broadcasters Luncheon. Speakers include Richard E. Wiley, FCC chairman; Frederic Pierce, ABC Tele- vision president; Thomas Dillon, BBDO president. Plaza hotel, New York.**
- **Feb. 26-28—Texas Cable TV Association annual convention. Dallas Fairmont hotel.**
- **Feb. 27-28—Radio Advertising Bureau management conference. Marriott motor hotel, Cincinnati.**
- **Feb. 27-28—Georgia Cable Television Association 1975 annual convention. Speakers: FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley and NCTA President David Foster. Atlanta Marriott motor hotel.**

### March

- **March 1—Deadline for entries, American Bar Association Gavel Awards, 1155 East 60th Street, Chi- cago 60637. Materials published, broadcast or presented Jan. 1, 1974, to Dec. 31, 1974, considered.**
- **March 2-4—National Cable Television Association...**
We gave someone who’s been here a weekly program to keep people out.

Ten years in Attica. Four and a half more at Auburn Correctional Facility.

It’s not the kind of background you expect of a talk show host. But then the talk show isn’t the kind you expect either.

It’s aimed at kids in trouble. Or kids who could get into trouble easily. And it tells them what to expect if they get caught.

But the words have a lot more meaning because the man speaking them has been there. And when he calls prison “natural hell,” he has a way of making you feel that hell.

His name is DeWitt Lee. When he went into prison, he swore he’d come out a better man.

While there, he organized the first Jaycee chapter inside prison walls and served as its president. And he took the Jaycee slogan, “Service to humanity is the best work of life”—and made it his personal creed.

He began to help other prisoners. He helped them study for high school equivalency exams. He helped them raise money for worthwhile causes.

When he was pardoned, he became Director of Recreation for the Drug Abuse Research and Treatment Center in Buffalo, as well as supervisor of children for the State Division of Youth. He’s also a volunteer and the first black chairman of the New York State Jaycees Criminal Justice program.

With this kind of background, DeWitt Lee was a natural to appear as a guest on “Outlook”—our live one-hour talk show. After hearing him, it was obvious being a guest wasn’t enough.

We gave DeWitt Lee his own telephone talk show. On it, he’s doing what he’s been doing for the past several years. Helping kids—and ex-cons, like himself—find work, find help, stay out of jail.

Only now, he can reach every kid in town, before the kid runs into trouble.

WKBW Buffalo.

One of the stations of Capital Cities Communications.

We talk to people.
When you arrive at your destination, Delta guarantees delivery on the flight or routing you specify between most Delta cities.

Packages accepted up to 50 lbs. with length plus width plus height not to exceed 90" total, with only one dimension exceeding 30".

To Delta’s ticket counter or airport air freight terminal at least 30 minutes prior to scheduled departure time. Shipments may be picked up at either location 30 minutes after flight arrival.

Delta’s exclusive “Dashboard” control procedure insures constant tracking of your shipment from delivery to pick-up.

DASH charges are nominal. Check Delta reservations for charges between specific points. Pay in cash, by company check, or major credit cards, special credit arrangements or on government shipments by GBL.

**Rate examples (tax included)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta-Washington</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston-Miami</td>
<td>$26.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati-Louisville</td>
<td>$21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland-Phoenix</td>
<td>$26.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles-Orlando</td>
<td>$31.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas-Los Angeles</td>
<td>$26.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco-Atlanta</td>
<td>$31.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia-Houston</td>
<td>$26.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York-Tampa</td>
<td>$26.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For details, call Delta reservations.

---

**Books**

Who Controls the Mass Media? Popular Myths and Economic Realities. By Martin H. Seiden. Basic Books, 246 pages, $8.95. A clue to the question posed in the title of this book is provided in the subtitle. For it is Dr. Seiden’s view that it is not the media barons or fat-cat advertisers or any of that ilk so often thought of as holding the power to manipulate the minds of the masses who actually have such power. Rather, he suggests, it is the public, whose wishes and preferences are constantly being ascertained in polls, rating measurements and, in the case of print media, circulation figures, that influences the type of entertainment that is provided, the consumer products that are offered and even the political programs that are put forth.

From this premise, Dr. Seiden goes on to attack a number of other “myths”—that heavy accents in the form of commercials assures a political candidate of victory, or at least increases his chances (in 14 out of 32 senatorial contests in 1970, the winner spent less than the loser, and among the big spenders whose money were incurred, those who start out with an advantage) and that exposure to violence on television breeds violence in the young, the young people who were the most active in opposition to the Vietnam war and in support of the civil rights movement were those who were exposed most to television” (Broadcasting, Dec. 23).

The vaunted power of the media, particularly television, is another “myth,” he says, even if it is one that is believed by electronic journalists and commentators, who engage in what is known as “self-inflating professionalism” (that is) to indicate to Hollywood’s penchant for making films of the lives of entertainers, or the church’s “cannibalization of clerics.” For the media do not mock public opinion so much as reflect it. Moreover, he notes that the Cox organization, despite its ownership of the two dailies in Atlanta as well as WSB-AM-FM-TV, was unable in 1969 to block the election as mayor of a man it opposed.

Even broadcasting’s reputed financial power is, as merely a “myth,” Dr. Seiden notes that the $5 billion that broadcasters grossed in 1973 was only half that grossed by the newspaper industry. And the rate of growth of newspapers has exceeded that of television in the last 10 years. The various “myths” are matters of more than academic interest to Dr. Seiden, an economist who has served as a consultant to the FCC as well as to the National Association of Broadcasters. He feels they can lead to governmental policies which could erode the basis on which freedom of the electronic press rests. In that regard he reserves some of his sharpest barbs for “reformers,” who, he said, “have managed to wrap them—
selves in a cloak of sanctity that a previous age had reserved for clerics and theologians. He expresses particular concern about attacks on the advertising that supports the system—and that assures "its independence of thought and action."

Dr. Seiden also has some advice for the regulatory agencies most directly involved in media regulation—the FCC and the Federal Trade Commission. Such agencies, he says, "tend to overestimate their own wisdom and to underestimate the ability of individuals to discriminate among the many appeals made to them. What is needed today," he adds, "is a new sense of modesty about the abilities of government bureaucracies and an awareness of the destructive power they wield."

Openly Arrived At: Report of the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on Broadcasting and the Legislature. The Twentieth Century Fund, New York, 1974. Background paper by Lee M. Mitchell. Presented are arguments for and against the task force's recommendation that broadcasting of all public legislative sessions and public committee sessions of Congress be allowed; that the Corporation for Public Broadcasting provide for coverage and recording of House and Senate public sessions; that a Congressional Television Advisory Committee be established consisting of press gallery officers, representatives of CPB, network and independent broadcasters and the public; that excess costs be absorbed by congressional appropriation and that each state legislature should work toward public broadcasting of its legislative process.

TV Violence and the Child: The Evolution and Fate of the Surgeon General's Report. By Douglas Cater and Stephen Strickland. Russell Sage Foundation, New York, 170 pp., $3.95. Messrs. Cater and Strickland provide a clear and digestible account of what the surgeon general's report means and why and how it came to be. The authors detail project's inception, giving insights to problems inherent in the report which would later lead to TV violence with children's behavior. Brief reviews of various experimental findings and research papers incorporated in the final report are presented in easy-to-read lay terms. The report's reception by the press and its subsequent impact on Senator John O. Pastore's (D-R.I.) committee hearings are outlined. In concluding, the authors, both academicians, take a look at what academic-research panels can and cannot do in solving social-political questions.

The most young women in PHILADELPHIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Women (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WPVI</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>415 160 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Various</td>
<td>208 82 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B CBS Eve News</td>
<td>199 90 46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also No. 1 in rating & share (ADI/METRO) and homes

The most young women in NEW YORK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Women (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WNBC</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>633 215 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Ch 2 News 7</td>
<td>588 187 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B PBC Pice-Thg 7</td>
<td>156 70 26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also No. 1 (tie) in rating & share (ADI/METRO) and homes

Garry Moore stars with Kitty Carlisle, Bill Cullen, Peggy Cass and a host of revolving guest panelists.

in the important markets shown here plus many others.
Full rating information on request.

**ARBO-Nov.'74**

To Tell The Truth still delivers

...most women

...highest ratings

...greatest shares

...most homes

*All ratings shown are from the ANDI-TELEVISION NETWORK REPORTS. They are estimates only subject to certain errors and limitations described in the report.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Ratings 6</th>
<th>Ratings 18</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Ratings 6</th>
<th>Ratings 18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLEVELAND</td>
<td>WENTS</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>201 87 54</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
<td>WAVE</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>110 42 20</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBANY-SCHENECTADY-TROY</td>
<td>WTEN</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>101 37 20</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
<td>WSOC</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>20 5 3</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PORTLAND, ORE.</td>
<td>KATU</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>78 37 20</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
<td>KOMO</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>18 32 142</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH TOTAL WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHOENIX</td>
<td>KCOL</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>128 38 19</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
<td>WPRI</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>15 26 119</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH TOTAL WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOKANE</td>
<td>KHQ</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>62 19 12</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
<td>WSHS</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>20 33 58</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH TOTAL WOMEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUFFALO</td>
<td>WBTV</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>208 83 45</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH WOMEN 18-49 &amp; 18-34</td>
<td>WESH</td>
<td>TELL TRUTH</td>
<td>24 40 111</td>
<td>NO. 1 WITH TOTAL WOMEN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also No. 1 in rating & share (ADI/METRO) and homes

DISTRIBUTED BY
Firestone
Program Syndication Co.
540 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
(212) 593-3713
Cable advertising: Where to buy it

According to the National Cable Television Association's 1974 Local Origination Directory, those systems that originate programming offer the best prospects for cable advertising. Advertising revenues were up 40% over the preceding year's figures. The median ad revenue figure was near $7,500 although the highest reported figure for a single system was $225,000.

Sports programming was the most popular buy followed by news. (As an aside, I would have to point out that the "news" mentioned here works only when it's of the most local variety—right down to police blotter and the barroom drunk. Although there have been exceptions, cable operators have found that trying to compete with the local television stations' news departments is a disaster.) News is followed in turn by bingo.

The top-10 advertisers on cable in 1973, in descending order, were McDonalds, Pepsi-Cola, Coca-Cola, Ford Motor Dealers, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Goodyear Tire, Woolco department stores, Grant's department stores, Hardee's (hamburger chain) and Holiday Inns. Advertising was accepted on two-thirds of the 629 channels that originate programming.

The Manhattan system has had some notable, if initial, success with advertisers through its Madison Square Garden telecasts. Bill Hylan of J. Walter Thompson used it for some of his clients. His nonrenewal for a second year was based on the fact that there was "... simply no way to evaluate efficiency," he said in 1971. Avis used the Garden telecasts, but George Simko at Benison and Bovles didn't renew for the same reason. In fairness, there are some advertisers that have been on for more than one season.

Three years ago a company called Monitel sold General Foods on the idea of testing ads on five CATV systems across the U.S. Monitel provided a 24-hour video service of time, temperature, weather, and general information from fixed teletypes plus ads in the form of digital readouts and slides. Besides GF, Campbell Soups, Hudson Vitamins, RCA Records, and Black & Decker had some experience with Monitel. GF was paying about $3,000 a month for the service. All advertisers eventually left the company, and it folded.

Wormington Advertising, which has been using cable to research their new copy strategies for years. It's good, and since it's been over-reported in the trades, there's little I can add to knowledge in this subject. Very conceivably, there are people who are using Adel or the similar systems to test recall, copy strategy, claim believability, or whatever. Parenthetically, it is interesting to note that the networks are getting heavily into the cable markets to test their new programs. Programming judgments still rely heavily on intuition, but, more and more, we are hearing some network authority tout his show or his season on the basis of its success.

Because of the aforementioned problems, the national advertiser has been slow to enter cable. Besides the abject lack of statistical information, there's another reason, too. That's the fact that there are few reps prepared to handle a sponsor's business on a more-than-one-system basis. CableRep, presided over by Dick Bergh, is the only non-MSO rep I know. Dick is a knowledgeable spokesman for the cable industry to the advertising community, but he's got one of the most frustrating jobs in the business. Like the snake eating its own tail, the advertising budgets will not include consideration of cable till cable operators organize themselves better. And the latter will not organize into "networked" groups until they can see the big dollars coming their way. Round and round the argument goes. But Dick valiantly struggles on...and more power to him.

A second general method of buying cable is through the larger MSO's: Teleprompter, Sterling, Warner, Cox. It is possible to put together your own mininetwork this way, but the administrative costs far outweigh the amount of dollars you'd end up placing on the total systems.

In short, cable remains a very, very local medium. That's where its advantages lie, and that's about the only place where the merchant-advertiser can subsistitate the value of his buy. You should also be aware of an insidious campaign to cut out the middleman, the advertising agency. Because of the paucity of facts available, cable operators are going directly to clients to make their pitch. Many of the national advertisers I cited earlier as heavy users of cable television made their buys in this way. Since the client makes the ground rules, he can un-make them. Be prepared for this, my agent colleagues, for it may come unto you, too. This brings us to another topic of discussion: cable's software. Despite federal exhortation to the contrary, many operators still look upon their cable service as merely a conduit for other programming. The programming first comes from the television stations the operator taps into, next from local civic, social or educational events, next from advertisers, next from Hollywood, and finally from local, public sources known as public-access channels. Over the years others have tried to put together inexpensive programs which could be used exclusively in cable origination, but the cost has proved to be an overwhelming obstacle to success. There was (and still is, I believe) the Modern Cable Network that's run by Modern Talking Picture Service, a company that distributes industrial free films. Modern ships video cassettes to 56 systems. Dick Bergh has a show called Shopping Around New York which he ships to two cable systems. Another system has put together a show called Daytime which is used, by barter, on 175 CATV systems.

And now, like Clark Kent shedding his mild manners in a phone booth, outs a whole network schedule of programming from an independent UHF station in Kansas City, KMBA-TV. Bob Wormington and his brother, Bill, have put together a schedule of special interest programming through a subsidiary of the station, Target Network Television. A lot of operators think that TNT will be dynamite for them. The Wormingtons have put together a network of about 340000 cable homes in Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa, Oklahoma, and Arkansas.

Besides Big 8 sports and Kansas City pro baseball, hockey, and basketball, they will cover stock car racing, basketball, gymnastic meets, swimming...you name it. But that's just the frosting on their programming cake. Bill Wormington is a very bright man. He believes that the only way cable programming can be successful is through specialized programming—not the mass appeal kind we are so used to seeing from local stations and television networks. Therefore, he's got cooking shows, religious shows, family health and divorce, farm equipment repair, a couple of women's talk shows, farm management, crafts, auto fix-it, sewing, board of trade reports, and a lot more. You can see that he literally is targeting in on specific interest gaps.

Mr. Wormington is candid to admit that he's "going directly to the advertisers." He goes on to say: "We're not going to sell by points because there's just no way, even on the 100 cable systems we have contracted, that the point system can mean anything. We're selling special interest all the way and we're going after special-interest advertisers." To date, he's sold a number of regional distributors or companies in the area to be covered: The Fleming Co., an IGA distributor, Budweiser, Shell Chemical, Colgate, Gillette...to name a few.

In short, cable's clarion call to the advertiser did sound in the forest. Maybe it hasn't yet been orchestrated in the right pitch, but if you listen carefully, you can hear it getting closer and closer.
Portable Color Camera Systems

Now Affiliates are joining the trend to real-time news...and higher ratings!

All four networks, dozens of independents and now the affiliates are replacing film cameras with the Ikegami Camera System. Its NTSC video signal can go directly on the air. Or be taped and played without film delays. Your station gets a priceless "first with the news" image...and it shows up in the ratings. Proof: VARIETY reports the Ikegami is the first piece of hardware to have a substantial effect on news ratings in Chicago.

This is the only micro-mini electronic news gathering system that delivers the picture quality, reliability and ruggedness of film cameras. And it's truly portable...only 12 lbs. with an auxiliary backpack of 22 lbs. Operating costs are much lower than film, too. Join the trend. Be the first "instant news" station in your market. With the Ikegami Portable Color Camera System.

For further information and/or demonstration, call or write:
IKEGAMI ELECTRONICS INDUSTRIES INC. OF NEW YORK
35-27 31st Street, Long Island City, New York 11106/Telephone: (212) 932-2577

Ralph L. Hueaby
Vice President
Director of Engineering
WLAC-TV, Nashville (CBS affiliate)

"Our Ikegami cameras deliver better picture quality than we got with color film...live! We're broadcasting four or more real-time news feeds a day from remote vans, via microwave links. Color is strictly broadcast quality. These little portables have surpassed all my expectations in stability, quality and ruggedness."

"Our switch to live news has created more talk in town than any technical programming change we've ever made!"
STRENGTH
in steel-making technologies: it helps

Flat Rolled technology:
Republic was one of the first to make a technical approach to how flat rolled steel behaves and why. We learned, under actual shop conditions, what happens when steel sheet or strip is run through a roll former, or drawn, or stamped. Analysis of the grid pattern stenciled on a test sheet tells the maximum stretch required of the steel. And relating this to die design, grade, and steel-making practice helps determine how to set up a minimum-cost production operation.

Alloy technology:
Whether it's a steel for aerospace, nuclear, anti-pollution, antiseptic, or aesthetic applications, there's probably no alloy steel we have not already made or could not make — including steels with as little as 70 percent iron or more than 99 percent. And there's no bigger or better combination of facilities in the world for electric furnace melting, vacuum processing, and strand casting of steels than at Republic.

"At Republic, we are dedicated to vigorous, innovative, and responsive steel technology, keeping our research, development, and production capabilities strong, flexible, and alert to customer needs. It's what helps us to keep improving our products, so you can keep improving yours. Want to put us to the test on your problem? Write J. R. (Jack) Lowey, Vice President, Steel Operations, Republic Steel Corporation, Department 1441, Cleveland OH 44101."
us do more than just make steel.

Machining technology:

For more than 40 years, Republic has applied its technical competence to improving the machining characteristics of its hot rolled and cold finished steel bar products. Combining the efforts of research, process development, and operating control to provide the broadest range of steel products available for machining applications. Backed by multiple mill locations and a unique system for coordinating and controlling production and delivery. Pictured here is a specially designed test piece for evaluating various machining operations.

Vacuum technology:

Republic, long a leader in vacuum processing of tonnage steels, was among the pioneers in vacuum arc remelting of alloy steels — a process that produces the ultimate in micropure alloys and specialty steels for use in aircraft and aerospace work. And today, in addition to vacuum processing, we continue to operate one of the world's largest batteries of vacuum arc remelt furnaces.

We do more than just make steel.

Republic steel
Just what do you mean by that?
Getting to the guts of the issue...clarifying problems...making it clear and understandable for black and white alike—that's the way it is on WXII-TV's Shades Of Ebony program.
Jane Harrington and Billy Rich are opening some new pathways in Public Affairs Journalism in their weekly look at what’s taking place around them.
Shades Of Ebony—making it clear, within the special context of being black.

WINSTON-SALEM
GREENSBORO
HIGH POINT
PTAR III may have touched off a fuse

Appeals to FCC, court action loom as independent producers, suppliers to networks and CBS make no bones about unhappiness over revised rule

The rumbles of discontent with the FCC's third version of the prime-time access rule—adopted Jan. 16—are rolling across the land, feeding the belief that PTAR III, like PTAR I and II, will find its way into court.

Members of the National Association of Independent Television Producers and Distributors may welcome the return to the form of PTAR I, in that network affiliates in the top-50 markets are limited to three hours of network or off-network programing in prime time.

But they are concerned about the exemption for children's, public-affairs and documentary programs. They feel it could take away whatever benefits the rule otherwise would provide for independent producers with programs to sell for access time.

The major producers—those that sell to the networks—are disturbed. The rule continues to restrict the amount of time for which they can sell their programs. They want it repealed. Edward Bleier, vice president in charge of network programing and sales for Warner Bros. Television, restated the majors' contention that the rule generates the production of cheap game shows and wild-animal series which "are a disaster for the audience and for the best creative people in the business," Katrina Renouf, counsel for NAITPD, and Mr. Bleier, who has served as spokesman for the major producers on the prime time issue, said their respective groups are giving serious consideration to appealing the commission's action.

There is trouble brewing on another front also. Sandy Frank Program Sales said it will seek reconsideration of the rule, with a view to having the effective date set back one year, to September 1976. Sandy Frank contends that the time remaining until the start of the 1975-76 season is inadequate for those in the industry to change the plans they had made in reliance on PTAR II, which was adopted in January 1974. (That rule would have specified 7:30 p.m. as access time, but would have imposed no limits on network programing on Sunday.) If his petition is denied, he said, he will "definitely" seek judicial review.

Mr. Frank will also press for commission action on his proposal to ban multiple exposures in access time. He said he will ask the commission to hold an oral argument on the matter.

Of the networks, CBS is indicating dissatisfaction with PTAR III. CBS officials said the network would withhold comment until it had studied the commission order. But they noted that CBS has steadfastly opposed the rule and said that they had seen nothing in the new version to make them believe the network would change its mind.

ABC, which has consistently supported the rule, found the commission's action "in the public interest." And NBC, which changed its position on the rule from anti to pro, issued a brief statement asserting that the commission "took all considerations into account" and reached "a reasonable balance."

An NBC spokesman later indicated one reason why the network likes the rule. The exemption for children's programing, he said, offers the possibility of the network gaining an additional hour of prime time on Sunday with the presentation of "The Wonderful World of Disney."

And it is that kind of possible network encroachment that worries the NAITPD members. Goodson-Todman issued a statement expressing concern "about exceptions for network and off-network material and their effect on the prime-time-access marketplace." A spokesman for the firm said that if new syndicated material is removed for "reruns that might qualify for exemptions under, say, children's programing, then I think we have a legitimate grievance."

Although the commission adopted PTAR III by a 6-1 vote, the enthusiasm for it within the commission was less than that indicated. Chairman Richard E. Wiley issued a concurring statement in which he said he was voting for the rule "reluctantly." He said he had been impressed by an amendment to the rule primarily because he believes it involves the commission too deeply in decisions "which traditionally have been left to the marketplace." He also said the commission's experience with the rule since it first became effective in 1971 has not been encouraging. However, he said that, with the modifications adopted by the commission, "the rule may prove to be in the public interest."

Commissioner Glen O. Robinson, the lone dissenter, expressed his views with considerable spirit in a 34-page opinion in which he likened the commission, in its effort over the years to deal with "network dominance," to Don Quixote's struggle with windmills.

The goals—reducing network dominance, stimulating sources of new programing and encouraging more local programing—cannot, he said, be reconciled with the "development of the market functions necessary to generate quality programing."

And to the extent that the commission laments the growth of "network dominance," he said, "it laments the development of efficient program brokerage." In this sense, he said, "what has been obtained from the prime-time access rule is just what should have been expected: a fragmented array of low-cost, low-quality programs offered to local stations directly by producers without the intervention of a broker."

Nor has Commissioner Robinson been impressed by any increase in local programing resulting from the rule. "If the rule has increased the incentive for additional local programing," he said, "it has done so largely by degrading the competition."

Commissioner Robinson believes that if the commission is serious about reducing "network dominance," it should deal...
homicide and violence rates and those countries with low violence rates is the amount of violence screened on public television," Dr. Cline writes, apparently not using "public" in the sense of non-commercial TV.

Much of Dr. Cline's article reports and interprets research in ways that broadcast specialists have challenged in the past.

"The hard scientific evidence," he writes, "clearly demonstrates that watching television violence, sometimes for only a few hours, and in some studies even for as little as 20 minutes, can and often does instigate aggressive behavior that would not otherwise occur. If only 1% of the possibly 40 million people who saw The Godfather on TV were stimulated to commit an aggressive act, this would involve 400,000 people. Or if it were only one in 10,000, it would involve 4,000 people—plus their victims."

He also emphasizes the alleged "desensitizing" effects of watching TV violence, suggesting "we have developed a tolerance for [violence], and possibly an indifference toward human life and suffering," as reflected, perhaps, in "the My Lai massacre, in which American soldiers killed Vietnamese civilians."

Dr. Cline reports that he and associates at the University of Utah conducted experiments that produced "the first empirical evidence that children who are exposed to a lot of TV violence do to some extent become blunted emotionally or desensitized to it."

Broadcast specialists in special research who were questioned last week were divided on the desensitization question, though they uniformly debated the Clines' experiments in this area.

One school of thought held that, while the Cline research was "defective in design," some support for the desensitization concept is nevertheless "beginning to build up" as a result of at least one study having no such apparent flaws. Indirectly, this view also claimed support for the theory in research indicating that children will imitate "pro-social" behavior they see on TV.

The opposite view was offered by a specialist who said he knew of no valid support for the desensitization concept and that, in fact, it is contradicted by studies done for the National Institute of Mental Health and purporting to show that TV violence makes heavy viewers more fearful, overestimating the danger of violence in everyday life (Broadcasting, Dec. 23, 1974).

Dr. Cline said TV programs don't have to be "hyperbole" (TV violence) to get good ratings, and cited I Love Lucy, All in the Family, Sanford and Son, The Waltons "and scores of other shows" as proof. TV has in fact "the potential for great good," he said.

He suggested that "if something particularly objectionable is broadcast during children's prime-time hours," parents can "(1) turn the set off, (2) phone your local station expressing your concern and (3) write to the program's sponsor." The "responsible response," he wrote, "rests with every adult citizen, Meaning you. Meaning me. Meaning us."

Utah psychologist draws another bead on TV violence

Article in 'Ladies Home Journal' again offers argument about effect of violence shown in programs; however, broadcast specialists disagree on desensitization idea

TV takes its lumps for violence again in an article by Dr. Victor B. Cline, professor of psychology at the University of Utah, in an article on "TV Violence: How It Damages Your Children" in the Feb. 20 issue of Ladies Home Journal. And it took another shot in the Feb. 26 issue of Broadcasting.

"One of the major social-cultural differences between the U.S. with its high

Program warnings begin to light up on the TV tube

Singed by heat from Washington, networks flag 'mature' treatments; there's also concern about exploiting the notices for promotional purposes

The mushroom cloud of proposals for setting aside a family hour on network TV next season is having a fallout effect on other periods—a rush, particularly by ABC and NBC, to slap warning notices on any programs they might draw fire from the crusaders against sex and violence on television.

"We're more sensitive these days," says Grace Johnson, the vice president of broadcast standards and practices for ABC-TV And Robert Howard, the president of NBC-TV, says. "We're re-evaluating our whole position in this area in the light of recent developments."

So far this month, ABC has advised "parental judgment and discretion be used on the matter," because of the following two episodes of Norman Lear's situation comedy, The Hot l Baltimore (Friday, 9-9:30 p.m., NYT), which features a prostitute as one of its main characters, and of two theatrical movies: "The Godfather" and "The Sterile Cuckoo." Two upcoming made-for-TV movies—"Hustling" and "The Legend of Lizzie Borden"—will be ticketed with warning notices by ABC, along with the following telecasts: "Death Stalk," "The Summer of '42," "Electra Glide in Blue," "Walking Tall," "Crazy Joe" and "What's New, Pussycat?"

NBC-TV calls these warnings "advisory," and will assign them to the rerun of the TV movie, Death Stalk, which first appeared on Feb. 3 (when it was first shown on the network, it got by without such a warning) and to the rerun of the made-for-TV "A Case of Rape" on Feb. 17. NBC's advice on "Death Stalk" (World Premiere Movie, Feb. 21, 8:30-10 p.m.) caused John J. O'Connor, the TV critic of the New York Times, to write that the "ultimate justification for more mature programming will have to be rooted in some concept of superior quality, in the form of artistic intentions, superior production, perhaps even intelligence. If the warning is going to cloak junk like 'Death Stalk' the game is over."

This is the kind of thing that Tom Swafford, the vice president for program practices at CBS-TV, is also worried about. "If the networks start exploiting this notice for promotional purposes, we'll run into trouble," he said last week. CBS has only one advisory planned in the future, which centers on "The Tenth Level," a made-for-TV movie about psychological experiments that cause extreme stress in the unwitting subjects. "Because some of the language is rough and because of the over-all theme of patriotism and terror, we thought we'd better let the viewer know about it," Mr. Swafford said.

Broadcasting Jan 27 1975
Rolling their own, "OB VII," which ran more than six hours on ABC-TV last year, was the first of what could be a trend toward long-form made-for-TV movies that would be aired as mini-series. ABC Novels for Television is planning to adapt Irwin Shaw's "Rich Man, Poor Man," John Dos Passos's "U.S.A." trilogy, Gore Vidal's "Burr" and others into movies that could run anywhere from six to 14 hours. NBC and CBS also have properties that fit this category. All of this activity is part of the networks' big push to made-for-TV movies to supplement the diminishing theatrical-movie product.

Golden age of movies made for TV
Networks vie for quality property, allow for variety of formats

In the words of NBC-TV's Lawrence White, vice president, programing, "the TV networks are in the motion picture business." Consider:

- ABC-TV is cranking into motion at least five properties that could each run to substantial length (Irwin Shaw's "Rich Man, Poor Man" is being targeted, as a finished film, at anywhere from eight to 14 hours) and calling the concept "ABC Novels for Television." In addition, the network will film dozens of shorter-length made-for-TV movies for the 1975-76 season.

- NBC-TV has just announced "the most extensive line-up of movies for television" in the network's history, with more than 35 two-hour films in development, and about 30 of the 90-minute variety. Some of these pictures are based on such best-sellers as John Fowles's "The French Lieutenant's Woman," Flora Rheta Schreiber's "Sybil" and Justice William O. Douglas's "Go East, Young Man."

- CBS-TV's VP for programing, Fred Silverman, says that made-for-TV movies are beginning to skid a bit in the ratings but the network nevertheless has as many as 35 such projects in various stages of development, including best-sellers such as "The Foster-Laurie Story," Vincent Bugliosi's "Helter Skelter" and Ernest K. Gann's "Band of Brothers."

The networks have even got to the point where they are outbidding the major studios for the rights to glossy novels of that kind, because of pre-publication hoopla (everything from plans for big publicity campaigns to sale of the manuscript to the Book-of-the-Month Club), are slated to be almost certain best-sellers.

For example, ABC shelled out a healthy six-figure price for "Roots" by Alex Haley, which Doubleday will publish later this year. The author, a black man, spent years tracing his heritage back through American slavery to his tribal ancestors in Gambia. Brandon Stoddard, vice president, motion pictures for television, ABC Entertainment, says, "It's a dynasty story, covering seven generations, and we got it because the major studios probably felt it would be too sprawling for theatrical-movie length." The David L. Wolper Co., which will produce it, has commissioned a screenplay, and Mr. Stoddard thinks it could end up a 14-hour movie. Like the BBC's adaptations of famous novels (which public television has made familiar to American viewers in "Masterpiece Theater"), "Roots," Mr. Stoddard suggests, could well run in a given two-hour time slot each week until completion. "And we'd try to make each segment an entity in itself," he continues, "so that if the viewer missed one week he wouldn't get hopelessly lost." But he stresses that these scheduling ideas are only tentative. "We really won't know how to showcase it until we've seen the finished film," he says. The one thing Mr. Stoddard knows for sure is that "we'll have lots of places on our schedule to put these movies." Theoretically, when NFL Monday night football rings down the curtain next winter, ABC could conceivably be programing movies five out of seven nights. (The network now has four: the Tuesday and Wednesday "Movie of the Week," both of which go 90 minutes, and the Saturday and Sunday two-hour time slots, where the network runs off its theatrical movies.)

NBC's Larry White says that his network will almost certainly continue setting aside Saturday and Monday nights from 9 to 11 p.m. (NYT) for both theatrical and made-for-TV movies, and that it will probably push its "World Premiere Movie" time slot (now on Tuesday, 8:30-10 p.m.) back to 9 to comply with the family-hour guidelines (maybe even lengthening the slot to two hours to avoid a dangling half-hour at the end of the evening).

Mr. White is not laying out any grandiose plans for 12- or 14-hour movies but with "Sybil," a nonfiction book about a schizophrenic woman which Lorimar Productions ("The Waltons") is now working on, "we're going to have to go longer than two hours. The story outline of the book—the structural situation of the main character—took us nine months to get into shape, and once the outline becomes a script, we'll let the content of that script dictate the final length."

With better properties and increased budgets, Mr. White is convinced that some of the big-name actors who have avoided television in the past will be forced to reconsider their negative feelings about the medium. "You've got to go for the bigger names in these made-for-TV movies because you're only getting one crack at the audience," he says, adding that the network heavily promotes the "big shots" by emphasizing not only the stars but also whatever is exploitable in the plot. NBC has even signed the well-known producer, Ross Hunter ("Airport"), to turn out the kinds of romantic, mass-audience pictures he's been doing theatrically over the past two decades.

Mass audience is the key. The networks are leaping on the made-for-TV-movie bandwagon at least partly because of the giant ratings chalked up by a number of them during the 1973-74 season. For example, NBC's "A Case of Rape" pulled down a 33.1 rating and 49 share on Feb. 20, 1974. CBS's "The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman" racked up a 30.8 rating and 47 share on Jan. 31, 1974. And NBC's highly touted two-and-a-half-hour "The Execution of Pvt. Slovik" had a 25.7 rating and 40 share on March 13, 1974.

But CBS's Fred Silverman says these films are exceptions, and that the ratings trend of made-for-TV movies is down, particularly this season. He points out that ABC's two made-for-TV-movie time
FOR 1 OUT OF 3 AMERICANS, THERE’S NO SUCH THING AS A "PLACE CALLED HOME."

Storer stations are concerned and are doing something about it.

In spite of the fact that our economy topped the trillion-dollar mark, today one-third of America is still considered ill-housed.

Included are 21 million "working poor" who remain in poverty because of substandard incomes.

Squalid housing breeds a horde of problems. It drives adults to despair—and children into the streets. It sows the seeds of crime and violence. Drug abuse. Civil unrest. Sickness.

To solve many community problems, Storer radio and television stations believe, you have to start at home. Which explains why an important share of their editorials and specials are devoted to improving housing.

In Cleveland, for example, WJW-TV aired editorials supporting urban homesteading. This program allows citizens to buy an inner-city home at low cost if they promise to refurbish and live in the home for a number of years, thus revitalizing blighted areas.

Generally homeowners pay higher taxes when they improve their property. WJBK-TV in Detroit has fought for a plan permitting home improvements up to $4,000 without increasing assessed valuation. The aim: to encourage inner-city and low-income residents to rehabilitate and preserve their dwellings.

In another related effort, WJBK-TV learned of a despicable racket involving victims of serious house fires. Inflated repair orders and padded insurance claims were bilking Detroits least able to afford it. Using a night scope sound camera, WJBK-TV news crews filmed unscrupulous contractors and insurance adjusterspressuring the victims. WJBK-TV's series "The Fire Conspiracy" also coincided with an arson investigation. Result: two weeks later, indictments were issued by the local prosecutor.

And this is typical of Storer stations in city after city. WSPD-TV in Toledo, for instance, aired a 30-minute report on the Council of Government's "Fair Share Housing Plan" that allocates low and middle income housing to the suburbs. And in Milwaukee, WITI-TV has backed the use of some 1,200 empty rooms in state college dorms to house elderly citizens in need of decent housing.

We look at it very simply: The more effective we are for our communities, the more effective we are for our advertisers, and the more effective we are for ourselves. Everybody wins.
slots, and the one on NBC, are each averaging less than a 30 share in the season-to-date Nielsen ratings (September 1974-January 1975), and that the numbers are being harvested by NBC’s Saturday theatrical movies and ABC’s Sunday theatricals because they’ve been frontloading the blockbusters (“The Godfather” and “The Poseidon Adventure”).

“If our program-development effort comes up with some good series,” Mr. Silverman says, “we may knock off one of our two movie nights next season, probably the one on Friday.”

Programmers at ABC and NBC respond to Mr. Silverman’s analysis by saying that although the absolute numbers of the typical made-for-TV movies may only be marginal, the two networks can charge sponsors higher prices because the long-form anthology attracts the best demographics (on the assumption that people who seek out TV movies are casual, selective viewers—not the kind who get hooked on series and watch them week in and week out).

As an example, ABC charges the same rate-card price ($80,000 per minute) for the Tuesday Movie of the Week as it does for Streets of San Francisco, even though the latter is four share points higher in the season-to-date calculations.

Mr. Silverman’s adversaries also admit that CBS has more hit series than do the other two networks, a situation that leaves it with fewer open spaces on its schedule for long-form programming. “We’re not under the gun to rush into production with a lot of made-for-TV movies,” says Mr. Silverman.

Computer helps ABC keep tabs on its movie bank

O&O crew has been feeding data into machines that have been firing back sales, programing information

Tak Kako’s face still lights up when a few minutes after punching out his request on the IBM keyboard for the titles of all post-1960 John Wayne westerns in color that run more than 90 minutes, he gets the answer in typewritten script on the screen of the portable monitor above his right shoulder.

For Mr. Kako is the assistant manager for programing of WABC-TV New York, and he was given the assignment two years ago of feeding into the computer in ABC’s midtown Manhattan headquarters the computerized information about the more than 6,000 movies under lease to the network’s five owned stations.

“In effect,” Mr. Kako said, “we used the computerized film program as a pilot project for what is about to become a total system, in which we’ll feed everything from sales data and billing information to programing logs and complete schedules of commercials.”

Richard A. O’Leary, president of ABC-owned WABC TV stations, added: “The films were really a testing ground for getting the bugs out of the hardware and getting our people used to the technology.”

“IT was very much a trial-and-error process from the beginning, but Mr. Kako, a patient, soft-spoken man, thinks he and his computer people have hit on the right format for cataloguing each movie.”

“Let me give you an example in detail,” he said. Swiveling his chair to face the keyboard, he punched up the 1953 costume spectacle, “The Robe.” Within seconds, the information flashed on the screen.

The data has been boiled down to eight lines. The first line gave the station’s call letters, the IBM number (“The Robe” will be assigned different numbers in the other four cities, if any of them has the rights to it), and the movie’s title. The second line provided the start and end date of the contract (in “The Robe”’s case, from January 1971 through December 1978), the movie’s running time and an entry indicating whether it’s in color or in black and white.

The next line contained the film’s original release date, the number of runs allowed under the contract, the runs already aired and showing that have been tentatively scheduled. “Quality” is the first category on the next line, and the numbers Mr. Kako keyed in were derived from a couple of sources, including the New York Daily News’ star ratings. The other two categories on this line contained spaces for any entries Mr. Kako might want to make about excessive sex or excessive violence in particular movies and whether these factors might make it suitable only for placement in a late-night time slot. (He mentioned “Easy Rider” and “The Collector” as examples of adults-only movies.)

These categories are almost never used because the sex and violence in most films can be edited out to conform to earlier time periods.

The fifth line contained nuts-and-bolts information, such as whether the print is 16 mm or 35 mm and whether a particular print is defective. (In the latter category, “Stagecoach” has a faulty soundtrack, for example.)

Mr. Kako is proud of his shorthand for the “Subjects” category on line six because he says he has managed to come up with 65 different two-to-three-word descriptions to cover every movie in his inventory, from war/air to Japanese sci-fi. On line seven, he has shoehorned in as many names from the movie’s cast as he can squeeze into the space. The last line of the computerized entry contains the plot summary of the movie.

What all this means is that an ABC station programer can call up movie titles using any combination of these data, and, as Mr. Kako said, the system is particularly useful for quick access to the titles of pictures that haven’t played in more than a year. (Packages are usually sold on the general understanding that each picture will play about once a year.)

A second set of entries for each movie lists the dates and times—and the ARB and Nielsen ratings and shares—of every air play. But this data is sifted carefully; some ratings may be deceptively high because of weak competition, and others artificially low because of blockbuster competition.

As with all the information that spews out of the computer, Mr. Kako warned, the human beings doing the programing has to make the final decisions, which are still—as often as not—based on gut reactions of the man in charge.

Spinning off success

If the initial sampling is any criterion, Norman Lear has another hit on his hands. The Jeffersons (CBS, Saturday, Jan. 18, 8:30-9 p.m., NYT), which Mr. Lear spun off from All In the Family, made its second-season debut with a 28.9 rating and 47 share. Those numbers put it in the category of fourth highest-rated show of the week.

The Smothers Brothers Show (NBC, Monday, 8-9 p.m.) dipped a bit in its second week, but still managed to win its time period easily, with a 24 rating and 34 share.

ABC’s Baretta (Friday, 10-11 p.m.), a cop series, got a survival sampling in its initial week (Jan. 17). Its rating was 16.7, with a 30 share. ABC also came
Can you use a BAT system?

**TAKE THIS TEST.**

This week marks our first anniversary and the second anniversary of the BAT Billing, Accounting, Traffic, and Payroll System idea. There are now over 100 stations served by these systems, with all functions and hardware located in the stations. That's more systems than any competitor, in less time. More radio stations than all other systems combined! What are some of the reasons? Take the little test below and see for yourself some "BAT" advantages!

For each question below, pick the answer that best describes your operation.

1. When does your log "close"? Can you still get an order on the air tomorrow using your regular procedure if its in the station by (A) 4 p.m. (B) 3 p.m. (C) 2 p.m. (D) 1 p.m. (E) Earlier.

   Most BAT users close their log late in the working day before broadcast — often 4 p.m. or later. TV's, of course, around noon or 2 p.m.

2. When do your bills get out? In relation to month end, are they out (A) the day after (B) two days after (C) three days after (D) four days after (E) five or more days after.

   Virtually all BAT System users have bills out the day after each billing period ends. They take about 2½ hours for the System to prepare automatically.

3. How about your co-op or split-billing invoices? Do they go out (A) simultaneously with regular bills (B) one day later (C) two days later (D) three days later (E) four or more days later.

   BAT Systems issue split bills or co-op invoices without delay as part of the billing run, fully detailed with times and other data, ready the day after period-end.

4. When can you and your Sales Manager get sales figures for each salesperson on your staff in detail? (A) The day of broadcast (B) The day after broadcast (C) Weekly (D) Monthly at month end (E) Later.

   Every BAT System produces daily sales by salesperson reports as well as varied other revenue data.

5. When do you get sales projections for orders in-house, listed and totalled by salesperson? (A) Daily (B) Weekly (C) Monthly (D) Occasionally (E) Never.

   BAT Systems have an optional "Bookings Report" projecting all orders in-house up to 52 weeks, reporting Sales by Customer and Salesperson, any time.

6. You have overdue account lists (A) immediately at month end (B) Ten days after month end (C) On request (D) Occasionally (E) Seldom

   Each BAT System generates overdue lists the day after month end to facilitate collections.

7. You have complete aging of all accounts as well as contract utilization data (A) Monthly (B) Quarterly (C) On request (E) Never

   For maximum sales, BAT Systems report last active date, units run contract-year-to-date, etc., on a monthly report.

   8. You have a complete set of financials for the month and year-to-date within (A) two days after month end (B) five days (C) ten days (D) thirty days (E) quarterly or more.

   BAT Systems generate a full set of Journals, a P & L, and Balance Sheet in one day to allow quick management decisions based on current, not past, history.

9. You have no more than (A) one (B) two (C) three (D) four or more persons handling all scheduling and availability functions for you.

   The typical BAT installation handles an AM/FM with one traffic person (TV's usually take 1½ to 2) for all scheduling functions.

10. You have no more than (A) one (B) two (C) three (D) four or more persons handling all reporting and accounting functions for you.

   Accounting on a BAT System requires less than one person for all functions.

Now score yourself. Allow ten points for each (A), eight for each (B), six for (C), three for (D), and none for (E).

   Your score: ______

If you had a BAT System, your MINIMUM score would be over 90%.

Is this test conclusive? Of course not. But PSI offer your station, without any obligation, a complete "Station Systems Analysis" by a trained, thorough, full-time Systems Consultant. After the review, you will get a detailed report on the strengths and weaknesses of your present system, as well as details about the ways a PSI "BAT" System would help you . . . if it could. To get such an appraisal, fill in the coupon or call collect today.

To: Paperwork Systems Inc., P.O. Box 38, Bellingham, Wa. 98225, (206) 733-8510

☐ My score was ________. Let's have a study for our operations.

☐ No study now, but send literature.

Name________________________________________

Stations______________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________

Phone_______________________________________
up with survival numbers for *The Six Million Dollar Man* in its new time slot (Sunday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.). The show got a Jan. 19 rating of 19.3, with a 29 share. CBS's *Tony Orlando and Dawn* (19.0 rating and 28 share on Jan. 15) and NBC's *The Mac Davis Show* (18.9 rating and 28 share on Jan. 16) continued their losing ways (*Broadcasting*, Jan. 20), and two other second-season time slot shifts by ABC are not taking hold: *Knight Rider* (Friday, 8-9 p.m.) managed only a 13.2 rating and 21 share on Jan. 17 and *Kung Fu* (Saturday, 8-9 p.m.) staggered to its lowest numbers of the year (8.1 rating, 13 share on Jan. 18).

**TVN also sees satellite use by program syndicators**

The planned introduction next July of daily domestic-satellite news feeds via Television News Inc. (TVN) and Western Union's Westar (*Broadcasting*, Jan. 13, 6) may bode a new method of entertainment program syndication as well. Individual stations could eventually hook up to the limited and temporary transmission of locally produced shows for distribution by an instant mini-network. TVN's new vice president for finance, Maurice Schonfeld, said: "We hope to give every segment of society access to national television for the first time in 28 years with an opportunity for groups to reach a national audience without going through the networks." TVN's reason for switching to satellite feeds is as much economic as inventive. The two-year-old electronic news service pays, as an occasional user, eight times what the major networks pay at the miles-per-minute rate, for AT&T ground-line service. TVN's initial capital expenditure of an estimated $12 million for earth stations equipment—coming almost entirely from Adolph Coors Brewing Co., Golden, Colo., the chief TVN stockholder—is worth an estimated 50% savings over the use of AT&T carriers. "AT&T rates have been cut steadily in favor of the networks," Mr. Schonfeld said. "What TVN is about to offer is the chance to break the AT&T leash."

**WGBH-FM under gun for public affairs cutbacks**

Noncommercial WGBH-FM Boston is under pressure to restore news, public affairs and special interest programming it cut back on Jan. 1. Jacob Bernstein, head of the Newton-based Committee for Community Access, has asked the station to respond to demands for more programming on Spanish, feminist and gay issues, for more jazz programs and for coverage of top candidates for the job of station manager. Mr. Bernstein says he's "preserving our options" concerning a challenge to WGBH's license-renewal application (deadline April 1).

John H. Beck, the station's chief executive, however, is reviewing its budget, its staff and other WGBH Educational Foundation programs on public affairs. The cuts reduced news and public affairs programming from 38 to 19 hours in a 132-hour broadcasting week; WGBH-FM is now presenting virtually uninterrupted blocks of classical music.

**Let show's success determine rate of payment, says Lear**

A proposal that the networks pay royalties to program producers on the basis of the success of the show, instead of a flat fee as is now the practice, was made by Norman Lear at a panel discussion on program production at the Hollywood Radio and TV Society. Mr. Lear said producers cannot blame the networks entirely for trying to pay the least they can for programs.

Part of the high costs, according to Frank Price of Universal TV, is the move by stars and their agents to renegotiate contracts once a series becomes successful. In some cases, he said, this amounts to virtual blackmail.

And referring to the moves to require the first hour of prime-time programming to be family-type shows, David Gerber of Columbia Pictures Television said he doesn't know what family viewing entertainment is and what the public will accept under that label.

**Program Briefs**

*Columbia's two pacts.** Columbia Pictures Television announced last week that it will sell and distribute TV productions of Borg Warner Assocs. First Warner-produced shows Columbia will distribute, both to the networks and to domestic and foreign-syndication markets, are two 90-minute made-for-TV movies slated for NBC-TV: "The Last Survivors," about shipwrecked people adrift in lifeboat, and "Journey from Darkness," true story of blind medical student. Columbia also announced agreement with Bilingual Children's Television Inc. to license "publications, educational games, records and other products" related to *Villa Alegre*, 65-episode, half-hour series geared to elementary-school students.

*For Cincinnati kids.** WCPO-TV Cincinnati becomes nation's first commercial station to carry public TV's *Zoom* children's show on Feb. 1. Robert D. Gordon, station's general manager and chairman of National Association of Broadcasters' children's television committee, said no commercial messages will be inserted in program and that it acquired show after learning it would not be carried by city's public TV station.

Now in 60. 20th Century-Fox Television reports that Dinah, 90-minute variety series starring Dinah Shore that began in syndication last October, now is being broadcast in 60 U.S. markets—increase of 20 since Jan. 1. This is in addition to CBS-owned stations that produce and carry series. Program now is also being offered to Canada.

*Name change.** TV National Inc., New York, is new name of syndication firm of Maurice H. Zouray, whose offerings include packages of cartoon features (like Spiderman and Max the 2000 Year Old Mouse), old-movie short subjects (including seven of Shirley Temple's first film appearances) and 17 Hopalong Cassidy movies starring William Boyd.

*More 'Marbles.'** International Telephone and Telegraph, which announced that its Big Blue Marble series for children is readying second batch of 26 half-hours for distribution to same 120 stations now carrying first 26-week cycle, which began last September. In addition, series, which looks at customs people in different parts of world, will be seen in France, England, West Germany, Spain and Holland this spring, with target of 70 countries by end of 1976. Stations in U.S. get show free and have four minutes to sell to local sponsors (although ITT's guidelines specify no commercial interruptions in show itself).

**C&W for sale.** Broadcasting Division Inc., New York, is making available on barter basis half-hour TV series, *Country Music Festival*, targeted for March 15 premier. Series to 26 shows, feature top country artists and be produced at Nashville's Grand Ole Opry House by Shirley Enterprises, Cleveland.

*With a bang.** Five-month-old Don Kirshner Productions has raft of TV specials and series in works: Hereafter series, in association with Norman Lear ("Closed Circuit," Oct. 7, 1974) for NBC-TV; two-part pilot co-produced with Allen Lansburg, "Night of the Full Moon," to be shown on ABC-TV *Wide World of Mystery*; 90-minute prime-time rock special for CBS-TV; children's musical show; dramatic pilot on life of singer Bobby Darin; three daytime shows, one for each network.

**USIA film grants.** Bicentennial filmmakers grants program sponsored by U.S. Information Agency, offers up to $3,000 to students for sound films or video tapes. Ten to 12 films produced under the program will be blown up to 35mm prints and shown to 110 countries in theaters, schools and on TV. USIA's assistant director for motion pictures and television, Robert Scott, said grants would be made to fulfilling graduate or undergraduate students in cinema, TV or communications, or to parttime students who have completed 75% of their degree credits. Documentary, drama, animation and verbal/non-verbal format entries, limited to 30 minutes, will be accepted.

**Missionary reports.** Five-minute vignettes describing events and changes in lives of primitive tribes people in places throughout world are available from Lutheran Bible Translators Inc., organization that provides translations of New Testament in other countries. Series, titled *Alphabetmakers*, offers 13 weeks of programming, five times weekly, on tape with no charge or obligation other than return of tapes after use. Alphabetmakers, P.O. Box 2400, Alhambra, Calif. 91801.

*Expansion.** Ansel Productions Inc., New York, said the company's firm, opens Hollywood production quarters at 1549 North Vine Street, telephone (213) 461-2951.
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Staggers stripped of one-man rule

Commerce Committee Democrats vote to redistribute power to caucus and subcommittee chairmen

The winds of change, as one congressman put it, have swept through the House Commerce Committee. A caucus of the committee's Democrats last week adopted new rules that in effect take away much of Chairman Harley Staggers's (D-W.Va.) power and distribute it to subcommittee chairmen and the caucus.

Although the reforms burst suddenly from behind the caucus's closed doors last week, they have actually been in the works since 1969, according to Representative John Moss (D-Calif.), one of the authors of the new rules. "We had the troops today, where we never had them before," he explained last Tuesday after the action was taken. Co-authors were Representatives John Dingell (D-Mich.) and Paul Rogers (D-Fla.).

Conspicuous among the "troops" were the recruits, the nine new Democrats on the committee, who voted as a bloc for the reforms. And, according to one member, two of the new members, Representatives James Scheuer (D-N.Y.) and Richard Ottinger (D-N.Y.) provided input in the drafting.

The reforms give the subcommittee chairmen and the majority caucus the power to make decisions previously made by Chairman Staggers alone—the power, for example, to determine the number and jurisdiction of subcommittees, to develop subcommittee budgets and to hire subcommittee staff members.

After passing the reforms, the caucus formed an ad hoc committee of 11 members, chaired by Mr. Staggers, to discuss the number and jurisdiction of the Commerce Committee's subcommittees and report back to the caucus Tuesday (Jan. 28). On Tuesday, the caucus will pass on the recommendations, elect subcommittee chairmen by secret ballot and finalize subcommittee assignments. Members of the ad hoc committee, which meets today, are Representatives Staggers, Moss, Dingell, Rogers, Scheuer, John Murphy (D-N.Y.), David Satterfield (D-Va.), Bob Eckhardt (D-Tex.), Ralph Metcalfe (D-III.), Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) and William Broadhead (D-Mich.).

Mr. Moss said there was "no rancor or bitterness" at last week's reform meeting. At the start of the meeting, Chairman Staggers offered reforms of his own, in which, by one member's account, he offered "to give a little ground" without losing his grip on subcommittee budgets and the right to hire and fire staff. But within minutes, the member said, the caucus moved to shuffle his proposal off to the side and consider the Moss-Dingell-Rogers proposal as a substitute.

The member, who asked not to be named, said that two pages of Mr. Staggers's four-page proposal were devoted to restrictions on broadcast coverage of committee and subcommittee hearings. Among other things his proposal would have required that radio and television coverage be handled in an "orderly and unobtrusive manner," with specific rules governing lighting, numbers of cameras and camera placement and prohibiting filming or recording witnesses against their will.

The rules adopted last Tuesday say briefly that any meeting open to the public (that is all meetings unless voted closed in open session by a majority of those members present) may be covered by radio and TV. Broadcast coverage will be subject to over-all House rules and supervised by whoever is presiding at the hearing. It may be terminated by the chairman "for good cause."

Although it may be no more than coincidence, the new rules respond to many of the criticisms leveled at Mr. Staggers two weeks ago by Common Cause, the "citizen's lobby" (Broadcasting, Jan. 20). Common Cause faulted Mr. Staggers for being tight-fisted with subcommittee budgets and staffing, for not permitting committee chairmen to manage their own legislation on the House floor, for delaying too long before referring bills to appropriate subcommittees.

Under the new rules, the chairman must forward legislation to subcommittees "immediately" (the deadline used to be within two weeks). Subcommittee chairmen will floor-manage legislation reported from their subcommittees. Sub-committee staff members shall be hired, fired and their salaries set by the subcommittee chairmen, subject to the approval of the majority subcommittee members. The chairman will still have the authority to hire full committee staff members, subject to approval by the majority members of the committee. For the first time, subcommittee chairmen will be responsible for preparing preliminary budgets, including funds for staff salaries, travel and investigation. With budget proposals in hand, they will get together with the full committee chairman, who will have his own proposals and combine them into one, thereafter to be approved first by the Democratic caucus, then by the full committee.

The new rules mean that Democrats will bid for subcommittee seats on the basis of seniority, and the ratios of Democrats to Republicans will be determined by the majority caucus and negotiated by the chairman with the ranking minority member. The ratio cannot favor the Democrats by more than two Democrats to every Republican plus one Democrat, as determined by the House Democratic Caucus, nor can the ratio provide for a majority of fewer than two Democrats on a subcommittee.

Furthermore, under the new rules, subcommittee chairmen can set their own meeting dates after consulting the full chairman and other subcommittee chairmen to avoid conflicts. Previously all subcommittee meeting dates were set by Mr. Staggers.

Said one Commerce Committee staff member: "It's a whole new ball game," a phrase heard often in the House recently. Representative Lionel Van Deerlin (D-Calif.), a veteran on the committee who voted for the reforms, said they are "going to move the business of the committee much more expeditiously" than ever before.

In Hill hopper: Only the numbers have been changed

Long-familiar legislation resurfaces in new Congress, including nine bills to reform license-renewal procedures

Since the start of the 94th Congress two weeks ago more than 2,000 bills and resolutions have been introduced. Of those, seven are license-renewal bills that stalled in the last session. In all, some 45 bills that directly affect or relate to the broadcasting industry were introduced. Almost all were reintroduced from the 93rd Congress. A list of bills in the hopper follows:

In the House:
H.R. 243, sponsored by Representative Thomas Downing (D-Va.), H.R. 448 by Representative John Flynn (D-Ga.), H.R. 545 by Representative Albert Johnson (R-Pa.), H.R. 669 by Representative John Murphy (D-N.Y.), H.R. 972 by Representative Fred Rooney (D-Pa.), H.R. 1525 by Representative Jack Edwards (R-Ala.) and H.R. 1737 by Representative Burt Talcott (R-Calif.). All are bills to amend the Communications Act to establish orderly broadcast license-renewal procedures.

H.R. Res. 297 by Representative Murphy, would direct the FCC to prepare a study on the effects of television violence on viewers.

H.R. 671, by Representative Murphy, seeks to amend the Communications Act to restrict violence on network TV shows.

H.R. 1738, by Representative Talcott,
would repeal the provision of the Communications Act requiring broadcasters to charge no more than the lowest unit rate for political advertising.

H.R. 1054, by Representative Samuel Stratton (D-N.Y.), would amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to provide free radio and television time to candidates for federal office.

H.R. 1239, by Representative Charles Bennett (D-Fla.), seeks to require free broadcast time for presidential candidates.

H.R. 1435, by Representative James Broyhill (R-N.C.), would provide for a three-year funding authorization for the FCC from fiscal 1976 through fiscal 1978.

H.R. 670, by Representative Murphy, would amend the Communications Act to require that some stations include foreign language subtitles in local programs.

H. Concurrent Res. 6, by Representative Frank Annunzio (D-Ill.), to give radio, television and newspapers the same exemptions from prohibitions on giving lottery information.

H.R. 215, by Representative Robert Kastenmeier (D-Wis.), and H.R. 562, by Representative Edward Koch (Democrat-Liberal-N.Y.), seeks to protect news sources and information from compulsory disclosure by broadcasters.

H.R. 987, by Representative Benjamin Rosenthal (D-N.Y.), would provide for federal assistance in establishing state and local offices of consumer protection.

H.R. 1183, by Representative John Wydler (R-N.Y.), would establish a federal Consumer Protection Agency to represent the interests of consumers.

H.R. 1659 and H.R. 1660, by Representative George Brown (D-Calif.), seeks to amend the Internal Revenue Code so that advertising of alcoholic beverages would not be a deductible expense.

H.R. 673, by Representative Murphy, seeks to protect consumers against fraudulent and deceptive practices through civil actions and class actions.

H.R. 1266 by Representative James Delaney (D-N.Y.), to establish an office of consumer affairs in the Executive Office of the President and a Consumer Protection Agency to represent consumers.


H.R. 884, by Representative Melvin Price (D-Ill.), and H.R. 996 and H.R. 997, by Representative Rosenthal, would permit the advertising of drug prices and require prescription-drug retailers to post prices of commonly prescribed drugs.

H.R. 998 and H.R. 999, by Representative Rosenthal, would require that in the advertising and labeling of prescription drugs, the "established name" appear whenever the proprietary name is used.

H.R. 466, by Representative Don Fuqua (D-Fla.), would open most congressional and federal agency meetings to the public.

H.R. 15, by Representative Tom Railsback (R-Ill.); H.R. 18, by Representative Bennett; H.R. 299, by Representative Charles Carney (D-Ohio); H.R. 778, by Representative Murphy; H.R. 1117, by Representative Frank Thompson (D-N.J.), and H.R. 1234, by Representative Peter Rodino (D-N.J.), would regulate lobbying and disclosures by lobbyists.

In the Senate:

S. 2, by Senator William Proxmire (D-Wis.), would amend the Communications Act to forbid the FCC from influencing broadcast programing and repeal Section 315, the equal time section of the act (Broadcasting, Jan. 20).

S. 22, by Senator John McClellan (D-Ark.), is the same copyright reform bill that failed last session.

S. 233, by Senator Quentin Burdick (D-N.D.), seeks relief of North Central Educational Television Inc.

S. 200, by Senator John Tunney (D-Calif.), would establish an independent consumer agency to serve consumer interests.

**Political season.** There were changes last week in several reported candidate standings among chairmen of the National Association of Broadcasters boards ("Closed Circuit," Jan. 20). Kay Mella, KLOE(AM) Goodland, Kan., not previously mentioned, is now reported to be candidate for vice chairman of radio board, for which Virginia Pate Wetter, WASA(AM)-WMGD(FM) Havre de Grace, Md., is also mentioned though she is now concentrating on campaign for the seat last session to board itself in bailing that closes Feb. 6. Robert Gordon, WCPO-TV Cincinnati, is candidate for vice chairman of television board. Two others first reported to be considered for that seat look like unchallenged. William C. Bennett, WCVB-TV Boston, with statement he is supporting Mr. Gordon, and Kathryn Broman, Springfield (Mass.) TV, who said she may run next year. Still with apparent opposition: Wilson Weirn, Multi-media, Greensville, S.C., for chairman of joint board; Walter Bartlett, Avco, Cincinnati, for chairman of TV board, and Harold Krefstein, Plough Broadcasting, Memphis, for re-election to chairmanship, radio board.

S. 5, by Senator Lawton Chiles (D-Fla.), would require that most congressional and government agency meetings be open to the public.

S. Res. 12, by Senator William Roth (R-Del.), would require that all House-Senate conference committee sessions be open to the public.

S. 205, by Senator Charles Mathias (R-Md.), would require that legislative agencies keep congressional committees "fully and currently informed.

S. 61, by Senator James Pearson (R-Kan.), seeks to establish a commission to study and appraise the organization and operation of the executive branch.

S.J. Res. 7, by Senator James Allen (D-Ala.), would establish a national commission to study and recommend ways to reform the federal regulatory agencies.

**No fee refunds except for cable, FCC decides**

Broadcasters and others out in cold for their failure to pursue appeal, but this time NAB vows to fight

The FCC last week rejected all requests from broadcasters for refunds of fees paid under a schedule that the Supreme Court has declared illegal. Two years ago, it voted to refund cable television operators $4.4 million (Broadcasting, Dec. 9, 1974).

In its decision last week the FCC elected to deny refunds to all types of businesses under its regulation except the cable companies. The commission said the Supreme Court had taken action on an appeal brought by the National Cable Television Association and limited to an attack on cable fees (Broadcasting, March 11, 1974).

Representatives of other regulated industries abandoned the appellate proceeding after an appellate court upheld the legality of the FCC's original fees, the agency pointed out. Those missing from the Supreme Court appeal are not entitled to recover the fees now, the FCC contended.

The Supreme Court held that the FCC had been wrong in trying to recover 100% of its budget by the collection of fees. It ruled that the commission could charge regulated industries only for services performed in their behalf and not for service rendered to the public. The FCC two weeks ago issued a revised fee schedule, affecting all services, which is intended to return about 35% of its 1975 budget (Broadcasting, Jan. 20; see also "FCC cuts back," this issue).

In an announcement issued last week, the FCC said that broadcasters and others whose petitions for refunds it was denying "had uniformly ignored the fundamental fact that the only issue before the Supreme Court in the NCTA case was the validity of the cable television annual fee and there was nothing in that decision to indicate the court decided any question other than that specifically before it."

In a concurring opinion, Commission-
er Glenn O. Robinson said "there is a real problem of rational line-drawing here." He said that as a practical matter the payment of refunds across the board "would impose administrative burdens that could cripple the regulatory functions of this agency; and, since I do not read the NCTA case to require that these burdens be shouldn't, I certainly do no think that we ought to volunteer."

The dimensions of the refund problem that Mr. Robinson wanted to avoid were roughly sketched at the time of the Supreme Court decision. Refunds could run to some $90 million if all services were to recover all fees paid under the 1970 schedule that the court overturned. The National Association of Broadcasters 'conservatively' estimated that $30 million in broadcasting fees were at stake. Later AT&T requested a $14 million rebate for itself alone (Broadcasting, Oct. 28, 1974).

NAB officials said last week that they would persist on whatever legal course seemed appropriate in their efforts to obtain refunds. John Summers, general counsel, pointed out that a number of broadcasters had filed for recovery in the U.S. Court of Claims where a favorable decision would probably force a general refund, he surmised. A petition to the FCC for reconsideration would also be considered, it was said. No firm course could be plotted until the text of the FCC's order had been studied, the NAB said.

Quello suggests merit badges for good works

He tells Georgia Institute civic activity should be rewarded; Dean Rusk wants government control lifted from radio-TV journalism

FCC Commissioner James H. Quello has proposed that broadcasting personnel who go out of their way in "public service involvement" should be awarded official recognition by the commission, to be kept in mind during license renewal time. The commissioner's remarks were made at the annual Georgia Radio-TV Institute held in the University of Georgia's Henry Grady School of Journalism, Athens.

Commissioner Quello also had kind words for recent acts of self-regulation by the TV networks and the National Association of Broadcasting. He referred to the tightening of NAB code restrictions on commercials in children's television programming (Broadcasting, July 29, 1974) and the present movement toward adoption of a "family viewing hour" (Broadcasting, Jan. 20) as proof of broadcasters' willingness to act "responsibly."

At the same Georgia meeting, Dean Rusk, former secretary of state, came out strongly for freedom of the broadcast press, though he also argued for the right of public officials to keep secrets or even to lie if necessary.

Mr. Rusk also said he was opposed to legal guarantees of the right to reply and concerned about the fairness doctrine. He said that "the people do not own the airwaves any more than they own the North Star or gravity," and the necessity for frequency allocation should not be an excuse for regulating the electronic press.

AETC takes FCC bait

The Alabama Educational Television Commission, stripped three weeks ago by the FCC of its licenses for nine educational TV stations in the state, will reapply for the licenses rather than fight the decision in the courts. It was the commission itself that suggested the move. The commission denied the licenses on racial discrimination charges filed in 1970, but noted that the state agency had since improved its record in minority hiring and programming and could be considered as a potential licensee. AETC's Washington attorney, Marvin Diamond, said the agency would file by late March (deadline April 1). As yet, no other parties have indicated they would file for the frequencies, but Mr. Diamond said he had heard "unsubstantiated rumors" that there would be competition for some of the licenses.

Court rejects suit against BBI's David

Judge's dismissal of SEC case erases last apparent barrier to license grant for Boston TV

Another vestige of the old Boston channel-5 case has passed into history with dismissal by a U.S. District Court. Judge of a suit the Securities and Exchange Commission had brought against Nathan David, once a major figure in Boston Broadcasters Inc., now the licensee of the channel.

The FCC, in a historic decision in January 1969, denied the Herald Traveler Corp. renewal of its license to operate on the channel, and granted BBI's application. But the fight dragged on through the commission and courts for three years before BBI put its WCVB-TV on the air.

For a time, charges that the SEC and the state of Massachusetts had brought against Mr. David, then executive vice president, general counsel and director of BBI, had been set aside. The charges involved alleged violations of state and federal securities laws.

However, after the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington refused the FCC's request to remand the case for a review of the David matter, the commission in January 1972 authorized BBI to go on the air, but the authorization was conditioned on Mr. David's refraining from participation in the affairs of BBI. The commission also said it would not pass on BBI's application for a license to cover its construction permit until the SEC case was resolved.

Judge Walter Skinner, in Boston, dismissed the SEC request for injunction on the grounds that the relief being sought was no longer appropriate. SEC had asked an injunction to bar Mr. David from continuing the alleged illegal acts. But the judge noted that the last alleged violation occurred in 1968. And Mr. David, in requesting dismissal of the suit, said that he was in ill health and had virtually retired. In granting dismissal, the judge said he was not passing on the truth or accuracy of the SEC allegations.

The court action removes the last major impediment to grant of an FCC license, according to FCC officials. Actually, the staff had already been preparing a recommendation that the commission act on BBI's application. BBI last year had urged such action, noting that Mr. David no longer held BBI office. However, the commission must still rule on a long list of pleadings, filed by Herald Traveler in the last days of its fight to hold on to the channel, alleging wrong-doing by various BBI principals.

Mr. David's only present connection with BBI is his 7% stock ownership. He resigned as director in January 1971, when he in effect took a leave of absence from his duties as executive vice president and general counsel.

Apparently, BBI will not have to file its first renewal application until 1978, six years after WCVB-TV went on the air. Massachusetts licenses for the current license period expire on April 1, 1975.
Beginning March 31st, we're going to set Radio back 200 years.

You can join us. On March 31, 1975, we will air the first 2½-minute newscast that starts the only authentic, day-by-day account of the Revolutionary War. Prepared by a team of British and American experts, it covers events as they occurred with reports from the Colonies, England and key foreign cities.

Now your station can bring its listeners the gripping, continuing story of America and England at war. Not only military and diplomatic news of the day, but fascinating human interest stories as well—all are reported in the format of a modern newscast. As if radio existed in 1775!

Some of America's foremost historical authorities have joined with English researchers to create the Bicentennial's most historically researched program. The only program scheduled to run through the entire celebration.

The colonists' version of the news will be recorded by American broadcasters, while the English version will be written, produced and recorded in London with the technical cooperation of the British Broadcasting Corporation.

For sponsors, a comprehensive merchandising program is available, as well as publicity assistance. To learn how your station can participate, write for audio cassettes and a detailed brochure: Thomas P. Chisman or Harrol A. Brauer, Jr., Bicentennial Radio Network, 1930 East Pembroke Avenue, Hampton, Virginia 23663. Phone (804) 722-6331.
Star, Allbritton answer challenges
Seller again cites financial condition of newspaper and says McGoff position is self-serving; buyer defends ascertainment method

The Washington Star Communications Co.'s Evening Star-News is racing toward a disaster that can be averted only by the FCC's unqualified approval of the de facto transfer of control of the company and its broadcast properties to Texas banker Joe L. Allbritton. As for John P. McGoff, the Midwest newspaper publisher who says he wants to buy the newspaper but not the broadcast properties, he is a "vulture," waiting for the newspaper to become his helpless prey.

Star Communications made those points last week in a pleading filed with the FCC opposing the two petitions to deny that were filed against the transfer, one by Mr. McGoff and a local group calling itself Concerned Citizens for Balance in the News Media and the other by three citizen groups. Throughout its pleading, Star Communications stressed its need for speedy commission action. And as part of an effort to short-cut proceedings, Star Communications bared the financial records of all its broadcast properties dating back to 1970. (The three citizen groups—Adams Morgan Organization, the local chapter of the National Organization for Women and the D.C. Media Taskforce—had asked that those records be made available.)

"The commission has been provided with detailed information sufficient to enable it to make a determination, without a hearing, that waiver of the one-to-one market provisions of the multiple ownership rule that in this instance is required in the public interest," Star Communications said.

The critical issue, the company said, is the "increasingly desperate" financial plight of the Star-News, the only paper competing with the Washington Post. The company revealed last week that the paper lost $7.7 million last year; earlier, it had noted the paper lost about $5 million each year in 1971 and 73. And the company said, a $5 million loan Mr. Allbritton made to the newspaper in September, when he acquired 10% interest in the firm, "has already been exhausted."

The major issue in the application for transfer is the requested waiver of the rule that prohibits acquisitions of radio and television stations in the same market. The broadcast properties involved are WMAL-TV Washington and WLYA-AM-TV Lynchburg, Va., as well as WCVI (TV) Charleston, S.C. The commission was expected last week to expand that rule to bar the acquisition of television-newspaper and radio-newspaper properties in the same community. However, the company has said the facts on which it was seeking its waiver request would apply to such an expansion of the rule.

Star Communications says survival of the newspaper needs not only the $20 million that Mr. Allbritton committed to provide when the transfer is completed, but also the profits from the broadcast properties. To contend that the newspaper, with its loss of more than $7.7 million last year, could do without profits provided by WMAL (AM), "is incredible," says Star.

The profits from the other stations would help, too. WMAL-TV provided $2,057,000 in operating profits in 1973, the FM $19,000 (after years of losses). In Lynchburg, the television and AM stations turned operating profits of respectively $5,156,000 and $16,000; and in Charleston, the operating profit for the television station was said to be $167,000.

Beyond the question of the newspaper's need for continued help from affiliated broadcasting stations, Star Communications argues, is the fact that waiver would not disrupt the policy underlying the rules. The company noted that Mr. Allbritton, under the transfer agreement, would acquire up to 38%; the present owners—three local families that owned the newspaper's century—would retain majority control. Denying the waiver request would in effect require divestiture of the broadcast properties—and thus work "an unfair hardship on these historic owners in a manner not intended by the rules," the company said.

The $25 million that Mr. McGoff, as head of Panax Corp., offered for the newspaper alone does not constitute a realistic offer, the company claimed. It said that the proposal specifies that the price must be reduced by a number of "adjustments"—by the amount of decrease in the net worth of the newspaper during the period following Feb. 28, 1974, and by the assumption of all of the liabilities included in the newspaper's balance sheet, among other things. All of the adjustments, Star Communications said, reduced the value placed on the newspaper "to, at most, $5.2 million as of June 30, 1974, and less than zero as of Sept. 30, 1974."

The company also said it had tried without success through much of 1974 to obtain clarification of various aspects of his proposal. Star Communications' conclusion was that Mr. McGoff has simply been attempting to delay the proceeding—knowing delay would be fatal to the newspaper—and to disrupt the sale to Mr. Allbritton—knowing that the Texan's departure would clear the way for Mr. McGoff to resume negotiations "free from the only competition he has faced in his attempt to acquire the newspaper." He has been circling "like a vulture," said Star.

Star Communications also says it has made efforts beyond its talks with Mr. McGoff to sell the newspaper as a separate entity. It said that a newspaper subscriber in New York who could find one interested, and that approaches to the Newhouse newspaper group, a syndicate led by William Buckley, and Time Inc. proved fruitless. (The Time Inc. discussions concerned possible purchase of the
entire company.) An Australian national, Rupert Murdoch, offered $20 million for 100% of the stock, but an analysis of the offer, Star Communications said, indicated that the after-tax net proceeds would have been "minimal." The offer was not submitted to the board of directors.

Mr. Allbritton, through his newly formed Perpetual Corp. of Delaware, also responded to the petitions to deny. For the most part, Perpetual sought to counter claims the ascertainment of community needs it had conducted was inadequate; it said it had done all that was required by commission regulations.

But it also denied a suggestion of election-law violation contained in the McGoff-Concerned Citizens petition. The petition cited a four-year-old newspaper article reporting that a company owned by Mr. Allbritton had leased an airplane to Senator Edmund Muskie (D-Maine) for use in his campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination, and said it raised a question as to whether an illegal corporate contribution to the Muskie campaign had been made.

Perpetual said that the 'false allegation of possible impropriety' had already been investigated by various government agencies, none of which "has ever raised an issue of impropriety." Such "speculative accusations," Perpetual said, "cannot serve as an appropriate basis for commission action."

Mr. Allbritton also responded directly to a question raised in the McGoff-Concerned Citizens petition as to Perpetual's financial responsibility. He filed an affidavit asserting that the value of the gross assets held by him and his wholly owned subsidiaries "exceed 100 million." He said there are "adequate assets and other financing sources available" to Perpetual to enable it to discharge its obligations under its agreement with Star Communications.

Judging Changes

Announced

The following broadcast station sale was reported last week, subject to FCC approval:

* WNRK(AM) Woonsocket, R.I.: Sold by Friendly Broadcasting Co. to Paul P. Katsafanas and Norma J. Slemenda for $195,000 plus other considerations. Principal in seller is Joseph Brit (100%) who is retiring. Mr. Katsafanas is salesman at WWDF(FM) Pittsburgh; Mr. Slemenda is in sales at WPGY Pittsburgh. WNRK is daytimer on 1380 kHz with 1 kw. Broker: Keith W. Horton Co.

Approved

The following transfers of station ownership were approved last week by the FCC:

* WNWS(AM)-WMCD(FM) Statesboro, Ga.: Sold by WWNS Inc. to Radio Statesboro Inc. for $800,000. Principal in seller is Donald O. McDougal, who has no other broadcasting interests. Buyer is newly formed corporation with Cecil H. Grider, president (30%), W. C. Woodall Jr., secretary-treasurer (30%), and James P. Orndoff, vice president (30%). Mr. Grider has interests in WIMO(AM) Windham, Ga., and WPFA(AM) Pensacola and WPLI(AM) Tallahassee, both Florida. Mr. Woodall also has interest in WPFA and WMEN along with interest in WOOD-FM Dawso and WBGR(AM) Blakely, both Georgia; WGSW(AM) Greenwood, S.C., and WDRK(AM)-WTLD-FM Lake City, Fla. Mr. Orndoff is land developer. WNWS is on 1240 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night; WMCD(FM) is on 100.1 mhz with 3 kw and antenna 150 feet above ground.

* WDBX(AM) Knoxville, Tenn.: Sold by Mooney Broadcasting Corp. to Creative Display Inc. for $600,000. Mooney is publicly traded (George P. Mooney is president and holds 26.5%), and owns WMK(AM) Nashville, WSBR(AM) Pensacola, Fla.; WECX-AM-FM Birmingham, Ala.; WUNO(AM) San Juan, Puerto Rico, and Signs-O-Rama, advertising display firm in Atlanta and Knoxville. Principals in buyer are Lewis Manderon Jr., president (45%), Frank Moody, vice president (20%) and H. H. Pritchett, secretary-treasurer (25%). Creative Display is outdoor advertising chain based in Tuscaloosa, Al., and has no other broadcast interests. WDBX is on 1340 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night.

Other sales approved by the FCC last week include: KISO(AM)-KLOZ(FM) El Paso, Tex., and KEY(AM) Provo, Utah. See page 76 for details.

Judge still favors renewal of WTR-AM

FCC's Kraushaar fields remand in Norfolk case and contends executive shift doesn't alter choice

FCC Administrative Law Judge David Kraushaar has reaffirmed his initial decision to grant the license renewal of WTR-AM Norfolk, Va., and to deny the competing application of Hampton Roads Television Corp. In doing so, he once again put in front of the commission a case which he said involves the decision "whether an existing licensee that has successfully operated a station with a commendable record of performance should be deprived of its license on an ad hoc basis in the interest of improving media diversification."

Judge Kraushaar had concluded in his initial decision that WTR-AM's record of performance was a "plus" and that Hampton Roads had failed to demonstrate that it would "do anything different or better."

After the initial decision, licensee WTR Radio Corp. asked to amend its renewal application to reflect a change in its corporate officers. (William A. Gietz had replaced Lee Coleman Kitchin as president.) Hampton Roads opposed that action, since it claimed the licensee had received credit for Mr. Kitchin's integration into WTR-AM's operation. Hampton Roads also contended that WTR Ra-
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Profitable AM in Florida — one of only two daytimers in market. Needs good owner-operator.

Price, including land and building—

$150,000 cash
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Contact: Milton Q. Ford, Washington Office
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dio-TV Corp. had violated FCC rules by not reporting Mr. Kitchin's replacement within 30 days after the decision had been reached.

That issue prompted the commission to send the case back to Judge Kraushaar; last summer the FCC noted that Landmark Communications Inc., parent of WYAR Radio-TV Corp., had announced in its own newspaper the replacement of Mr. Kitchin before WYAR Radio-TV Corp. had reported the news in its renewal application, and that such negligence could raise a "lack of candor" issue.

Upon reviewing the case, Judge Kraushaar said that shifting Mr. Kitchin from one key management role to another in the Landmark complex was of "minor significance." Judge Kraushaar added that after examining Mr. Giertz's qualifications, he had found him to be adequately qualified in the broadcasting business. Asserting that a "great deal has been made of very little," the judge reaffirmed his earlier decision.

Judge Kraushaar added that the commission would be doing itself a disservice if it "delayed the decision further, hoping perchance that somehow the basic questions for decision will just disappear with time."

The judge's supplementary initial decision becomes effective within 30 days unless there is an appeal or the commission reviews it on its own motion.

**WNF beating bushes for $10 million, has half already in hand**

Noncommercial WNET(TV) New York kicked off an "independence fund" drive last week with the announcement that half the projected $10 million goal has been pledged -- $5 from five private foundations, $1 million from 12 corporations and $1.3 million from individuals. The fund drive is intended to establish the station's security as support for its long-range planning. The Foundation, in withdrawal, Ford's last grant to WNET, bringing to $131 million its total contribution to that station, will be a dollar-for-dollar matching grant for up to $10 million to complement the independence fund achievement.

Some $7 million of the fund is earmarked for construction of a communications center in the first six stories of the 45-year-old Henry Hudson hotel on West 58th Street. Some $2 million is to go to establishment of a development fund for long-range programming. The remaining $1 million is for a project to maintain and increase public support of the station.

The bulk of the "independence" funding thus far is from five private foundations. The Astor Foundation pledged $1 million, as did the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation of New York. The Rockefeller Brothers Fund committed $500,000, the Carnegie Corporation of New York $250,000, and the John and Mary Markle Foundation $100,000. Four business corporations have each pledged more than $100,000: Exxon, IBM, CBS and Mobil Oil. Four individuals have each contributed $100,000: John D. Rockefeller III, on the Corporation for Public Broadcasting board of trustees; John Hay Whitney, also on the CPB board, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Singer and Ford

The fund will be split in two parts: The first $27 million will be the same as WNET's current fund and will be used for activities that have been in progress for some time. The second part, $73 million, will be used for "longrange development" activities, to be completed over a period of five years.

**STV's old lawsuit against Calif. theaters at last gets to trial**

Bankruptcy pay cable venture says it was victim of conspiracy

The $130-million antitrust suit that the defunct Subscription Television Inc. filed 11 years ago against California theater owners for forcing it out of business got underway in U.S. District Court in Los Angeles last week. The requested damages have been scaled down to $93 million.

STV, then headed by Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., one-time president of NBC, had begun wire pay TV operations in Los Angeles and San Francisco when the California electorate, in a 1964 referendum, voted to outlaw subscription television. Two years later the referendum was declared unconstitutional by the California Supreme Court, but by then STV had gone into bankruptcy.

In the lawsuit, STV is charging state theater owner associations, the National Association of Theater Owners, the California Crusade for Free Television and various theater companies with a conspiracy to kill STV. Max L. Gilliam, attorney for the plaintiffs, told a jury at the opening of the trial that the theater interests, in a "massive publicity campaign on behalf of the referendum to prohibit pay TV. The pre-election campaign succeeded in discouraging investors from buying a stock issue from which STV hoped to raise $25 million, Mr. Gilliam said. The referendum put an end to the venture, which went into chapter 11 bankruptcy in 1965.

Harry Swerdlow, attorney for the theater owners, denied the charges. He claimed that STV was in severe financial trouble before it drove got under way, principally, he said, because two primary STV backers, Lear Siegler Inc. and Reuben H. Donnelley Corp., withdrew a total of $10 million early in the operation. And, Mr. Swerdlow added, investing as much as $30 million into pay TV because there were other pay systems struggling to become established at that time.

Mr. Swerdlow did not deny that California theater owners were in the front of the publicity campaign against pay TV, but he commented: "The election just put into the grave something that was already dead."

U.S. District Judge Ronald N. Davies is presiding at the trial that may run as long as eight weeks.

**Ascertainment procedures disqualify Harlan rival**

Radio Harlan Inc. (WHNL) (AM) Harlan, Ky.), unsuccessful last winter in its attempts to keep Eastern Broadcasting Co. from establishing a second radio station in Harlan, has finally succeeded. The FCC last week reversed the earlier decision of the administrative law judge and denied the newcomer's application while renewing WHNL.

The first battle was fought in comparative hearings and included issues concerning Eastern's financial qualifications and its certain performance. Administrative Law Judge Byron E. Harrison, in the initial decision last winter, found Eastern's financial qualifications and ascertainment effort in order. He further decided that the two applications were not materially alike and that there was "sufficient revenue" in the market to support both AM stations. (WHNL operates on 1410 kHz; Eastern had applied for 1470 kHz.)

Radio Harlan filed exceptions to the ALJ's decision, based on his resolution of the ascertainment issue. In reviewing that issue, the commission discovered the procedures used in Eastern's ascertainment survey ignored FCC primer requirements in that station employs principals and did not conduct all the public surveys. Eastern's efforts, according to the commission, amounted to a selection of interviews with friends and relatives to produce "numbers" rather than an understanding of the community's needs. The commission therefore granted WHNL's renewal and denied the application of Eastern for the new facility.

Commissioner James H. Oello, in a dissent, felt the majority use an "elaborated form of overstatement" and noted that the "mechanistic formula" of the FCC ascertainment primer may not apply to small towns (like Harlan) in the same way it applies to larger cities, where often absentee ownership is involved.

*Say it with flowers. To promote the theme "Radio Is Beautiful" for this year's radio month (May), the National Association of Broadcasters Radio Information Office is offering "Broadcaster Marigold" seed packets and "Radio Is Beautiful" bumper stickers. According to the seed packet, the "Broadcaster Marigold" is a new variety developed to commemorate the industry's 50th anniversary. RIO suggests the seeds and bumper stickers may be used as giveaways, prizes, door prizes, conversation starters. Also included in the radio month promotion package, to be mailed to all NAB radio members In March, is a record which features Ray Stevens performing a parody of his best-selling song, "Everything Is Beautiful."*
GROUP W WHERE BROADCASTING IS CONCERNED
About the Artwork

The drawings and paintings in this book represent the efforts of many people. People in hospitals and old-age homes. Men and women in prisons and kids in school. People in the communities we serve. We didn't ask them to illustrate our text. Rather, we hoped to find some imprint of ourselves in their vision. We think we did. Our gratitude is extended to all of those who helped.
This is a report from Group W (the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company). It is a statement of policy and a description of performance, reaffirming a philosophy that recognizes the pervasive power and responsibility of radio and television.

As the most powerful voice in the community, broadcasting has an obligation to enrich, to inform and to present a diversity of ideas, opinions and experiences, as well as to entertain.

Above all, the responsible broadcaster must be a compassionate neighbor and a crusading citizen, who demonstrates a continual concern for the well-being of the community.

For Group W, that concern is the substance of a unique broadcasting philosophy.

Donald H. McGannon
Chairman of the Board and President
Westinghouse Broadcasting Company
On November 2, 1920, the world's first commercially-licensed radio station went on the air.

In the years since, the parameters of broadcasting have changed, often dramatically. They have been expanded by technology. They have been defined—and redefined—by taste and demand.

What hasn't changed is the potential for service implicit even in those first crackling reports from KDKA in Pittsburgh, reports that Warren G. Harding had defeated James Cox for the Presidency.

One company has seen that potential from the beginning. One company has responded to it from the beginning. One company has been at the business of broadcasting longer than anybody. Group W.

Of course it wasn't always called Group W. That's corporate shorthand of fairly recent vintage. It stands for the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company, a subsidiary of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation. It defines a unique force, a third force in the business of broadcasting.

The maximum number of stations a single company can own and operate is set by law. Five VHF television stations. Two UHF television stations. Seven AM and seven FM radio stations.

Within these guidelines, the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company had developed or acquired stations across the United States.

### Radio Stations
- WBZ AM/FM Boston
- WINS New York
- KYW Philadelphia
- KDKA AM/FM Pittsburgh
- WOWO Ft. Wayne
- WIND Chicago
- KFWB Los Angeles

### Television Stations
- WBZ-TV Boston
- KYW-TV Philadelphia
- KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
- WJZ-TV Baltimore
- KPIX San Francisco

To serve their respective audiences more effectively and efficiently, the stations had evolved techniques of mutual support. The result was a different kind of operating structure, obvious in retrospect, not so obvious at the time.

It wasn't a station. And it wasn't a network. It was a group of stations working together. Emphasis on group. Emphasis on together.

A radio or television station is required, by terms of license, to operate "in the public convenience, interest or necessity." That's pretty vague. And intentionally so. How it gets done is left to the broadcaster.

For Group W, the requirement has become an index for measuring performance.

Consider radio. Consider news. Group W was the first group broadcaster to establish its own news-gathering organization. In Washington, as early as April 1957, and worldwide, two years later.

Today, there are bureaus stretching across Europe to the Far East. From London to Beirut. From Paris to Hong Kong. And from Bonn to Tel Aviv.
William Henry Henson, Indiana State Prison, Michigan City, Indiana.
And there is a constant readiness to adjust this operation as the international situation changes.

In 1973, for example, during the Yom Kippur War, the Group W Foreign News Service virtually relocated itself in the Middle East. Over one thousand reports were fed directly to Group W stations. Reports from Tel Aviv, Beirut, Cairo, From the Sinai Peninsula. For this coverage, the Group W Foreign News Service was presented the 1973 Annual Overseas Press Club Award for Best Radio Spot News Reporting from abroad.

Worldwide. Nationwide. Across the country, all Group W radio stations serve as regional news bureaus, interconnecting on key stories. And in the nation's capital, there is a separate bureau.

During a recent period of 12 months, for example, Group W's Washington bureau accounted for over 20,000 correspondent reports and newsmaker actualities, including live coverage of many nationally-important events. In addition, the bureau provides continuing reports on a wide range of subjects, from politics to medicine and from science to economics.

According to Broadcasting magazine: "...the (Westinghouse) operation is the largest bureau run exclusively by and for a broadcast group... the Washington bureau is more like a network news operation than a bureau."

This around-the-world capability demonstrates an investment of manpower and resources. Even more, however, it demonstrates a commitment of purpose.

Said simply. If you're going to take responsibility for the dissemination of information, also take responsibility for the discovery, the development, and, where called for, the interpretation of that information.

Group W commentators provide such interpretation. Commentators like 1974 Peabody Award Winner Peter Lisagor, "the correspondent," according to Time magazine, "conceded by his colleagues to be Washington's all-around best." Erwin D. Canham, Editor Emeritus of The Christian Science Monitor. Simeon Booker, author and Washington Bureau Chief for Ebony, Jet, Tan and the Negro Digest. And Rod MacLeish, Group W Senior Commentator. The New York Times said, quote, no commercial commentator as heard on the air can compete with Rod MacLeish, endquote, period.

Group W News, worldwide, nationwide. And it's all there to service seven radio stations. If that sounds a little like overkill, it's not. Because the number of stations isn't important. The kind is.
On April 19, 1965, WINS became the first All-News radio station in New York City. The idea of programming news around the clock was not original with Group W; two other stations had tried it already. What was original was a specific formula for turning an obviously important idea into the kind of service New Yorkers would appreciate. And use.

It took people, people from all over the country. Reporters. Investigators. Editors. It took time and it took money.

All News. All the Time. It's the most difficult and demanding radio format there is.

The success of WINS in New York was dramatic, so dramatic that Group W established the format on KYW in Philadelphia and later on KFWB in Los Angeles. In fact, in two of these markets, there are now competing All-News operations. But in all three, the audience has, time and again, shown its reliance on the service provided by the Group W stations.

During the massive brownout of 1971, to cite one instance, more New Yorkers turned to WINS than to any other station, including the other All-News station. In Los Angeles, following the killer earthquake of 1971, more Southern Californians turned to KFWB than to any other station, including the other All-News station. And, in Philadelphia during the paralyzing 1973 teachers' strike, more adults, more parents, turned to KYW than to any other station.

In times of emergency, the importance of All-News radio, is particularly apparent. But the usefulness of the format is reflected in other ways as well.

In 1973, for example, when New York's uniformed firefighters conducted their first and only strike, that action literally began and ended on WINS. For union leaders, the station was simply the fastest, most efficient way to reach their membership.

The same kind of foresight that committed Group W to a major role in the development of All-News radio, however, does not always lead to the same conclusions. In Pittsburgh, for example, the experience of more than fifty years of uninterrupted broadcasting taught a lesson of continuity, not change.

Continuity. From the time the world's pioneer radio station went on the air, Pittsburgh has turned to KDKA first and most often for just about everything, from entertainment to sports, from news to community service.

What has changed is the area itself. Like most big cities, Pittsburgh has accumulated problems. Crime. Pollution. Overcrowding. Urban decay. Old problems getting worse. New ones getting bad. Conditions were calling for a whole new kind of public service.
Meggan Engelke, age 3, Columbia Montessori School, Columbia, Maryland.
To answer this call, KDKA launched a major civic improvement campaign early in 1973, a continuing campaign in which two particular objectives are uppermost. The first, to stress and promote the advantages, not the disadvantages, of Pittsburgh’s urban situation. And the second, to provide leadership, support and muscle in a massive and prolonged attempt to correct the problems themselves. The campaign’s theme, “Pittsburgh, Some Place Special,” gave new momentum to a capability for civic pride which was already deeply rooted in the station’s audience.

For over 50 years, the ability of KDKA to rally public participation has been the key to its approach to a whole range of community services. The success of this campaign is tribute to a very special relationship between a radio station and its audience.

In presenting its 1973 Roy W. Howard Award to KDKA, the Scripps-Howard Foundation cited the campaign “as an example of the effective use of radio to promote and maintain the self-image of a city’s residents.”

In 1971, the station got into drugs. With the help of its listeners and legal experts, WBZ actually drafted a new drug law for the State of Massachusetts. On November 12, of that year, the Governor signed a bill which replaced prison with probation for persons convicted of marijuana use for the first time. The American Trial Lawyers Association gave WBZ its National Award of Merit.

In 1972, the station told Boston to “Shape Up.” For three months, WBZ put New England on an around-the-clock program of diet, exercise and nutrition. The American Medical Association gave WBZ its Medical Journalism Award.

And in early 1973, the station took on its biggest challenge yet. Faced with staggering traffic problems and a growing—not yet recognized—energy crisis, WBZ initiated a community-supported program of computerized carpooling. When the energy shortages did become critical, WBZ’s “Commuter Computer” put Boston steps ahead of other cities in meeting the crisis. The National Headliners Club gave the campaign its Outstanding Public Service Award.

A station’s ability to serve the public depends very much upon its ability to attract the attention of a wide and broad-based audience. In some cases, a single programming element—such as news—may be sufficient to establish that attraction. In other cases, other elements have to be added.

In Chicago, radio station WIND has evolved a special blending of personality, music, news, sports and talk. The success of this combination has enabled the station to pursue a policy of service unique to the area.

Sometimes it shows up in the development of seemingly incidental projects. In 1972, for example, a 19-year-old Chicano, working as a summer trainee, was given an hour of broadcast time to explore the special problems of his community. He produced a personal documentary of such impact that it was given the Roy W. Howard Public Service Award. A year later, this same young man accompanied a group of inner-city teenagers on a tour of China. His report, “From 18th Street: Destination Peking,” was honored with a 1974 George Foster Peabody Award for its contribution to “international understanding.”

At other times, it shows up more fundamentally in the station’s day-to-day operations. On Monday morning, October 30, 1972, the Illinois Central Railroad experienced the worst disaster in its history. Cancelling all other programming, WIND broke the story first and stayed with it longest. The Chicago Sun-Times put it this way: “WIND, which has long been a leader in Chicago broadcast news, thus made more extensive—and more intelligent—use of its staff resources than any other station in town.”
Perhaps no aspect of broadcasting's concern is more important than that expressed by a station's editorials.

All Group W radio and television stations pursue policies of vigorous advocacy. There are no group-wide editorials. The management of each station originates the opinions it expresses, and has, since 1958. The management of each station is responsible for actively soliciting opposing viewpoints, too. The result is an editorial approach that remains close to the community without straying from the general sense of commitment defined by the Group.

In Los Angeles, for example, KFWB supplements its All-News format with an editorial policy that is as ready to suggest new ideas as it is to endorse those proposed by others. In one series of editorials, for instance, the station advocated the creation of a statewide firefighting air force. Now there's one on the way. In another series, the station enlisted the help of reading experts to analyze language used on city ballots. The experts found that even college graduates could not understand much of what was written. Now the City Council has ordered a whole new approach to ballot preparation. And other cities are moving in the same direction.

Broadcasting from Fort Wayne, 50,000-watt WOWO serves a community that far transcends the city's limits. In fact, in terms of audience reached, WOWO's market ranks within the country's top 20.

From the beginning, farm service programming has been an important part of the station's format. Weather reports. Crop information. But more, too.

On September 3, 1972, WOWO turned its airtime over to a free-swinging debate between the area's farmer-growers and representatives of local community action groups concerned about the welfare of migrant farm workers. They had been fighting for a long time. It was the first time they had met.

The resulting program—which continued, uninterrupted, for six hours—presented the community with a unique opportunity to both witness and become involved in a confrontation directly relevant to its own well being. The role of radio was expanded from that of observer to that of participant.

Farm service programming constitutes only one part of WOWO's more general commitment to a large and diverse community. In 1973, for example, the station went behind the walls of the Indiana State Prison at Michigan City to bring out "John the Baptist," an original rock opera composed by an inmate of the prison. Co-produced by the station and performed entirely by inmates, the program offered almost visceral evidence of the value of prison reform.
The idea is to explore and expand the possibilities of service, and every station is involved. Such service often takes the form of investigative reporting directed toward the achievement of reform.

In early 1974, for example, KYW Newsradio in Philadelphia broadcast a five-part series concerned with the problems experienced by rape victims after the assault. The series did not merely study these problems. Rather, it proposed specific changes in police and court procedures. A bill introduced into the New Jersey State Legislature called for the establishment of a Central-Sex Crimes Analysis Unit, female investigators and more sensitive treatment of rape victims. The bill's author credited KYW.

Similarly, later in 1974, the station conducted a two-week survey of transportation problems in the area. Then, KYW Radio and TV editorials suggested the need for a Regional Transportation Authority. As a result, a New Jersey State Senator sponsored a bill to create such a regional authority for South Jersey.

A potential for service goes with the territory. It is implicit in the ability to communicate ideas to large numbers of people. Group W radio stations don't always sound alike. They don't always think alike. But they share this common belief. People respond to people who respond to people.

It's true in television, too.
Group W television stations are affiliated with all three major networks. WBZ-TV in Boston and KYW-TV in Philadelphia with NBC. KPIX in San Francisco and KDKA-TV in Pittsburgh with CBS. And WJZ-TV in Baltimore is affiliated with ABC.

The networks provide programming. To individual station operators, to groups, and to the five television stations they own.

The method of distribution and the cost of program production makes a network system both desirable and necessary. Because of the prominence of the network's identifying symbols, however, the actual ownership of a particular station may not always be clear.

In radio, the corporate identity of Group W punctuates every station break. In television, network symbols and network promotions compete for attention.

But even within the network structure, there is considerable room for the separate identity of Group W to come through, particularly in the kind and quality of programming produced by the stations themselves. As was true of radio, that programming starts with news.
Group W television stations produce and broadcast an average of two hours of local news every day. That's in addition to network news.

The amount of time itself is worth noting. The planning that led to so extended a news service is worth noting, too. To answer a need, you must first perceive that need. A good example is Noon News, a concept which Group W pioneered back when most people in the business felt nobody would care.

They cared.

They cared about this one extension of television's responsiveness to their needs. In this case, the need to know. And they care about other extensions, too. For example, the need to be known, to be seen and heard.

Group W television stations make airtime available for the expression of personal viewpoints. Each station regularly provides segments in which anyone may speak on virtually any subject. Once recorded, a message may be repeated many times per week. Moreover, each station regularly provides an open-end format for the discussion of specific topics. These programs air at night, frequently extending into the early morning.

Group W stations don't work at being different. They work at being better.
In 1973, a retiring member of the Federal Communications Commission, Nicholas Johnson, and his staff, analyzed the performance in the top 50 markets of television stations affiliated with the networks. The study, based on an evaluation of programming quality and other aspects of station operation, singled out the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company as "by far the best multiple owner in the country." And of the 147 stations analyzed, four of the top five were Group W stations, a performance the report called "remarkable."

Television has a responsibility to respond to the total community. Paradoxically, you can't always do that by broadcasting to the total community. You have to look at the needs and interests of particular groups within it.

In San Francisco, for example, KPIX—in cooperation with the Chinese Media Committee—co-produced and televised 65 half-hour programs on practical English for Chinese-speaking viewers. In another case, a series of 20 programs provided the city's American Indian population with an extensive examination of its own unique problems and achievements. And in still another case, the station produced a series of five half-hour programs, bilingual in Chinese and English, designed to impart an understanding of Chinese culture to Chinese children.

The inevitable effect of programming to particular groups within a community is a strengthening of the whole community. The more people see themselves, the more they take pride in their own distinctive cultural patterns and contributions. The more others see them, the more those contributions are understood.

What began as "minority programming" provides a good case in point. Today, a far more realistic definition would be mainstream programming, with an emphasis on minority participation.

In Philadelphia, KYW-TV's "Black Edition" develops this emphasis with a weekly mixture of commentary, interviews, business reports, human interest features and sports.

In Pittsburgh, KDKA-TV's "Vibrations" adds an interpretive use of music, drama and dance to an equally flexible format.

WJZ-TV in Baltimore programs a weekly "Black News Conference.

In Boston, WBZ-TV's "Sixteen-75" gives weekly primetime exposure to the interests of the city's minority population.

In San Francisco, KPIX's "Vibrations For a New People" and "All Together Now" extend the emphasis from Black participation specifically to minority involvement in general.

The validity of developing program content for particular groups is not restricted to minorities. The recent emergence of a separate women's consciousness, for example, has helped to focus broadcasting's attention on whole new areas of majority interest as well.

Today in broadcasting, there is a growing recognition of women as an "awakened majority." As a subject of programming content, this recognition was underscored when WBZ-TV in Boston pre-empted all network and local programming on January 18, 1974, for 17 consecutive hours to present "Yes We Can," a comprehensive examination of women's role in the total society.

In terms of participation within the operations of Group W today, women host daily programs, women anchor newscasts and women work as news editors, writers, investigative reporters and executive producers. Women act as community and urban affairs coordinators and consumer reporters. Women work as promotion managers, business managers, engineers and sales account executives. And at one station, perhaps not even surprisingly, a woman broadcasts sports.

The capability of a television station to respond to needs within its own community is important. Obviously, however, programs which apply to a given community frequently apply to others as well. An ability to interchange programming and ideas between stations is, therefore, a major advantage of the operating structure of Group W.
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This interchangeability can be spontaneous, as in the case of a particular news story or investigation. Or predictable, as in the case of groupwide educational programming. Each Group W television station, for example, is responsible for the local production of a specified number of educationally-oriented programs every year. The programs deal with a wide variety of subjects. Speed reading, literature, medicine and mathematics, to name a few. Once produced, these programs are distributed to all Group W stations.

Programs developed for one market, equally appropriate to many. WBZ's Commuter Computer is another example. Created to meet Boston's traffic and energy problems, the idea was adapted to other Group W markets faced with the same problem.

Programming, of course, is only one aspect of broadcasting. It's crucially important. But the involvement of the broadcaster often must extend into other areas. For Group W, the relationship between a corporate philosophy of service and the fact that broadcasting is a commercial medium raises important questions, questions of responsibility, questions of leadership.

The Group's policy regarding the allocation of time for commercials provides a good case in point. All Group W stations set stringent limits on the number of minutes per hour that can be sold, limits well below those set for the industry by the National Association of Broadcasters, and, based on the entire broadcast day, limits stricter than any of their competitors. And this is particularly true in the area of children's programming. What's more, all Group W stations banned cigarette advertising one full year before it was required by law.

A broadcasting company is responsible for what it puts on the air. Group W believes a broadcasting company should also be concerned with what it accomplishes in and for the community it serves.

In 1973, for example, WBZ-TV in Boston, joined with sister-station WBZ Radio in sponsoring a "Blood Brotherhood Day" for New England. 1,008 pints of desperately needed blood were collected, the largest single day contribution up until that time in the state's history. In 1974, despite a hazardous snowstorm, a two-day drive brought in 2,312 pints more.

In December, 1974, KDKA-TV in Pittsburgh joined with sister-station KDKA Radio in support of the city's Children's Hospital. Together, they raised one-third of a million dollars.

For more than five years, KPIX in San Francisco included a "Jobs for Veterans" feature in its regular 6 PM news program. Between 1968 and 1973, the photographs of more than 1,000 veterans of the war in Viet Nam were shown, along with descriptions of the kinds of work being sought. Over 85% got jobs.

In 1973, on February 4, KYW-TV and KYW Radio invited both sides in a month-old Philadelphia public school teachers' strike to negotiate on live television and radio. The four-hour session was a broadcasting first. For Group W, it was another example of the role media can play on the fine line between news reporting and news making.

In 1973, a WJZ-TV editorial urged that all public officials in the state of Maryland be subject to full disclosure of their real estate holdings. Naturally, not all public officials liked the idea. Fortunately, enough did. Now it's a law.

The examples are just that, examples only. Recent examples in fact. No such overview can adequately portray the specialness of Group W's concern. Almost any station or group of stations could put together a similar list.

The difference, perhaps the only difference, is in the extent to which those examples can be carried.

A group of stations working together, emphasis on together. The role played by Group W staff is central to the success of the whole. Support. Coordination. Financing. And back-up.

In radio, that back-up comes primarily in the form of Group W's worldwide news service. But Group-wide programming doesn't stop there. The development of special programs on subjects of interest in all markets is central to the Group concept.
In 1973, for example, the industry's most prestigious honor, the George Foster Peabody Award, was presented to Group W for "Breakdown," a 13-part radio series investigating the bewildering collapse of major urban and social systems in this country.

It is in television, however, that the programming input of a central source is most significant.

Group W Productions is a separate operating entity within the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company. For many, Group W and its corporate symbol are best known in connection with the programs produced by that company for both Group use and general syndication.

In particular, the afternoon talk/variety show is largely the product of Group W creativity. The public's interest in knowing about things and people, political figures and celebrities, is reflected in the success of programs like the Mike Douglas Show, as well as the original Merv Griffin Show, the Steve Allen Show and the David Frost Show, all developed by Group W Productions.

The Mike Douglas Show is a good case in point. On the air since 1961 and programmed on more than 100 stations, the show's success is beyond question. Among other indices, Mike Douglas was the first daytime personality to win an Emmy.

The show seems to respond to a need that is perhaps peculiarly American. It not only entertains, it democratizes; it reduces the larger-than-life mythology that surrounds public figures to life-size.

Responding to a need. Getting to what is real. It's an important part of the business of responsible broadcasting.

Real. Group W's "Black African Heritage" series was a landmark exploration of Black America's cultural roots. Like many Group W documentaries,
the importance of this series was recognized by other broadcasters. It was sponsored and programmed in America's top 25 markets.

Real. Group W's commitment to children's programming is directed consistently and exclusively to the development of healthy attitudes about life and experience. This is true of all Group productions, from the award-winning “Earth Lab” series to the current “Call It Macaroni” project, a series of primetime specials involving young people in a kind of personal exploration of America. Filmed on locations around the United States, the programs take youngsters out of their own surroundings and put them into lifestyles and cultures they might not otherwise encounter. The idea is to extend their concept of television as a medium of entertainment to other areas as well. The same is true of Group W children's programming at the local level.

In Baltimore, WJZ-TV's “Bob Turk and the Sunshine Kids” exposes children to a variety of different situations in order to familiarize them with a world beyond their own experience.

In Boston, WBZ-TV's “For Kids Only” puts prominent newsmakers into a press conference situation, with children asking the questions.

KYW-TV in Philadelphia broadcasts “Challenge,” a quiz show for children, developed as a stimulus to learning and education in general.

In Pittsburgh, KDKA-TV's “We, Our, Ours and Us” uses music, magic and puppetry to focus on the need for self-acceptance in younger children.

In San Francisco, KPIX's “Children's News Conference” allows kids to confront their heroes and by extension, to discover them as people.

Getting to what is real.
Some time ago, Group W assigned a special documentary team to explore America’s deepening racial crisis. The result was an unprecedented program called “One Nation: Indivisible.” It took up three-and-one-half hours of television primetime, it shocked a lot of people, and it won the George Foster Peabody Award.

In the years since, Group W television documentaries have won virtually every major award the industry offers. Shown on all Group W stations, as well as other stations across the country, these programs have examined subjects from corruption to criminal injustice. From welfare and housing to drugs and ecology. From mass transit and politics to busing and the dangers of fire in high-rise structures.

In 1971, a specially assigned production unit spent almost a year examining one teenager’s involvement with drugs. The resulting portrait of the boy and his family was not a pleasant one. But it was honest.

In citing “All the Kids Like That” for an Alfred I. duPont—Columbia University Award in Broadcast Journalism, the jurors pointed in particular to that fact. “The producers,” they said, “faced with a complex and frustrating human situation, refused to simplify or capitulate in favor of a happy or hopeful ending.”

Refused to simplify. Refused to capitulate. They did, however, search. The search for solutions to problems is an important part of Group W’s commitment to documentary journalism.


Hopefulness, whenever possible. Timeliness, always.

In 1973, “Freedom and Security: The Uncertain Balance,” studied, with what The Christian Science Monitor called “careful balance,” the issues raised by national security investigations into the private lives of American Citizens. The American Bar Association cited the program as an “outstanding example of public service responsibility meriting the recognition of the legal profession.”
Five television stations. Seven radio stations. With common standards and a shared philosophy. That's the foundation. But it builds from there.


This report is not intended as a documentation of achievement. It is an expression of commitment. What we have done is done. What remains to be done, we are doing. And we'll do.

Group W. Where people are concerned about broadcasting. Where broadcasting is concerned about people.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radio Stations</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WINS</td>
<td>90 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBZ AM/FM</td>
<td>1170 Soldiers Field Rd., Boston, MA 02134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDKA AM/FM</td>
<td>One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYW</td>
<td>Independence Mall East, Philadelphia, PA 19106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIND</td>
<td>625 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, IL 60611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOWO</td>
<td>124 West Washington Blvd., Ft. Wayne, IN 46800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFWB</td>
<td>6419 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Television Stations</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WBZ-TV</td>
<td>1170 Soldiers Field Road, Boston, MA 02134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJZ-TV</td>
<td>Television Hill, Baltimore, MD 21211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KYW-TV</td>
<td>Independence Mall East, Philadelphia, PA 19106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KDKA-TV</td>
<td>One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPIX</td>
<td>2655 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco, CA 94109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group W Productions, Inc. 90 Park Ave., New York, NY 10016
CBS rejects PSA's for clemency board
Spokesman says amnesty issue can't be treated within limits of spot

CBS officials said last week they had decided not to carry the 60-second and 30-second public-service TV and radio announcements by which the Presidential Clemency Board hopes to get draft evaders and military deserters interested in the conditional amnesty program. Officials of ABC and NBC, however, said they had not seen the spots—which as far as they knew had not in fact been submitted—and there were reports that the clemency board had decided to offer the spots only to stations, not to networks.

A CBS spokesman said officials there had seen scripts for at least some of the spots but he acknowledged that the scripts may have arrived via CBS-owned-and-operated stations rather than through submission for network use. He said CBS's negative decision, which would be applicable to O&O's as well as the CBS-TV and radio networks, was based on the conclusion that the PSA's deal with a controversial organization that rejected was consistent with CBS's policy against accepting paid announcements on controversial issues. He said the amnesty issue was too complex to be dealt with in 30-second or 60-second announcements but that it could be—and several times had been—covered on CBS newscasts. Also implicit in classifying the announcements as controversial, he said, was the belief they would be subject to fairness-doctrine demands for time for differing views.

He said one other amnesty PSA had been offered and also was turned down by CBS—one produced jointly by the National Council of Churches and the American Civil Liberties Union (Broadcasting, Jan. 13). Featuring Burt Lancaster in one version and Wayne Rogers of M*A*S*H in another, the NCC/ACLU message says in effect that the Presidential Clemency Board's plan is one but that there are other options. People interested in learning about them may call such-and-such a number.

While CBS rejected this one, too, an ABC spokesman said ABC had carried it and an NBC spokesman said NBC had scheduled it for broadcast and presumably had carried it. But both said they were still waiting to see the ones from the clemency board that started it all.

WROR-FM case is moot
The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington has denied the FCC use of the commission's decision in a case involving the proposed sale of RKO General's WROR-FM Boston as a precedent for judging station-city group agreements.

In August 1973, the commission approved the sale of the station to HefTel Broadcasting-Boston Inc., but disapproved an agreement between HefTel and the Boston Community Media Coalition, Minority Caucus. The commission felt HefTel would surrender some of its license responsibility to the group. The commission later denied the Minority Caucus's petition for reconsideration on the ground that the issue had become moot since HefTel and RKO decided not to consummate the sale. And the commission had asked the court to dismiss the Minority Caucus's appeal for the same reason.

The court, however, said it was sending the case back to the commission with instructions to vacate its two orders and to substitute for them one simply dismissing the matter as moot. That way, the court added, "the path is cleared for any future commission's handling of the commission of the issues involved in agreements such as the one entered into by HefTel and the Minority Caucus without precedent having been established . . . ."

The court also made it clear it was not passing on the merits of the commission's refusal to approve the agreement.

Too tough a test?
FCC's third-class operator exam and its study guide are criticized as unfair; commission denies charges, says, however, test was upgraded when operators got bigger roles

Individual broadcasters and disgruntled broadcast students have been writing the FCC to complain over the high rate of failure of those taking the commission's exam for a third-class operator's license. Their basic criticism is that the official FCC study guide does a poor job of preparing the applicant for the test, and that the use of "sneaky" questions and a heavy reliance on technical knowledge do not adequately measure prospective broadcasters' abilities.

The North Carolina Association of Broadcasters expressed particular concern that such a high rate of exam failure represents an obstacle to broadcasters' attempts to extend employment opportunities to minority groups.

Phyll Hommer, FCC Field Operations Bureau, refuted the charges. Mr. Horne noted that the FCC revised its exam in response to the broadcast industry's plea that third-class operators be allowed to operate higher power and directional stations. (Previously, first-class operators were required to fill those positions and some broadcasters had reported difficulties in hiring people with those qualifications.) When the commission changed its rules in July 1972 to permit third-class operators to undertake upgraded duties and responsibilities, Mr. Horne said, it also revised the exam to reflect those responsibilities.

Mr. Horne denied that any purposely "sneaky" questions are included and minimized the controversy, saying the exam was commensurate with what a third-class operator's responsibilities entail. Mr. Horne also pointed out that an applicant can gain a provisional license, good for one year, during which time he can retake the exam as often as necessary to pass.
New NAB policy on lottery ads is distributed

Board approves only language that gives real description of state-run games; other actions at Palm Springs: effort to ease operator exam situation, opposition to cable carriage of gas-pipe stations and changes in FTC’s co-op ad regulations

Although federal law now permits lottery advertising on radio and television in states with official lotteries, the National Association of Broadcasters has determined that there are a number of things lottery ads should not say. Last week, NAB circulated guidelines, endorsed by its TV and radio boards, listing the don'ts of lottery advertising.

Generally, under the NAB TV and radio codes, broadcast lottery advertising cannot "unduly exhort the public to bet." Specifically, under the accompanying guidelines, such broadcasts cannot: (1) indicate what fictitious winners have done, may do, or hope to do with winnings, (2) use unqualified or inaccurate language about winning (for example, "There's a pot of gold for those who buy lottery tickets"), (3) use approaches that praise people who buy tickets and denigrate those who don't.

What a lottery ad can talk about, under the guidelines, is the following: the purpose of the lottery, how the lottery works, the price of tickets, the number of ticket outlets and their names and addresses, the number and types of lottery prizes, winning lottery numbers, the names and addresses of places where tickets can be cashed in, the expiration dates on winning tickets. Further, a lottery ad can refer to or depict actual winners, and can use "qualified or factual language" about potential wins. For example, it can say, "You can win $50,000." or "$5,632 people will be richer after this week's lottery drawing."

The NAB radio and TV boards voted to remove the code bans on lottery advertising at the winter board meetings in Palm Springs, Calif., two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Jan. 20). In other board actions:

* The radio board voted to urge the FCC to revise its third class operator tests, this at the recommendation of Jack Younts of WER(AM) Southern Pines, N.C., who noted the high rate of failure on the tests (see story, page 59). The board also voted to petition the FCC to increase the number of outlets for administering the test by making it available at all post offices and civil service examination centers (currently it can only be taken at FCC regional offices). And finally, the radio board instructed the NAB staff to suggest to the FCC that it either lengthen the license term or give a second chance to holders of provisional third-class operators licenses when their one-year licenses expire. The NAB staff is looking into the possibility of a petition to the FCC.

* The radio board voted to petition the FCC to stop CATV systems from carrying carrier current-signals from college campuses beyond their normal service areas. This action was sparked by Robert Hilker of WCCG(AM) Belmont, N.C.

* The radio board voted to hire a consultant to urge the Federal Trade Commission to halt what the radio members see as discrimination against the use of radio in some co-op advertising plans. What they want is for the FTC to say that a plan which bars a local retailer from using any media save print for advertising is an anticompetitive practice. The commission has never before investigated possible discrimination between the use of different, media, and is apparently reluctant to do so.

* The joint board voted to appoint a committee to look into the possibility of increasing the number of NAB fall conventions from six to eight, with the idea that more conference locations would encourage greater attendance. The committee has not yet been appointed.

* The joint board voted to change the rules for the Distinguished Service Award to require that the award winner be living and present to receive the award.

K&E's Tannenbaum lauds NARB's track record

Three years ago, the advertising industry faced a choice between self-regulation and government regulation to achieve truth and accuracy in commercial messages. The National Advertising Review Board, the industry's attempt at self-regulation, has met with "resounding success" since that time, according to Stanley Tannenbaum, chairman of the board of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, who also is chairman of the public relations and publicity committee of the NARB. Addressing the Washington Ad Club Jan. 21, Mr. Tannenbaum examined the record case-by-case to conclude NARB has hammered out "the success story of the decade."

When skeptics doubted the industry could police itself as effectively as the government would, "we recognized," Mr. Tannenbaum said, "letting someone else air our dirty linen is less attractive than washing it ourselves."

NARB was born, comprising 30 advertisers, 10 agency and 10 public members. The investigative arm of NARB, the National Advertising Division of the Council of Better Business Bureaus (NAD), which handles incoming complaints, has so far passed along only 23 cases, "barely 3% of the complaints, to the five-member NARB review panel, Mr. Tannenbaum said.

He enumerated a set of guidelines that have evolved from past NARB decisions and "that cut through sham, hypocrisy and ignorance in our industry. If followed, these guidelines will force us, the
practitioners of advertising, to keep faith with the consumer and with the public interest.”

The criteria, he explained, are whether or not the average consumer might be misled by ad claims, whether independent scrutiny will bear out research data, whether facts can support comparisons (“NARB views comparative disparagement as a serious matter”), and whether stylistic effects such as satire, fantasy and exaggeration are used to mask misleading claims. Mr. Tannenbaum also reminded that trademarks and slogans are not claims.

Star Japanese pitcher to play catch-up for Subaru car sales

Lois says broadcast campaign seeks identity on par with Toyota, Datsun

Network radio and spot TV will team with Japan’s outstanding baseball pitcher, Masaichi Kaneda, in a $3-million, broadcast-only campaign to begin in late February for Subaru car models.

The campaign, created by Lois Holland Callaway, New York, agency for Subaru (manufactured by Fuji Heavy Industries of Japan), will emphasize the theme, “Stick with the Stars!” (Subaru and Kaneda). Independent Media Services Inc., New York, is making the spot TV buys in 30 markets and network radio purchases.

The TV commercial shows U.S. baseball figures, Gaylord Perry, Lou Brock and Yogi Berra, lauding Mr. Kaneda for his prowess; the scene moves to the latter who says, “Who, me?” in English and then speaks Japanese. His remarks are translated into English by a voice-over announcer. The Japanese pitcher, who has won 400 games, makes the point that Japan has adopted the American national pastime of baseball and cars; mentions that Americans have learned about Japan’s economical Toyota and Datsun cars, and adds: “But the best is yet to come—the culmination of Japanese technology—Subaru!”

George Lois, president of LHC, said that Subaru is far behind Toyota and Datsun in car sales and in advertising clout in the U.S. He pointed out that Subaru suffers from a lack of identification in this country. The mission of the advertising campaign is to “make Subaru famous fast” and the agency is relying exclusively on the broadcast effort to overcome the identity problem.

The agency decided to mention its competitors, Datsun and Toyota, in a favorable way in the commercials and the theory that the successful image of those Japanese cars will carry over to Subaru.

American, GM extend rebate carrots

Former will do so with heavy TV, latter only lightly on radio

General Motors and American Motors joined the rebate-advertising motorcade last week.

Legging behind Chrysler and Ford by more than a week, General Motors indicated that its advertising effort for its rebate program, at least at the outset, would not be so ambitious as either of its two main competitors. General Motors has scheduled a one-week spot radio campaign in drive time in the top-25 markets and will use newspapers in the top-125 markets. The agency for General Motors is D’ArCY, MacMANUS & Masius, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.

American Motors’ spurge will be more extensive. It planned to begin a network TV effort last Friday (Jan. 24) and continue it through early February, halting it primarily because then the company already has scheduled a mas-

Books for Broadcasters

400. 1973 BROADCASTING YEARBOOK, the one-book library of radio and TV facts—the practically indispensable reference work of the broadcast business world. $17.50, or $15.00 prepaid 1973 edition.

401. 1975 BROADCASTING CABLE SOURCEBOOK, the most complete and comprehensive listing for every operating system in U.S. and Canada. $10.00, or $8.50 prepaid 1975 edition.

402. THE LIGHTER SIDE OF BROADCASTING, a selection of 124 Sid Hix cartoons reprinted from Broadcasting Magazine. An excellent gift item. $5.00

403. AM-FM BROADCAST STATION PLANNING GUIDE by Harry A. Etkin. A comprehensive guide to planning, building, and operating a radio broadcast facility—AM, FM, or combined operation. Based on a lifetime of experience and intimate association in broadcasting. 8½ x 11”, illustrated. $12.95

404. THE ANATOMY OF LOCAL RADIO-TV COPY by William A. Peck. Leading station executives have called this book the one that sets the standard for radio-TV copy at the local level. Loaded with hundreds of ways to increase station billing with sales-proven copy. 104 pages. $5.95

405. BROADCAST STATION OPERATING GUIDE by Sol Robinson. This comprehensive reference encompasses every level of broadcasting. The secret to success in broadcasting, as in any other business, is knowing what to do and how to do it. This book tells it like it is. 256 pages. $12.95

406. THE BUSINESS OF RADIO BROADCASTING by Ed Buett. How to operate a station as a profitable business and serve the public interest as well. This is the first text to deal with broadcast station operation from beginning to end. Clearly explains proven techniques to follow, and cautions to observe. 400 pages. Illustrated. $12.95

407. CATV OPERATOR’S HANDBOOK, 2nd Ed. Here is the most extensive handbook on CATV ever published! Covers every aspect from basics of system planning and design to program origination and two-way cable operation. For anyone involved in any way with CATV, this invaluable handbook is well worth many times its price. 352 pages, illustrated. $9.95

408. CATV SYSTEM ENGINEERING—3rd Edition by Wm. A. Rheinfelder. The accepted technical standard of the CATV industry, an expanded and revised version of the first and only authoritative book on planning, designing, and operating a CATV plant. 256 pages. $12.95

409. CATV SYSTEM MAINTENANCE by Robert B. Cooper, Jr. Devoted to maintenance of antennas through construction and complete troubleshooting. 192 pages. $12.95

410. CATV SYSTEM MANAGEMENT & OPERATION by Robert B. Cooper, Jr. A complete guidebook to CATV. Guideposts learned the hard way by the author in his years of CATV experience. 256 pages. $12.95

411. COMMERCIAL FCC LICENSE HANDBOOK by Harvey F. Swearengin. A unique study guide and reference manual, combining theory and applications with up-to-date questions and answers for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Class Radio/Telephone license exams plus broadcast and radar endorsements. Complete detailed answers to questions on virtually any subject you may be asked when you take your exams plus sample questions on each element (with answers in the back of the book). Also for practical reference in your profession. 444 pages, 150 illustrations. $9.95

412. A COMMON SENSE GUIDE TO ADVERTISING by Arthur W. Lovidge. A practical, how-to-guide that shows how successful advertising is created—from copy and design to TV commercials. 304 pages. $9.95
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Paciser TV campaign to introduce its new Pacer model. A spokesman said NBC-TV was not included in the rebate advertising because "NBC was about sold out and just couldn't accommodate us." Agency is Cady, assistant professor of marketing.

Both the Ford and Chrysler campaigns (Broadcasting, Jan. 13, et seq.) were described as having produced satisfactory results. A spokesman for Chrysler said he had returned from a dealer convention and the overwhelming majority there reported that traffic and sales had increased substantially since the start of the rebate-advertising program.

Ford Motor Co. said that early reports from dealers indicated that sales and traffic have risen as a result of the program. An official said dealers are "enthusiastic and the selling climate for all of Ford's car lines have improved considerably since early January."

All auto manufacturers have been stressing in their advertising that sums ranging from $200 up to $600 will be rebated to buyers of new cars. The rebate-advertising effort will continue until late February and may be extended, according to auto company officials.

Spray caveat sought

The National Organization for Women's Media Task Force has petitioned the Federal Trade Commission to require health warnings in all advertising for feminine deodorant sprays. In radio and TV, the warning (visual as well as oral, in the case of TV) would state that the product may cause harmful reactions for which a doctor should be consulted promptly. For print advertising, a more detailed warning would be required, based on a label warning which the Food and Drug Administration has proposed to impose. NOW also asked the FTC to forbid the use of the word "hygienic" in such advertising, whether in print or on the air. If the FTC finds its proposed label warning, the NOW petition asserts, broadcast advertising should warn that the product may be harmful and should advise listeners and viewers to read the package label before buying.

Prescription-drug ad ban questioned by FTC's Dixon

Federal Trade Commissioner Paul Rand Dixon last week questioned state prohibitions on advertising of prescription drug prices. "It does seem to me that there is scant justification in this day and age for officially sanctioned prohibitions on the freedom of individual drug retail- ers to advertise the prices of prescription drugs in a non deceptive manner," he told the National Association of Chain Drug Stores Inc. in Washington.

Mr. Dixon said he thinks truthful price advertising in local newspapers will result in lower prices. To back this claim he noted a study by John Cady, assistant professor of marketing at the University of Arizona, which concluded that prescription drug prices in states which forbid price advertising are 4.3% higher than in those states which permit it.
Back to bench on ‘Pensions’

NBC, RTNDA, SDX argue ‘hands off’ position as case—once won for broadcasters at appeals court—is recalled for judicial rerun

The debate over whether NBC violated the FCC’s fairness doctrine in connection with its documentary on private pension systems broadcast more than two years ago resumed last week, as parties began filing briefs with the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington.

The filing deadline was for those urging reversal of the commission’s position. And the plea—by NBC and, in a separate friend of the court brief—by the Radio-Television News Directors Association and by the Society of Professional Journalists (Sigma Delta Chi)—was for a court decision assuring broadcasters wide latitude in making fairness doctrine judgments. NBC’s position received support also from the National Association of Broadcasters, CBS and the New York Times. They said the FCC had improperly interfered in NBC’s news judgment.

A panel of the court last September issued an opinion—a 2-to-1 vote—reversing the commission’s holding that the commission had erred in rejecting NBC’s view that the program did not raise a fairness doctrine issue even though it recognized that the view was reasonable.

However, Accuracy in Media, the conservatively oriented media watchdog that had initiated the case with a complaint to the FCC, did not let the matter rest there. It petitioned the full nine-member bench to vacate the panel’s opinion and rehear the case—and the court in December ordered rehearing en banc and vacated the panel’s decision.

NBC has consistently maintained that the program, Pensions: The Broken Promise, dealt with “some problems in some pension plans” and that that issue was not controversial.

Last week, it said it viewed the case as “an expansion of the fairness doctrine into the single area in which the First Amendment and fairness doctrine rights of broadcasters are at their apex: the reporting of news.”

NBC does not argue that news or documentary exempt from the fairness doctrine. But it says the court should follow language expressed in earlier cases that support the proposition that the commission should apply “a ‘permissive reasonableness standard’” in reviewing broadcaster fairness-doctrine decisions and that broadcasters have “a ‘wide degree of discretion’ and ‘broad leeway for professional judgment’ under the fairness doctrine.”

The RTNDA-SDX brief contends that there is no way, short of repeal of the fairness doctrine, that a broadcaster can become a “journalistic free agent.” But, the brief says, a “breathing space” could be afforded the broadcast journalist if the court adopted a standard for the commission to follow in fairness doctrine cases that was analogous to the “actual malice” test for libel cases.

Thus, “a broadcaster’s exercise of discretion should not be overturned unless the commission finds that the broadcaster has been knowingly or intentionally unfair or has acted in reckless disregard of fairness.” Where rectification but no license demerit or penalty is proposed, the board adds, a commission finding of “gross unreasonableness in failing to provide time for a particular expression of views might be sufficient to warrant action.”

RTNDA and SDX contend that such a standard would be in keeping “with judicial efforts to minimize the chilling effects of legal regulation of public debate.”

A Watergate warning

As a result of Watergate, “the press today is basking in credit for something it did not do, just as it was taking the blame a few years ago for something it did not do” and as it will soon be wrongly blamed again, says Robert E. Muholland, executive vice president of NBC News.

“In fact,” he continued, “it has already
What Rather is running for
CBS's controversial former reporter on the White House beat finds comfort and fulfillment in his role with 'CBS Reports'

Some network news executives are probably wondering how CBS is going to keep Dan Rather down in the studio after he's seen the Presidency.

The answer will doubtless emerge this Friday (Jan. 31) with the broadcast of the first edition of CBS Reports to have the full participation of Mr. Rather, its newly named anchorman-correspondent. 'The Best Congress Money Can Buy' (10-11 p.m. EST) is an investigation of congressional campaign reform, and it is largely written, reported and delivered by the former CBS White House correspondent. Furthermore, the idea for the program was his.

The 43-year-old reporter terms his new assignment a "catalystic" change, and compared it to moving from the Associated Press to the Christian Science Monitor, "off the cutting edge of daily journalism." More catalytic, he said, in an interview with Broadcasting, is to have "time to think" for the first time in months.

That time produced the concept for the first Rather-styled documentary since last winter's Nixon on Nixon close-up on the former president. Campaign reform is something Mr. Rather says he "really cares about and knows something about," since it is one of the principal lessons of Watergate. The CBS Reports team's investigation into the matter has led it to conclude that the campaign reform measure passed by Congress last year does not have the clout to stop influence peddling. The new provisions "made it more difficult to funnel special interest money into presidential campaigns," observed Mr. Rather, "but not into congressional campaigns."

The identification of a documentary series with one reporter-anchor is not a new concept at CBS, Mr. Rather hastens to stress, referring uncomfortably to the tendency on the part of some to pitch him as another Edward R. Murrow. "I hope we're lucky enough to turn out one or two broadcasts as good as what Murrow did week after week," he says. Among the subjects he hopes to turn into future CBS Reports are prison reform, foreign affairs and an examination of the FBI. He and the producers are also talking about composing follow-ups to CBS Reports of the past, such as "Hunger in America," the "Berkeley Rebels," or "Civil Rights." Follow-ups to some 1975 CBS Reports material, Mr. Rather anticipates, may appear on the CBS weekend newscasts, which he anchors. CBS Reports may begin experimenting with the portable mini-camera, too, he reports and with studio verité techniques. And "every broadcast" he allows, "does not have to have Dan Rather front and center."

Ed Murrow 'set the standard' for reportorial journalism, Mr. Rather says, and during the past 15 years, "a lot of us were not up to meeting that standard" because of television news's courtship of regular daily broadcasts. As CBS, for one, seeks to retrieve the Murrow formula, it looks to one of the prime exponents of the regular newscast. Mr. Rather was CBS presidential correspondent for almost 10 years. "Some people seemed to think I carried around a special folding set of the White House and whipped it out and stood in front of it" to deliver CBS Evening News reports, he noted. When Mr. Rather was asked last September to hang up his White House mikes, the other two networks contacted him, it was reported, and NBC News offered him a contract.

As to whether he sees himself the heir apparent to Walter Cronkite, Mr. Rather demurred that all he really wants to be is a reporter, since he is the type who "really enjoys hanging around tank towns in the South." He takes the "that stuff's all right if you don't inhale" approach to the superstar element of his career. But he is openly, although humorously, dubious about his current stature. "This is probably where I'll end up," he said of the CBS Reports assignment. "Some people would say that as to success, I've performed the Indian rope trick: climb all the way to the top and then disappear."

Salant warns of external-internal pressures that beset journalism

Australians told that responsibility by newsman must go hand-in-hand with guarantees of freedom of press

"Whatever the shortfalls in freedom of the print press around the globe, those shortfalls are very significantly greater for broadcast journalism," said Richard Salant, president of CBS News, last Saturday (Jan. 23). He said it in Canberra, Australia, in a prepared lecture before the Australian Institute of Political Science. Entitled "The Media and the State: A View from the United States," the address dealt with one of Mr. Salant's favorite topics, for which he campaigns continuously here and abroad: freedom of the press.

Discussing government-funded broadcasting, Mr. Salant lashed out at the "climate of pervasive politics" in the U.S. which has "kept this fine experiment [public broadcasting] from achieving its promise and hope." But the CBS News president did "not leave the impression that private advertiser-supported American broadcasting is wholly free of governmental control" either. He said the only nation that assures broadcasting its basic freedoms is West Germany.

Referring obliquely to the Supreme Court decision to uphold the Miami Herald in the press access dispute, Tornillo vs. Miami Herald (Broadcasting, July 1, 1974), Mr. Salant said that the court generally does well by broadcast journalists, but, that the "terrible rub" is that the court "held that the First Amendment applies to broadcast journalism in a considerably different way, and to a significantly lesser extent, than it does to the print press."

"Federal broadcast regulations providing for a right of reply have been held to be permissible under the First Amendment, although very recently, a state imposed right of reply as applied to newspapers has explicitly been held unconstitutional under our First Amendment," he said.

Mr. Salant concluded unequivocally that there can be no press freedom for broadcasters under a system of government licensing. "The trouble," he explained, "is that potentially 'public interest' is whatever the state says it is."

He quoted a 1974 interview in the Los Angeles Times with Ken Clawson, Richard Nixon's one-time director of commu-
nations, who referred to the "privately owned" newspaper, exempt from some criticism, but the "TV's ass" that "we all have a piece of" which made broadcasting his critical target. "Happy," quoted Mr. Salant, "Clawson and his colleagues never quite discovered what they were 'entitled to do,' except to use the telephone to our bosses, to make hostile, critical speeches reminding us we are government licensees, to conduct phony investigations of our reporters and to wire-tap them, and to encourage the administration's friends to try to take the license away from those who were their enemies — for example, the licenses of the television stations owned by the Washington Post, which was the leader in exposing Watergate."

Mr. Salant finds "disturbing evidence that we newsmen care about press freedom a good deal more than people do" and quoted a letter from a viewer who applauded the Soviet technicians' "pulling the plug" on U.S. broadcasters sending reports on the plight of Russian Jews from Moscow to the U.S. during former President Nixon's June trip to the U.S.S.R.

"If the press is to maintain its integrity," he said later, "there are limits beyond which no self-respecting newspaper or broadcaster should go to achieve the popular vote of purchase or attention. For much of great journalism involves the reporting of disagreeable and unsettling facts and unpopular causes."

**Duped in Paducah**

Two radio stations are tricked into false school-closing bulletins; one outlet is 'billed' by board of education for lost state aid

The board of education for Livingston county, Ky., has presented a bill for $2,334.50 to WKXY(AM) Paducah, Ky., charging the station with broadcasting false information about school closings during a snow storm earlier this month.

Apparently, WKXY was the victim of a hoax. On Friday, January 12, the station received a call from a person purporting to be secretary to the Livingston county school superintendent. The caller informed WKXY that schools would not be open in the county the following day due to road conditions. Since most other area schools had already announced cancellation of classes and the caller sounded "authoritative," according to a WKXY spokesman, Livingston county was added to the list of school cancellations already being broadcast by the station.

The following morning WKXY learned that the closing announcement was the work of a joker and that Livingston schools would operate normally that day. The station broadcast notice of the error and an apology. But it was too late. Nearly 600 students didn't show up that day and WKXY was then billed $3.50 per student absent—the amount of state aid that the school system gets per attending student per day.

At least one other station, WDXR(AM) Paducah, broadcast the same false information after taking a sinister call. (A third station in Paducah, WPSD-TV, was also called but did not air the false announcement. The news editor on duty at the time was suspicious because the station's code system was not used and the caller did not follow procedure by asking for the news director.)

The school board has not billed WDXR nor has it asked for the station to split the bill for WXYZ. Gary Morse, general manager of WXYZ, feels that his station got the board's bill as a "gesture of displeasure" from the school board. WXYZ has been a strong opponent of the Livingston county school board's practice of holding mostly closed meetings.

At this point Mr. Morse does not know whether his station will pay the bill or any part of it.

**Getting straight**

Public broadcasting presents efforts of yesterday's rebels in world of television

The self-styled video freaks of the late sixties and the early seventies have begun to channel their talents into political-cultural documentaries for public television.

The latest effort of TVTV (Top Value Television), a 15-member unit that was set in motion by Michael Shamberg, the author of Guerrilla Television, is a series of four half-hours called Gerald Ford's America. For three months, the TVTV people trained their portable, half-inch video-tape Sony color cameras (black and white for low-light situations) on politicians, on the Washington press corps and on the man in the street. It took the unit five weeks of editing (at the Television Laboratory in New York) to get 160 hours' worth of tape down to the two hours that are now being distributed nationally by the Public Broadcasting Service.

According to Paul Goldsmith, a TVTV executive, the unit is now headed for Mamou, La., to do a 60-minute documentary on the effect of the New Orleans Mardi Gras on the Cajun musicians in

**Behind the scenes but always out in front.**

Danny and Don make it happen at IGM. Between them, they represent 49 years in broadcasting...29 of those years right here. Danny, as Vice President and General Manager, and Don, as Plant Manager, are two seasoned pros who know their business well, and they know yours, too—inside and out. IGM equipment and service always reflect their years of experience, and it's important to know they've put in their time.

You'd expect the automation company with the most experience in the industry to have people like Danny and Don behind our products. They're what make IGM...

**the best there is!**

IGM

A Division of NTI
4041 Home Road
Bellingham, Washington 98225
(206) 733-4567
NAB Booth 804 South is the place to be!
Wiley attempts to alleviate cable fears about ‘77

Times have changed since writing of new rules to go into effect two years hence, says chairman, and FCC can adjust accordingly

For a cable-television industry that finds the reality of its rate of growth less than its expectations, and worried about whether it regards as the new burdens FCC rules will impose on it in two years, FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley had some heartening words last week.

Some of those requirements, he said, “while well intentioned when enacted, may now be either unrealistic or unnecessary.” Cable’s unlimited potential for public service, he said, “is not matched by unlimited private resources.”

The chairman, speaking to the Illinois/Indiana Cable Television Association convention in Indianapolis, was referring to specific requirements the rules adopted in 1972 will impose on cable systems in the top-100 markets by March 31, 1977.

- A capacity of at least 20 channels.
- Compliance with the “one-for-one” rule (if a system has over 10 channels for television signals, it must have an equal number for nonbroadcast use.)
- Two-way capability.
- Public, educational and local government access channels, with the added requirement to add channels as demand increases.

Cable spokesmen have been complaining to the commission that such requirements are becoming increasingly unrealistic. The cost of the necessary capital is increasing rapidly, they say, and revenues are not keeping up with the needs of a very capital-intensive industry.

Chairman Wiley indicated he had been listening. The visions that most industry observers had of the future in 1972 are not proving out, he said, and added:

“The public interest is in no way served if our regulatory standards so far exceed public need or demand that the surplus becomes a leaden weight slowing the growth of the industry. Moreover, I think it is time to recognize that ‘free’ services are never free—someone has to pay for them and, in this case, that someone is a fledgling industry which, in many instances, can ill afford to do so.”

The chairman went even further. He said he thought the evidence provided by such rules demonstrates that “at this point in its development,” cable television “is overregulated.” And he said he intends to do something about it.

He noted that the commission last May created both a “1977 Task Force” to study the problems cable systems will face in meeting the 1977 standards, and a “re-regulation task force,” to parallel an effort in broadcasting.

The chairman said the two groups, in combination, “will soon bring to the commission various proposals to alleviate undue industry burdens and to eliminate unnecessary regulatory requirements—proposals which I believe will receive serious consideration and, in many instances, favorable consideration.”

Throughout his speech, Chairman Wiley stressed that the commission does not regard its actions in the field of cable as immutable. He noted that the commission had repealed its rule requiring cable systems of more than 3,500 subscribers to engage in program origination, and had modified its rules concerning line extension provisions.

He said the same kind of willingness to learn from experience would be evident in the commission’s application of the pay-cable rules it is expected to issue in the near future. The ruling of new rules the commission made public in November (Broadcasting, Nov. 18, 1974) dismayed cable operators; they felt the rules would be far too restrictive, too protective of broadcasters.

Chairman Wiley last week said he believes the new rules “will reflect a fair and reasonable effort to balance the requirements of pay-cable entrepreneurs on the one hand and the need, on the other, to assure the public that its reliance on local broadcast service will not be unduly diminished.”

But he also said the commission “will remain responsive to the dynamics of subscription programming and its relation to conventional broadcast service, and to monitor the effects of our rules with considerable scrutiny.” If the rules do not work, he added, “they’ll have to be changed.”

The chairman expressed views on some other cable television matters pending before the commission.

In discussing program-exclusivity rules, he said he believes in the fundamental concept of nonduplication protection, but regards it as entirely appropriate to review the necessary size of the zone of protection and the treatment which should be accorded out-of-town signals that are “significantly viewed.”

He is “taking a very close look at the idea of dual-channel coverage, something which would greatly alleviate the irritation which I know that many cable subscribers feel… whenever nonduplication results in blacked-out viewing channels.”

And it seems to him, at least tenta-
tively, that converting the small-system exemption from the nonduplication rule from a community to a headend subscriber count makes good sense.

In any event, he said, nothing the commission does is "set in stone." Everything should be reviewed periodically. And if cable operators have a complaint or suggestion, he said, he would like to hear it. "Your input into the commission's constant process of education, awareness and resulting change is essential," he said, "from your standpoint and ours."

AMST: Don't look back

The Association of Maximum Service Telecasters has asked the FCC to dismiss a petition by a former commission general counsel, Henry Geller, that seeks a return to the August 1971 cable signal-carriage proposals of the commission (Broadcasting, June 3, 1974). The commission instead based its signal-carriage rules on the November 1971 consensus agreement among broadcasters, cable operators and copyright owners. AMST, however, claims Mr. Geller's assertion that the original proposals would have been adopted in the absence of the cable consensus is false. And AMST questioned a rationale for weakening the present cable rules since, it says, the cable industry has not lived up to the agreement.

Pay pays. Optical Systems Corp. and American Television and Communications Corp. have agreed to bring OTC's pay cable operation, Channel 100, to ATC cable subscribers in Claremont, Pacific Beach and La Jolla, Calif., through interconnection with Channel 100 services in San Diego. Alan H. Greenstadt, OTC president, predicted that as result of agreement and others like it, number of Channel 100 customers in San Diego area will double to about 34,000 in next 18 months.

Becker bankrolls. Becker Communications Association has made $700,000 loan to Norseman Communications, Inc. to purchase and operate cable systems in Ada, Fort Laramie and New Bremen, Ohio, in western part of state. Area has population of about 17,500 people.

Reverse flow. Efforts are under way to bring Canadian television programs to cable subscribers in United States via satellite, according to Robert E. Button, director of satellite development for Teleprompter. Speaking before the Canadian Cable Television Association last week, Mr. Button said the technical and business arrangements for the process have begun, "albeit somewhat gingerly." His company's experiments over the past year with relays of CBC programs by Anik, Canada's domestic communications satellite, suggests, Mr. Button said, "the U.S. public would like some alternative, even if it is only John Wayne speaking French."

Equipment & Engineering

Battle lines re-form in historic pattern over remote pickup

Broadcasters, mobile services: each fears being shortchanged by rule concessions to the other

The tug-of-war between broadcasters and land-mobile operators over frequency allocations was back on center stage last week in comments on proposed revisions of the FCC rules on remote pickup broadcast stations.

The current proceeding followed a National Association of Broadcasters petition in 1971 requesting that the commission amend its rules regarding not only remote pickup broadcast stations, but also aural broadcast studio-transmitter links, intercity relay stations and television auxiliary broadcast stations.

Last September the FCC in a notice of proposed rulemaking launched the instant proceeding but requested comments only on the NAB's proposals as they applied to remote pickup broadcast stations. The proposals essentially call for channel splitting in the 450-455 mhz band, earmarking certain frequencies for transmission of program material only and establishing a limited number of narrow band (10 kHz) channels for operational communications, such as tone signaling and cueing. The proposals also suggested licensing of groups of stations as a system authorized to a single license, and would require the use of type acceptance equipment in remote pickup stations. Further provisions call for simplification of the current logging procedures and the setting aside of additional frequency bands for use by lower power broadcast auxiliary stations.

Comments filed by the NAB recounted the scope of their original petition, and though it obviously endorsed the FCC's current rulemaking thrust, the NAB was quick to claim the need for a review of all regulations pertaining to broadcast auxiliary services.

The three major networks also filed comments in support of the proposed amendments, though the action was a pro forma exercise. Representatives of all three TV networks had served on the NAB engineering advisory committee, which promulgated the proposals embodied in the current proceeding.

CBS did highlight the NAB suggestion that channel splitting in the 450-455 mhz band be accomplished in 50 kHz bandwidths, to insure adequate signal quality for programming material.

That point brought opposition from several land-mobile groups, which claimed 25 kHz was more appropriate for maximizing frequency allocations.

The Special Industrial Radio Service Association Inc. conceded the proposed changes are "long overdue" but noted the revisions did not go far enough. Why should remote pickup broadcast stations meet standards less demanding than those imposed on land-mobile users?, SIRSA asked. Another sticking point regarding the proposals, SIRSA said, was the exclusion of frequency coordination procedures for those assignments shared by broadcasters and land mobile users.

The Association for Broadcast Engineering Standards also applauded the direction of the FCC's rulemaking suggestions, which would significantly simplify logging and licensing procedures and help standardize frequency allocations. But ABES pointed out that applications for prior temporary operating authority should be discarded. Under the present rules, a broadcaster must apply for prior authority to use a frequency on a temporary basis that is not already assigned to him. ABES explained that coverage of fast-breaking news events is impeded by the need to obtain such operating authority. Also ABES would like to see logging procedures eliminated altogether.

The National Association of Business and Educational Radio looked on the proposals in light of their recent petition to the FCC regarding band widths on the 450-455 mhz band and the reallocation of certain frequencies between broadcast pickups and business radio services (Broadcasting, Jan. 6). The NABER petition wanted the present 100 kc bandwidth reduced to 25 KC, not 50 KC as the NAB proposal envisions.

Another NABER's worry over congestion in the frequencies set aside for land-mobile radio was at odds with NAB's concern over a lack of frequencies for remote broadcast use.
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Technical Briefs

Pay OK. FCC has approved SDC Pay TV System which scrambles and unscrambles both picture and sound for use by over-air subscription television systems. Encoding and decoding was developed by System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif., and Pay TV Corp., New York, as joint venture. Pay TV, which acquired rights to SDC technology (Broadcasting, April 8, 1974) plans to franchise other pay systems or operate its own systems in TV markets in U.S. and Canada, using new process of transmitting signals. System Development will be responsible for all engineering and technical aspects. Commission, which must approve all pay TV hardware systems, upon grant of SDC process brought total number of approved systems to four. SDC, 2500 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, 90406; Pay TV, 680 Fifth Avenue, New York 10019.

Planning ahead. RCA Corp. reports that CBC has leased 20 RCA video-tape recorders and seven complete TV film systems for use in coverage of 1976 Summer Olympics in Montreal. Lease arrangement includes 24-hour daily maintenance service by RCA.

Satellite ball keeps rolling

Encouraged by a survey indicating strong interest by educational institutions in participating in a satellite distribution service for educational programming, the steering committee of the Public Service Satellite Consortium last week held a working session to plan a general organizational meeting next month.

The PSSC traffic committee reported that "considerable potential demand" exists for the service—apparently enough to fill a multichannel system. Questionnaires were mailed to 1,000 universities, four- and two-year colleges, libraries and public schools, and 345 institutions from nearly every state indicated they would be willing to participate in the organization. Only 66 institutions indicated no interest.

The survey also indicated that most institutions would use the service to feed students via closed circuit television, but almost 60% also hope to work with local ground distribution systems, public and private television, and radio and cable television to send programming to off-campus students.

The steering committee meeting, headlined by Barry Manilow, former FCC commissioner, also heard reports on satellite studies done by the Public Broadcasting Service, Corporation for Public Broadcasting (both of which are participants in the consortium) and the Ford Foundation, headed by its chairman, which is preparing a $5-$7 million low-cost loan to PBS to upgrade its network with a satellite (Broadcasting, Jan. 13).

The committee drew up proposed articles of incorporation and by-laws to be prepared by a potential participating at a special meeting in San Diego, Feb. 19-21, where technical and financial possibilities will be publicly outlined in detail.

Music

Added factor in popularity of records

Programers, in New York and Miami especially, look to disco for early-warning signs of hit singles

Ten years ago discotheques with offbeat names such as Arthur and Cheesah were a dominant force in pop music. Today, that dominance is manifested in some areas, as "disco" play is often an important source of leverage for airplay on major contemporary stations, and on record sales.

Most disco music is recorded, and in the last six months, record company service to dance clubs has increased markedly. Disco-goers hear new singles and album cuts, request them and buy them. For the results for top 40 have sometimes been striking. Last summer, WABC(AM) New York, long considered one of the most difficult stations on which to break a record, added Rock the Boat by the Hues Corp. solely on the basis of sales generated by disco play. The single was picked up by stations across the country, finishing as the second most widely heard single of 1974. Similar success was achieved by George McCrae's Rock Your Baby, which began as a duo hit in the Miami area and was broken by whvy-FM Fort Lauderdale-Miami.

Program directors are divided, however, on how much impact disco play has on stations nationwide. Its most important asset is that it has become a predominant factor in determining airplay-New York, and as few contemporary decision-makers will deny, what is played in New York has great impact on what is played elsewhere. Rick Sklar of WABC, examining his current lists, finds "a couple of top singles always come out of disco. When one of them catches, it moves very fast." New York seems to be the national leader in sales volume generated by disco play, and record promotion in New York clubs has risen accordingly. The pattern of growth of a disco hit is not as easily charted as that of a radio favorite, however, as Mr. Sklar points out: "It can be in the discs for two or three months before it happens." These few singles and disco-goers buy for their homes collected out of the many they hear can provide a good indication of what will sell on the ratio, he says.

Miami is similarly "a dance-oriented market" as Bill Tanner of Whvy points out. With the growth of clubs in the area, the station noticed R&B records crossing over into sales among white audiences without any airplay on pop stations. "It had to be the disco," Mr. Tanner asserts. New singles from George McCrae and the Jimmy Castor Bunch are doing well in the area now, largely due to disco exposure.

The vast majority of nation-wide hits which benefit from disco play are by black artists, but not all are. In Louisville, Ky., the resurgence of the disco scene led John Randolph, program director of WAKY(AM), to begin testing five records weekly with club audiences. Without noticeable local sales reaction to disco play, the survey is based solely on requests, but the station has received early warning on recent hits by Linda Ronstadt and the Eagles from response at those clubs. The popularity of Paul McCartney's Sally G was also predicted in this manner.

Record promotion to stations is adjusting accordingly. "The most common phrase I hear from promotion people now is 'top five in the disco,'" one program director claimed.

Still, for a large number of stations disco play has yet to shed much new light on tastes and trends within individual markets. Jim Smith of WLS(AM) Chicago sees his station "on the low

Tracking the 'Playlist'. The rapid ascent of Arista Records is manifested this week in the rise of Barry Manilow's Mandy to the top spot on the 'Playlist.' The label also has a new release from Tony Orlando and Dawn, Look in My Eyes Pretty Woman, at 38 on the chart. Along with Mandy, Neil Sedaka's Laughter in the Rain and the Carpenters' Please Mr. Postman combine MOR success with movement to the top of pop lists. Four climbing singles that make their first appearances in the top 10 this week are the Eagles' Best of My Love, rising to six, and Linda Ronstadt's You're No Good, making a strong gain and being bolted at nine. Sandwiched between are two disco-oriented hits, Carol Douglas's Doctor's Orders (7) and Gloria Gaynor's Never Can Say Goodbye (8). The former prime mover in the top 20, AWB's Pick Up the Pieces, is at 14. Heavy rock's return to hit status is effected by Grand Funk's Some Kind of Wonderful, at 18. Bachman-Turner Overdrive's Roll on Down the Highway continues to add stations, and is bolted at 28. Frankie Valli's My Eyes Adored You, after a brief slack period, is moving very quickly and is bolted at 29. The week's most impressive jump, however, is made by Olivia Newton-John's Have You Never Been Mellow, which breaks into the top 20-the formula that made I Honestly Love You the most-heard single of 1974 has been closely duplicated and program directors are being convinced accordingly. The hottest disco record of the moment seems to be Labelle's Lady Marmalade, which, breaking principally out of the Boston area, makes a strong debut bolted at 41. Sugarloaf may yet duplicate the success of Green-Eyed Lady with its latest release—Don't Call Us, We'll Call You is bolted at 53. Bad Company's second single, Movin' On, breaks in at 62 weeks after its release. New releases from Sam Neely, Shirley and Company, Tim Moore, and the Hello People also make their first "Playlist" appearances.
These are the top songs in air-play popularity on U.S. radio, as reported by Broadcast.
end" of the disco-influence scale. Few records have crossed from discs to his playlist, and sales reaction to club hits has not been measured. Dennis Waters of WRC (AM) Washington concurs: "We're not picking up too much. Disco hits from other areas have not always fared well in Washington, and disco sales volume alone has not been sufficient to break any records. Mr. Waters also questions the extent of the correlation between the people who go to clubs and the people who listen to contemporary radio, at least in the capital area.

The RKO stations also appear unconvinced. Mardi Nehras, music coordinator for the chain, finds disco play "not at all a factor" in music selection. None of the stations programmed by KJH (AM) Los Angeles have broken out of local discs, and while disco play may be mentioned by disco jocks along with other information on a given single, "these records are not necessarily things we aren't aware of in front." WKKO (AM) Boston was, however, instrumental in breaking Labelle's "Lady Marmalade" (41 on the "Playlist" this week and a major disco hit), but for reasons aside from disco play.

No one can ignore the success that a number of disco-born hits have had and are having, but many program directors seem to share the mood of Jay Cook of WPI (AM) Philadelphia: "The discs are hot now, and it's the nature of this format to capitalize on trends" — and while acknowledging the effect of this latest trend, he and others are aware that what has faded from popularity once (as the discs did in the late sixties) may do so again.

### Breaking In

**Please, Mr. President — Paula Webb (Westbound)** This narrative single is the latest release by CKLW (AM), the Windsor, Ont., station that is the principal top-40 force in the Detroit market, to produce a real play record. A year ago, this station put out a spoken tribute to American veterans by a Canadian, Byron Mac-Gregor, entitled Americans; that single ultimately went gold. Paula Webb is a 10-year-old Detroit resident whose family has been hit by auto-industry layoffs. Her single is an open letter to President Ford on the situation, with a string backup. Written by CKLW newsmen Randall Carlisle, the song is a highly emotional treatment of the problem, with Paula Webb promising to give up candy and wear the same dress every day to help save money.

**Please, Mr. President** is the first release by Westbound Records under its new distribution pact with 20th Century Records. So far, however, radio reaction to the song has not approached that accorded Americans: only CKLW among major contemporary stations added it last week.

I Fought the Law — Sam Neely (A&M)** Mr. Neely had a sizable regional hit in the South last fall with You Can Have Her, and he now seems headed for national recognition with this remake of a familiar hit. Originally recorded by the Bobby Fuller Four in the mid-sixties and heard more recently in a version by the Hoodoo Rhythm Devils, I Fought the Law (And the Law Won) tells a time-honored rags-to-prison story. It is given an uptempo, C&W-tinted treatment by Mr. Neely. The single received quite a bit of radio attention last week and was added by WFIL (AM) Philadelphia, KEY (AM) Wichita, Kan., KFMC (FM) Des Moines, Iowa, and WJET (AM) Erie, Pa.

#### Extras.

The following new releases, listed alphabetically by title, are making a mark in Broadcasting's "Playlist" reporting below the first 75:

- From his woman to you, Barbara Mason (Buddah).
- Happy People, Temptations (Gordy).
- I get lifted, George McCrae (TK Records).
- I won't last a day without you/let me be the one, Al Wilson (Rocky Road).
- Never let her go, David Gates (Elektra).
- Pleading my love, Tom Jones (Parrot).
- Sad sweet dreamer, Sweet Sensation (Pye).
- Star on a TV show, Styletics (Avco).
- Thanks for the smiles, Charlie Ross (Big Tree).

### Broadcastings's index of 134 stocks allied with electronic media

#### Broadcastings with other major interests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Jan. 22</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Jan. 15</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1974-75 Low</th>
<th>1974-75 High</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares outstanding (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **ADAMS-RUSSELL**
- **AVCO**
- **BARTELL MEDIA**
- **BJH**
- **CAMPBELL IND.+++**
- **CHRIS-CRAFT**
- **COMBINED COMM.++**
- **COLUMBIA**
- **DUN & BRADSTREET**
- **FAIRCHILD IND.**
- **FOODS**
- **GANNETT CO.**
- **GENERAL FIRE**
- **GLOBETROTTER**
- **GRAY COMM.**
- **HART MACKS**
- **JEPPESON-PILOT**
- **KAIER INDUSTRIES**
- **KANSAS STATE NET.**
- **KINGSTON**

**TOTAL** 77,965 1,638,994
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/22</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/29</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1974/75 High</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares outstanding</th>
<th>Total market capitalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Cablecasting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/22</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/29</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1974/75 High</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares outstanding</th>
<th>Total market capitalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Programing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/22</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/29</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1974/75 High</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares outstanding</th>
<th>Total market capitalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Service**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/22</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/29</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1974/75 High</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares outstanding</th>
<th>Total market capitalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Electronics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>Stock Symbol</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/22</th>
<th>Closing Wed. 3/29</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>1974/75 High</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares outstanding</th>
<th>Total market capitalization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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**Finance**

**RCA income plummets**

Net drop of 38% in 1977 reported; NBC among operations faring better

RCA Corp. reported last week that its unaudited net income for 1974 fell by 38% to $113.3 million ($1.45 per share).

Chairman Robert W. Sarnoff said in a preliminary report that earnings were computed under the last-in, first-out method of accounting (LIFO) adopted by the corporation last month, which reduced 1974 net income by 22 cents a share. Net income for 1973, computed under a first-in, first-out (FIFO) method, was $183.7 million, or $2.39 per share.

(Under LIFO, the most recent prices for raw material and other inventory items are used to determine the cost of goods sold in order to minimize the distorting effect of inflation on earnings by better matching current costs with current revenues.)

Mr. Sarnoff said sales for 1974 climbed by 8% to $4.63 billion from $4.28 billion in 1973, reflecting substantially the acquisition during the year by RCA of two British food companies, Oriel Foods Ltd. and Morris & David Jones Ltd.

Mr. Sarnoff said the recession affected various consumer-related areas of RCA's operations, including sales of color and black-and-white TV receivers, which were about 15% from 1973. Color tube sales and RCA's food processing and home furnishing operations also were hampered by the cost-price squeeze, Mr. Sarnoff reported.

RCA operations which continued sales and earnings increases, he said, were NBC, the Hertz Corp., RCA Global Communications and RCA Records.

**MGM casino outperforms TV**

Despite a sharp slump in revenues and income from TV, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer reported record earnings and net profits in the first quarter of its fiscal year that ended Nov. 30, 1974—due principally to its new Grand Hotel in Las Vegas. Revenues from TV fell by half—$3,692,000 for the quarter compared to $7,445,000 in the same period last year. TV income also fell drastically: $148,000 this quarter vs. $675,000 last year.

Over-all, MGM reported net income of $11,772,000 ($2.41 per share) on gross revenues of $66,404,000 for this 1975 fiscal first quarter, compared with $9,102,000 ($1.53 per share) on gross income of $34,493,000 for the same period last year.

**Financial Briefs**

CCA to stay. Details of CCA Electronic Corp.'s plan to shore up its financial outlook (BROADCASTING, Dec. 23, 1974), have been announced and include additional $400,000 loan from First Pennsylvania Bank, Philadelphia, on demand basis. CCA's other principal lenders have agreed to defer until July 31, 1975, payment of all interest on company's outstanding loans and other obligations. Those loans and obligations total approximately $7,825,000. In related transaction, Bernard Wise, company's founder and head, entered into agreement to sell his 49% interest to Cleveland-based Clarion Capital Corp., or its nominee. Closing date under agreement will take place prior to Dec. 23, 1976.

Opening the West. Firstmark Financial Corp. has made "multimillion dollar financing" commitments to Orin Plains Communications Inc., subsidiary of Western Telecommunication Inc., for 500-mile common-carrier microwave system to bring three major television networks to area between Omaha and Denver. Collins Radio Group and Rockwell International is major contractor for equipment and installation.
Robert B. Sherman, VP of CBS Radio Division and general manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales, New York, named VP and general manager of CBS-owned WCAU(AM), Philadelphia. He succeeds John O. Downey, who resigned (Broadcasting, Jan. 6). He is expected to have voice in deciding whether WCAU will be converted to all-news station.

Herbert L. Krueger, general manager, WTAQ(AM), Worcester, Mass., will retire Jan. 31 after 38 years with station. Mr. Krueger has served on various industry committees as well as boards of National Association of Broadcasters, Massachusetts Broadcasters Association and Association for Professional Broadcasting Education.


Paul MacCowatt, CBS VP, investor relations, given additional responsibilities in dealing with national organizations and others on "issues of critical importance to CBS and its constituencies." First assignment: as executive director of CBS pay TV committee, which oversee CBS efforts to protect broadcast TV from siphoning by pay TV. Garry Blowers, director of investor relations, will assume Mr. MacCowatt's investor relations responsibilities over next several months.

Robert Burns Taylor, formerly with Sonderling Broadcasting, joins WHAS-TV, Louisville, Ky., as director of operations.

Larry G. Alt, with WJSV(TV), Elk hart, Ind., named assistant station manager.

Rick Brancadoro, director of news operations, WTTM(AM), Trenton, N.J., named director of public relations of parent Scott Broadcasting Co., group station owner.

Ira Littman, broadcast consultant, named station manager and assistant general manager, KMID(FM), Sinton (Corpus Christi), Tex., in addition to continuing consultancy.

Newly elected officers of Greater Jackson ville (Fla.) Broadcasters Association: Gert Schmidt, WTLV(TV), president; Arnold C. Kaufman, WMBR(AM), VP; Steve Macri, WBIX(AM), Jacksonville Beach, secretary; and Harold Cohn, WERO(AM), treasurer.


Susan Reznik, commercial coordinator, WPDX-TV, New York, named operations supervisor.

Paul Witengren, promotion director, WJSR-TV Providence, R.I., named advertising manager, XXAS-TV, Fort Worth-Dallas.

Mike Waterkotte, advertising and promotion director, KVOI(AM), Pittsburgh, named to same post, WXYY(AM), Detroit.

William Struble, audience promotion manager, WBZ-TV, Boston, named director of advertising and sales promotion, KTV(TV), San Diego.

Mark London, manager of studio operations and sales, Micro Cable Communications, Wayne, N.J., named chief of development for New Jersey Public Broadcasting of Trenton.

John A. Lack, general sales manager of CBS's WCBS(AM), New York, succeeds Robert B. Sherman (this page) as VP and general manager, CBS Radio Spot Sales, New York.


Maurice Skurnik, VP-creative supervisor. J. Walter Thompson, New York, named senior VP-creative director, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh.

Don Dolan, management supervisor, S&С&B Inc., New York, named senior VP and management representative.

NBC line-up. In pursuit of "a more streamlined and efficient operation of the network," Robert T. Howard, president of NBC TV, announced following promotions last week:

Alvin Rush, VP, program and talent acquisition, has been named senior VP, program and sports administration. Carl Lindemann Jr., VP, sports, will report to Mr. Rush, as will Michael J. Grossman, who moves up from director, talent and program administration, to VP, program and talent negotiation.

Mike Weinblatt, VP, sales, becomes senior VP, sales.

Donald Cerswell, VP, business affairs, has been named VP, business affairs and production operations. Reporting to him will be John Kennedy, VP, operations and engineering; Jerome Wexler, promoted from director, pricing and financial evaluation, to VP, business affairs; and Stephen Weston, director, unit managers and telesales, who has been named VP, unit managers and telesales.

Marvin Antonowsky, VP, program administration, has been named VP, program operations and advertising. New responsibilities mean that John Scoppo, VP, promotion, will now report to Mr. Antonowsky, as will Gerald Rowe, VP, advertising.

David Bellin, director, advertising, has been named VP, broadcast advertising, and will continue to report to Mr. Rowe.
Warwick, Welsh & Miller, New York.

Henry Bate, senior television producer.

Stephen Humphrey, account supervisor.

Roy McKechnie, copy supervisor, and Roger Winter, assistant media director, elected VP's at Ogilvy & Mather, New York.

Patti Mullen, VP-copy group head, Tinker, Dodge & Delano, New York, joins Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, as VP-creative director.

Bob Vander Kamp, VP-account supervisor, Clinton E. Frank, Los Angeles, joins Chiat/Day Advertising, Los Angeles, as VP-account supervisor, Jack Gowy, media director, Noculham, Harper & Steers, New York, joins C/D, Los Angeles, as media director.


Dom Fioravanti, VP and New York sales manager, Metro Radio Sales, named to new post of general sales manager, WNEW-FM New York. Both are owned by Metromedia Inc.

Frank J. LoDolce, director of operations, CBS Radio National Sales, New York, named director of accounting.

Wayne D. Spracklin, national sales manager, WMAL-TV Washington, named general sales manager.

Frederick P. Harvey, management supervisor at D'Arcy MacManus & Masius, New York, named senior VP.

John A. Allen, VP and group head of Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York, named VP and senior account supervisor at Clyne Dusenberry Inc., New York.

Gary D. Landis, named senior VP of Compton Advertising Inc., New York, while continuing as president and general manager of Ace-Compton, Manila.

Timothy J. D. Yarnell, VP-managing director of J. Walter Thompson/France, in Paris, named VP-director of operations, JWT's Tokyo office.

Jorg L. Borgwardt, account executive, Gramm & Grey, GmbH & Co., Dusseldorf, West Germany, elected VP-multinational accounts for Grey Advertising.

Lorraine LaBrecque Mesirov, sales analyst, CBS Television Network, Chicago, joins J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, as network supervisor in media department.

Weston C. Elliot, VP, director of network relations, McCaffrey & McCall, New York, has resigned and will announce future plans shortly.


Joseph F. Pratt, assistant media director, Ruben, Montgomery & Associates, Indianapolis, named media director. William N. Davidson, director of management services, WRTV(TV) Indianapolis, named to newly created position of broadcast consultant, RM&A.

Ralph B. Patterson, associate creative director, Crawford/Johnson/Hunt & Associates, Little Rock, Ark., advertising-public relations firm, named creative director.

Peter Rodgers, formerly senior writer/producer, N. W. Ayer ABH International, New York, joins Gardner Advertising, St. Louis, as creative group head.

Robert Gordon, account executive, WCBS-AM-FM New York, named director of marketing, WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky.

Arthur Williams Jr., senior sales executive, Addressograph/Multigraph, Scranton, Pa., named director of sales and development, WSCR(AM) Scranton, Pa.

Programing

John E. Shine, producer-director, KKCI-TV Des Moines, Iowa, named production manager, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Douglas Knight, production and program coordinator, WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio, named production manager, KSCT(TV) San Diego.

Rob Wiley, assistant sports director, KARK-TV Little Rock, Ark., named sports director.

Annette Burriss, administrative assistant, Alcare Communications, Philadelphia, named director of radio, responsible for One Moment Please with Mort Crim.

Bill Vreeke, in customer service, Broadcast Programming International, Belle Vue, Wash., named program consultant at BPI.

Jerry Stevens, director of programming, WMNR(FM) Philadelphia, resigns to form own production company.


Ray Alexander, productions and operations manager, WBBZ(TV) Baton Rouge, named program operations manager.

Broadcasting Journalism

Stan Opotowsky, director of operations, ABC News documentaries, named director of television news coverage for ABC News, New York.

Alvin H. PERTMUTTER, executive producer of public broadcasting's Assignment America, Great American Dream Machine and other public affairs series, named VP, news documentaries, ABC News, with responsibility for Weekend magazine series and all other NBC News documentaries.

Philip K. Buchanan, radio news chief, WBNM-AM-FM Buffalo, named news director.


Jerry C. Moring, executive news producer, NBC News, New York, joins WMAL-TV Washington, as manager of news and informational services.

Sam Dress, formerly staff director, NBC-TV New York, named director of The News Center, NBC-owned WRC-TV Washington.

Foster Morgan, news producer, KOCO-TV Oklahoma City, joins WBNF-TV Columbus, Ohio, as news assignment editor.

Simeon Smith, sports director, KOAT-TV Albuquerque, N.M., named to head station's new consumer program, On Your Behalf. He is succeeded by Jim Boggio, from WPRV-TV Green Bay, Wis. Mark Stimp, with KOAT-TV, appointed reporter-photographer.

Cable

M. Christopher Derick, VP of Tele-View Systems, New York, named VP-general manager, Tele Vision Signal Corp., San Francisco. Both are Viacom subsidiaries.

Hugh A. Smith, general manager, Roma Cable TV Co., Rome, Ga., named manager, Teleprompter's Hillsborough county, Fla., system, based in Tampa.

Theodore J. Swanson, chief engineer, Warner Communications cable TV system, Albuquerque, N.M., joins Iowa-Hawkeye Cablevision Inc., Des Moines, as chief engineer.

Equipment & Engineering

Richard S. BORERI, executive VP of Transcom Electronics Inc., subsidiary of Lynch Communications Systems, Reno, named acting general manager, succeeding Edward A. Beaupre, who is retiring. Mr. Beaupre had been VP-director of Lynch...
and president of Transcom. William H. Delaney, manager of marketing, Lynch Circuits Inc., division of Lynch Communications Systems, elected VP.

Gary Robinson, with KCS(Tv) San Diego, named assistant chief engineer.

Gaylord Creeden, independent production consultant, named VP-general manager, Video City Inc., TV commercial producer, Miami subsidiary of Teletronics International.

Alexander M. Kizyma, director of operations, Better Built Machinery Corp., Saddle Brook, N.J., named manager of manufacturing, Blender-Tongue Laboratories, Old Bridge, N.J.

Allied Fields

John S. Hayes, former president of Post-Newswave stations and subsequently U.S. ambassador to the Philippines, elected chairman of board of Radio Liberty Committee, New York. Radio Liberty, privately managed nonprofit operation financed primarily by Congress, beams shortwave broadcasts of news and information in Russian and 17 other languages to Soviet Union from transmitters in Spain and West Germany.

Joseph Sturmer, assistant chief of hearing division of FCC Broadcast Bureau, Washington, named administrative law judge. No successor has been named.

Herbert Starr, news correspondent, WTN(TV) Albany, named communications director for New York Lieutenant Governor Mary Anne Krupsak, Albany.


James N. Fiedler, business affairs executive, UniversiTelevision, University City, Calif., named VP-business affairs and administration, MCA Disco-Vision Inc., same city.

Rev. John Geaney of Paulist Fathers, Scarsdale, N.Y., named director of division of telecommunications for Archdiocese of Baltimore.

Elizabeth L. Young, executive director, Kansas State Public Television Commission, elected to board of directors, National Association of Educational Broadcasting. Virginia Fox, director of education programming, Kentucky Authoritative Educational Television, and Clyde Robinson, chief engineer, KUOP(FM) Stockton, Calif., re-elected to NAEB board.

Deaths

James Swann Ayers Sr., 57, founder of James S. Ayers Co., Atlanta station representative, firm's president and general manager of WBCA(M) Cleveland, Tenn., and WZAP(M) Bristol, Va., died Jan. 10. In 1958, he was sales director, WRDW-(AM) Augusta, Ga., and in 1950 founded WAKE(AM) Greenville, S.C. Survivors include his wife, Helen, one daughter and one son.

For the Record.

As compiled by Broadcasting, Jan. 13 through Jan. 17 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

New stations

AM applications
- San Antonio, Tex.—Barrio Betterment & Development Corp., seeks 930 kHz, 50,000 W P.O. address: Drawer 7467, San Antonio 78207. Estimated construction cost not given; first-year operating cost not given; revenue not given.

- Winters, Tex.—Winters Radio seeks 1650 kHz, 500 W. P.O. address: 633 N. Holly, Sherman 75090. Estimated construction cost $12,500; first-year operating cost $12,500; revenue $30,000; Format: C&W-gospel. Principal: Tom E. Speelman (76%).

FM applications
- Lawrence, Kan.—University of Kansas seeks 90.7 MHz, 10 W. P.O. address: Office of Chancellor, Strong Hall, Jayhawk Blvd, Lawrence 66045. Estimated construction cost $5,789; first-year operating cost $3,000; Principal: Elizabeth Shumer Czech, faculty. Ann. Jan. 14.

FM changes
- *WLKI Mattoon, Ill.—Authorized program operation on 90.3 MHz. TPO 10 w. Action Jan. 2.
- WMLN-FM Milton, Mass.—Authorized program operation on 91.5 MHz. TPO 10 w. Action Dec. 31.
- WWVE Norristown, Pa.—Authorized program operation on 91.7 MHz. ERP 50 kW, HAAT 13 ft. Action Jan. 2.
- KTEZ Lubbock, Tex.—Authorized program operation on 101.7 MHz. ERP 33 kW, HAAT 840 ft. Action Dec. 31.

Ownership changes

Applications
- KCALL(AM-FM) Redlands, Calif. (AM: 1410 kHz, 5 kW-D, 500 w-N; FM: 96.7 MHz, 2.9 kW)—Seeks transfer of control of Southwestern Broadcasting Co. from William Alex, Bernard Corren and A. Milton Miller (each 17% before; 13% after) to John G. Farkas (40% before; 60% after). Consideration: $64,000. Ann. Jan. 13.
- WDEA(AM-FM) Ellsworth, Me. (AM: 1370 kHz, 5 kW; FM: 95.7 MHz, 50 kW)—Seeks assignment of license from Coastal Broadcasting Co. to Grindstone Broadcasting Corp., for $425,000. Seller: William W. Filer III (100%) has no other broadcast interests. Buyer: F. Eugene Dixon Jr. (100%) has various business interests in both Ellsworth and Philadelphia, including banks, foundries, construction firm. Ann. Jan. 13.
- WTOW(AM) Towson, Md. (1570 kHz, 5 kW)—Seeks transfer of control of Sudbrink Broadcasting Inc., from Robert W. Sudbrink (85% before; none after) to Harold W. Gore (100% before; 100% after) for $350,556. Principals: Mr. Sudbrink and his wife, Margareta Sudbrink, own majority control in eight other stations, including WLYF(FM) Miami, WLJ(FM) Baltimore and WZZIP(AM) Cincinnati. Mr. Gore, as director of Sudbrink station group, also has minority interest in six of those stations. He plans to transfer his present 10% interest in WTOG to Gore Broadcasting Inc., which after FCC approval will be licensee of WTOW. Ann. Jan. 13.
- WZJP(AM) Cincinnati (1050 kHz, 1 kw-D)—Seeks transfer of control of Sudbrink Broadcasting Inc. of Cincinnati from Margaretta S. Sudbrink (90% before; none after) to Harold W. Gore (100% before; 100% after) for $375,000. Principals: See WTOW(AM) Towson, Md. application above. Ann. Jan. 13.
- KJAM-AM-FM Madison, S.D. (1390 kHz, 500 w-D, 500 w-N; FM: 103.1 MHz, 3 kW)—Seeks transfer of control of Madison Broadcasting Co. from J. A. Mugay individually and as executor of estate of wife, Catherine Mugay (98% before; none after), and Sherril A. Adler (2% before; none after) to John A. and Jo Lynn Goeman (none before; 100% after) for $250,000. Principals: Dr. Clyde Goeman in Madison, Mr. Goeman has been with station 16 years and is general manager. Ann. Jan. 13.
- WRGB(AM) Richmond, Va. (1540 kHz, 10 kw-
Summary of broadcasting

FCC tabulations as of Nov, 30, 1974

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On air*</th>
<th>Licensed</th>
<th>OPs's</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>OPs not Total</th>
<th>On air*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial AM</td>
<td>4,044</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4,427</td>
<td>4,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial FM</td>
<td>2,566</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2,619</td>
<td>2,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational FM</td>
<td>1,226</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1,253</td>
<td>1,280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total radio</td>
<td>7,836</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>7,760</td>
<td>8,064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Special temporary authorization

** Includes off-air licenses

Facilities changes

TV applications


AM applications

- **WCSV** (Crosbyville, Tenn.)—Seeks CP to change to 1300 kHz, 1 kw, 1,000 ft. Ann. Jan. 14.
- **KLO** (Ogden, Utah)—Seeks CP to change to 1460 kHz, 1 kw, add HAAT: 1,500 ft. Ann. Jan. 14.

FM action

- **KSL** (Salt Lake City, Utah)—Seeks CP to change studio location to Auditorium Bldg., Luther College, Decorah, Iowa, and operate by remote control from proposed studio site. BIPED-1181. Action Jan. 10.

FM starts

- Following stations were authorized program operation: *KSL*, *KSL* (Salt Lake City, Utah); *KSL-FM* (Salt Lake City, Utah). Broadcasting Co., for $175,000. Seller: Continental owns WCTI-TV New Bern, N.C.; *KSL* (Salt Lake City, Utah).


In contest

Designated for hearing


Case assignments

Chief Administrative Law Judge Arthur A. Gladsome made following assignments on date shown:


Procedural rulings


Dismissed

- **WEAL** (FM) Eau Claire, Wis., initial decision: FCC approved the license of WMAL-AM, Inc. for failing to provide, to the public, reasonable assurances that the proposed commercial AM station will broadcast a full and complete program of general interest, educational, and cultural matters. Action Jan. 7.

FCC decision

- **WEAL** (AM) Eau Claire, Wis.—Initial decision: FCC approved the license of WMAL-AM, Inc. for failing to provide, to the public, reasonable assurances that the proposed commercial AM station will broadcast a full and complete program of general interest, educational, and cultural matters. Action Jan. 7.

Fines

- **KRDG** (AM) Redding, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau notified Redding Broadcasting Co. that it incurred apparent liability for failure to provide, to the public, reasonable assurances that the proposed commercial AM station will broadcast a full and complete program of general interest, educational, and cultural matters. Action Jan. 9.
- **KNDN** (AM) Sacramento, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau notified Mediacast Inc. that it incurred apparent liability for failure to provide, to the public, reasonable assurances that the proposed commercial AM station will broadcast a full and complete program of general interest, educational, and cultural matters. Action Jan. 9.
- **KWBK** (AM) Coos Bay, Ore.—FCC fined $10,000 for failing to provide, to the public, reasonable assurances that the proposed commercial AM station will broadcast a full and complete program of general interest, educational, and cultural matters. Action Jan. 9.
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Applications

Allocations

Actions

Rulemaking

Grants

Cable

Certification actions
Unscrambling the puzzle. Serious students of radio revenue figures will have been confused by a mix of footnotes in last week’s 18-page presentation of 1973 data (pages 49 through 86). The footnotes appeared on the first page of that issue: “Incoercive”; they belong to a table of radio data released by the FCC but not carried in Broadcasting’s report. Instead, there should have appeared another set of footnotes to advise the reader that:

1. The market-by-market data excludes 616 independent FM stations and 361 FM stations associated with AM stations but reporting separately.

2. Stations with less than $25,000 in revenues report only total revenues and total expenses. However, figures with less than $25,000 in revenues accounted for less than one-tenth of one percent of the broadcast revenues of the reporting stations.

3. Time sales to local and regional advertisers are reported before commissions to agencies, representatives and others. The FCC notes that clasified advertisements were issued in 1969 regarding the classification of time sales into national and local, and thus caution should be used in comparing figures with prior years.

4. Data for 90 stations was not included in the market-by-market tabulations.

5. Total broadcast revenues consist of total time sales plus talent and program sales, plus other incidental broadcast revenues, less commissions.

6. Total broadcast income is before federal Income tax.

Footnotes 7 through 11, as well as three symbols, were used by the FCC—and did appear throughout the tables on pages 37 through 40 in last week’s report—to indicate the following:

7. The figures published in 1972 were in error. Correct figures for 1972 are: Network time sales: $2,786,925; Local time sales: $1,945,647; Total revenues: $2,864,810; Total expenses: $2,087,925; Income: $897,894.

8. At least 80% of the apparent decline in national/regional time sales between 1972 and 1973 is due to a shift in the way stations allocated time sales between the national/regional and the local categories. This re-allocation would cause the decline in national/regional sales to be offset by an equal dollar increase in local sales with no effect on total revenue.

9. Approximately 67% of the apparent decline in national/regional time sales between 1972 and 1973 is due to a shift in the way stations allocated time sales between the national/regional and the local categories. This re-allocation would cause the decline in national/regional sales to be offset by an equal dollar increase in local sales with no effect on total revenue.

10. A non-current calculation is included in the revenue data of the 1972 figures.

11. Time sales figures published for 1972 were incorrect. The correct figures for 1972 are: National/regional time sales: $2,469,274; Local time sales: $1,293,823.

* Not all stations in this market operated for the full year.

** Data withheld to maintain confidentiality.

Detailed tables not shown in this report.

Additionally, in footnote 3 to Table 3 (page 53), 1973 revenues of 347 FM stations associated with AM’s but reporting separately were $48,000 million, not $480,000. And, in Table 8 beginning on page 62, the first six months of 1973 (by expense and income data) are for independent FM’s, while the last three columns are for all FM’s.

Other actions

* Blythe, Calif.—FCC directed Continental Transmission, operator of cable systems in Blythe, to comply with network program exclusivity rules. Continental Transmission requested waiver of rules dues to be paid. Continental Transmission is required to provide network program exclusivity protection to KBLU-TV Yuma, Ariz.; KEFTV El Paso, Tex.; and KCITV Utah, Kalamazoo, Mich., as per FCC determinations that are: Nationwide and local. Overrides and scheduling are subject to waiver of rules determination. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KBM-U TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KMBU-TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KMBU-TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KMBU-TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KMBU-TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KMBU-TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KMBU-TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.

* Florida—FCC granted American Video Corp., operator of cable systems at Miami, Miami Beach, Hollywood, Delray Beach, among others, to request for KMBU-TV Miami, Fla., the waiver of rules for the purpose of broadcasting network program exclusivity to station Miami's KMBU-TV. Action Jan. 13.
Professional Cards

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORP.
Jansky & Bailey
Telecommunications Consulting
Member AFCCE
5320 Cherokee Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
(703) 354-3400

A. D. Ring & Associates
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1771 N St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Member APOOB

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
Box 7004
DALLAS, TEXAS 75209
(214) 631-8360
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
Box 7004
DALLAS, TEXAS 75209
(214) 631-8360
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET & KOWALSKI
711 14th St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Member AFCCE

JONES & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
2922 Telesat Cr. (703) 560-5800
Falls Church, Va. 22042
Member APOOB

STEEL, ANDRUS & ADAIR
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
2029 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
(301) 827-6725
(301) 770-7470
(202) 233-6664
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON, INC.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio & Television
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco, California 94128
(415) 943-5208
Member APOOB

JULES COHEN & ASSOCIATES
Suite 716, Associations Bldg.
1145 19th St., N.W., 639-3707
Washington, D.C. 20036
Member APOOB

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44141
Phone: 216-526-4396
Member APOOB

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering
Computerized Frequency Surveys
345 Colorado Blvd.—80206
(303) 353-5442
DENVER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE

ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS
CONSULTING & ENGINEERING
250 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019
(212) 246-3967

JOHN H. MULLANEY
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
9616 Pinkney Court
Potomac, Maryland 20854
301-299-3900
Member AFCCE

TERRELL W. KIRKSEY
Consulting Engineer
5210 Avenue F.
Austin, Texas 78751
(512) 454-7014
Member AFCCE

Oscar Leon Cuollar
Consulting Engineer
1563 South Hudson
(303) 756-8456
DENVER, Colorado 80222
Member AFCCE

HATFIELD & DAWSON
Consulting Engineers
Broadcast and Communications
906-36th Ave.
Seattle, Washington 98122
(206) 324-7860

Midwest Engineering Associates
Consulting Engineers
F. W. Hannel, P.E.
BSEE, MSEE
7304 N. Oxford, Peoria, III. 61614
(309) 681-3426

COMMERICAL RADIO MONITORING CO.
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, AM-FM-TV
Monitors Repaired & Certified
103 S. Market St.
Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063
Phone (816) 534-3777

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Phone (617) 876-2810

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 150,000* Readers—among them, the decision-making sta-
tion owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—applicants for
am fm tv and facsimile facilities.
*1970 Readership Survey showing 3.2
readers per copy.

Service Directory
Three Special Advertising Opportunities

NAB

Pre-Convention Issue, March 31.
Advertising Deadline: March 24.
Everyone selling a service, concept or product to the billion-dollar radio/TV market must be represented in one or more of Broadcasting's NAB Convention specials.

So don't miss these unique advertising opportunities . . . beginning with the March 31 Pre-Convention Issue . . . followed by the special April 7 Convention Issue with its bonus distribution—at the Convention . . . and the April 14 Post-Convention Issue, where all that happened is wrapped into one package.

For full information on positions available—or to reserve space—contact your nearest Broadcasting representative:

**Washington 20036**
Maury Long, John Andre
1735 DeSales Street NW
202-638-1022

**New York 10019**
Win Levi, Dave Berlyn
Ruth Lindstrom
7 West 51st Street
212-757-3260

**Hollywood, California 90028**
Bill Merritt
1680 North Vine Street
213-463-3148
consummation of the assignment or transfer:
For AM stations, and joint assignment or transfer of AM-FM stations, with gross revenue of $400,000 or less, transfer of control. 

For AM stations, and joint assignment or transfer of AM-FM stations, with gross revenue greater than $400,000 ......................................................................................................................... 0.9% of gross revenue
$3,600 plus 1.4% of gross revenue in excess of $400,000 ............................................................................ 0.9% of gross revenue

For all FM stations .............................................................................................................................................. 1% of gross revenue
$5,000 plus 1.8% of gross revenue in excess of $50,000 .................................................................................. 0.4% of consideration for assignment or transfer

In all other cases and/or when gross revenue is indeterminable (See Note 2) ........................................................................................................... $5,000

Gifts: Application filing fees and grant fees for assignments or transfers resulting from gifts are the same as those for sales or exchanges above, with the exception that no grant fee will be assessed for an assignment or transfer by gift from a person to a spouse and/or lineal descendant.

Note 1: Gross revenue will be determined by taking the average of the annual gross revenue figures reported on line 19 of FCC Form 323 for the respective station(s) for the three years immediately preceding the date of the consummation of the transfer or assignment.

Note 2: In certain situations gross revenue figures are not available for assessment of a fee on that basis—for example, assignment or transfer of an AM or FM station individually from what had been a joint AM-FM operation or assignment or transfer of a broadcast station license in which gross revenue has been either nonexistent or so intermittent as to be an improper basis upon which to establish a grant fee; assignment or transfer of religious stations that do not report gross revenue. In those types of cases, the grant fee will be assessed on the basis of consideration as indicated above.

Note 3: In the case of transfer of control, the transfer grant fee will be based on the percentage of interest acquired which resulted in the transfer of control (except for those situations described in note 4 below in which additional acquisitions of interest may be subject to the grant fee). (Example: A' acquires a 60% interest in an AM station with gross revenue of $100,000. Assuming "A" holds no other interest in this station that was acquired in the preceding two years, the grant fee is $50,000—$100,000 x 0.9%).

Note 4: In the case of transfer of control in which the transferee previously acquired interest in the subject broadcast station license, the grant fee will be based on the acquisition which resulted in transfer of control and interest acquired during the two-year period immediately preceding the date of the contract for the transfer of control. In addition, a grant fee will also be assessed against any additional interest in the station acquired within two years following the date of the contract for transfer of control. Such grant fee for additional acquisitions within two years subsequent to transfer of control will be computed on the basis of the same gross revenue figures used in connection with the transfer of control application and such additional fee shall be submitted at the time the Supplemental Ownership Report (FCC Form 323) is filed with the commission. (Example: A" acquires the following interests in an AM station with $100,000 gross revenue: 1-71-1-71--10%, 1-1-72-10%, 1-71-20%, 2-1-74 (contract date)—30%. The grant fee is $50,000—$100,000 x 0.9%, with the 50% figure representing the interest that resulted in transfer of control plus interest acquired in the two years immediately preceding the date of the contract for the transaction which was filed in transfer of control. If "A" was to acquire any additional interest in this station prior to 2-1-76, an additional grant fee would be in an amount equivalent to the additional interest acquired times $100,000 times 0.9%.

Annual license fee: Each broadcast station shall pay an annual license fee to the commission based on the station's rate card as of June 1 of each year.

For AM & FM stations: The annual license fee will be a payment equal to 8.5 times the station's highest single one-minute spot announcement rate, but in no event shall the annual license fee for each AM and each FM station be less than $25.

For television stations: The annual license fee will be a payment equal to 4.25 times the station's highest 30-second spot announcement rate, but in no event shall the annual license fee be less than $100.

Fees are not required in the following instances:
1. Applications filed by tax exempt organizations for operation of stations providing non-commercial educational broadcast services, whether or not such stations operate on frequencies allocated for non-commercial, educational use.
2. Applications in the standard broadcast service requesting authority to determine power of non-directional standard broadcast stations by direct measurement.
3. Applications for all FM or television translators and all FM or television translator relay stations.
4. Applications by local government entities in connection with the licensing or operation of a noncommercial broadcast station.
5. Applications for licenses to cover construction permits in the auxiliary broadcast services.

Cable television relay services:
For a construction permit ............................................. $100
For a license of renewal .................................................. $20

For a modification of construction permit or of a license ................................................................. 5
For reinstatement of expired construction permit or license ............................................................. 5
For assignment of license or of construction permit, or for assignments of a license or construction permit or of a construction permit ................................................................. 10
Application for certificate of compliance ................................................................. 15

Note: If multiple applications for certificates of compliance are simultaneously filed by cable television systems having a common headend and identical ownership but serving or proposing to serve more than one community, the full $15 fee will be required for only one of the communities; a $5 fee will be required for each of the other communities.

Cable television:
An annual authorization fee shall be paid by each CATV system on or before April 1 of each calendar year for the preceding calendar year. The fee for each system shall be equal to the number of its subscribers times 13 cents. The number of subscribers shall be determined by averaging the number of subscribers on the last day of each calendar quarter.

Note: Where a system offers bulk-rates to multiple-outlet subscribers, such as apartment house or motel operators, each bulk-rate contract is viewed as a number of subscriptions to be calculated by dividing the total annual charge for the bulk-rate contract by the basic annual subscription rate for an individual household. (Thus, for example, if a cable television system charges an apartment house operator $1,000 a year for a bulk-rate contract and charges individual households a basic rate or $50 per year, the bulk-rate contract is counted as 20 subscriptions (i.e., $1,000 ÷ $50 = 20). Where a variety of "annual subscription rates" for individual households exists [e.g., $50 per year, if paid in one sum, or $60 per year, if paid on a per-month basis], the rate used in the subscriber formula shall be the lowest annual rate which is offered to individual subscribers [$50 here]. Likewise, if the bulk-rate contract is on a monthly basis, it shall be divided by the lowest monthly rate which is offered.) In the preceding example, a $50 per month charge should be counted as a 4.17-per-month. It is not contemplated, however, that such calculations should be made with respect to extra payments for additional cable television outlets within the same individual household.

Satellite communications services:

Application for initial construction permit for commercial transmit/receive earth station ............................................ $120

For a commercial transmit/receive earth station .......................... 60

Application for modification of construction permit or license or for construction permit for additional equipment at an existing commercial earth station .......................... 60

Application for authority to operate a transportable earth station at a fixed site .......................... None

Application for renewal of construction permit for a commercial transmit/receive earth station .......................... 30

Application for renewal of license for a commercial receive-only earth station .......................... 330

Application for initial construction permit or modification of construction permit or license for an auxiliary earth station (e.g., a satellite earth station as part of a multiple earth station system) to receive and/or transmit data, for a telemetry, tracking and control station .......................... None

Application for Initial construction permit per satellite .......................... 150

Application for authority to launch and operate satellites, per satellite .......................... 150

Application for authority to transmit/receive earth station or satellite construction permit or license or transfer of control of a license or permissive, per earth station or satellite .......................... None

Application for assignment of a commercial transmit/receive earth station or satellite construction permit or license or transfer of control of a license or permissive, per earth station or satellite .......................... None

Application for assignment of a commercial receive-only or transportable earth station construction permit or license or transfer of control of a license or permissive, per earth station or satellite .......................... None

Application for construction permit or license or transfer of control, or for modification of a construction permit or license or transfer of control, or for authority to own stock in the Communications Satellite Corp. .......................... None

Any other application filed under the Communications Satellite Act or the Communications Act of 1954 in the Satellite Communications Services .......................... None
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Help Wanted Management

Manager needed for established non-commercial, listener-supported, Christian FM Station. Please reply to Box A-137, BROADCASTING.

Mature individual, strong sales background for General Manager, Mid Atlantic metro area. Must have strong leadership to young staff. Box A-129, BROADCASTING.

Experienced salesperson to manage a small market station in Michigan. Good income and working conditions. Send resume to: Box A-175, BROADCASTING.

Pennsylvania station seeking young aggressive sales manager. Salary commensurate with background. Opportunity for good salesperson to move up. Must handle accounts. Box A-196, BROADCASTING.

Florida Coastal Area Radio Station, AM and FM, seeking aggressive, sales oriented manager. Must have several years management experience. Excellent growth potential in a beautiful resort area. Good salary, plus ability to manage aggression. Send resume to Box A-200, BROADCASTING.

Strong manager, hard worker, prefer sales background. East Coast, single. Box A-208, BROADCASTING.

R taps and/or salesperson. Join the industry's leading systems supplier. Strong ability in-depth working knowledge of programming, engineering, management and sales. Must live in or be able to commute to New York metro for hard work, a burning desire to make money and lots of it, and an affinity for extensive travel makes you one of several people I'm looking for. Be thorough and detailed in your first letter and tell me why you want to reply in confidence to Marketing Manager, Box A-212, BROADCASTING.

Sales Manager for #1 rated station in major southwestern market. Experience with major company plus separate independent FM, same market. Showplace offices, great living conditions. Write Box A-222, BROADCASTING.

Are you ready to manage small market radio station? Light announcing, heavy sales, four on staff. Salary, commission, override, profit sharing. Send resume, personal interview later. KRRC, King City, CA 93930.

Manager or assistant manager WIBI Monticello, Florida. Immediately, not later than April 1. Requirements: Management ability, sales experience, programming knowledge, first phone. Compensation: Min. $20,000 per yr. $50 per month gas allowance. Asst. Mgr. $300 per month plus collected sales. $25 per month gas allowance. No calls. Write including resume, H. L. Townsend, Broadcasting Corporation, Box F, Parsons, TX 78363.

Manager-sales manager, Michigan full-time AM station. Highly competitive market. Write, give background, experience, salary desired. Call John Walker, Midwest Broadcasting Company, P.O. Box 472, Traverse City, MI 49684.

Help Wanted Sales

Solid Wisconsin station has opening for salesperson on way up, good account list, guarantee plus commissions. Great growth potential. Box A-180, BROADCASTING.

Southern coastal resort area AM-FM radio station needs experienced advertising salesperson. Excellent opportunity for sales management, within short time, must be strong on creativity and ability to build campaigns. Send resume and present income information to Box A-201, BROADCASTING.

So you want to be a sales manager, we're looking, radio sales, 2 years min, experience, salary desired, must like small, New England market, we're a full-time AM-FM, modern, contemporary format. Box A-207, BROADCASTING.

Experienced Account Executive, Lincoln, Neb. (pop. 165,000). Top ART ratings (18-34), Five figure salary, commission, KFWG Radio, 1023 Terminal Blvd., Lincoln, NE.

KHAK in Cedar Rapids needs a very good salesperson. Are you a top biller in a small market? If really knowing sales? We pay top wages, offer excellent benefits and plenty of opportunities. Write Jim Young, Box 1360, CR 1A 52406 (319-365-9521). An equal opportunity employer.

Help Wanted Sales Continued

Creative A.E. for fulltime 5 kw AM/FM. Career opportunity, new management, Donald Sherman, KMWC, Box 631, Marysville, CA 95901, 916-742-2296.

Combination salesperson and sports director who wants to bring up family in beautiful vacation country where there are no big city problems. Ideal for salesperson-sportscaster who wants to step up to big league market from small. Contact Charlie Perkins, KVBG, Brandon, MN 56411.

Madison, WI. Excellent career opportunity for bright young problem-solving salesman (or woman) on the way up, strong management ability to build campaigns. Six station group seeks individual with management potential. Job opening results of promotion. Our people earn far more; city offers superior living. You’ll have an opportunity for management and equity. WISX, Madison, WI. A Midwest Family Station.

Expanding small group has an excellent opportunity for an experienced and broadcast who is ready to move into sales. Our western Maryland station has a good account list which will provide an aggressive buyer better than $10,000 the first year. Call Don Miller 703-434-1777.

Help Wanted Announcers

Morning personality sought for number one midnight station in AM/FM market. Combination salesperson, creative, aware, no beginners. Send resume, salary requirements to Box A-21, BROADCASTING.

Mid-60. Full time AM station seeks announcer. Progressive Top 40. Good opportunity. Equal opportunity employer. Box A-130, BROADCASTING.

Mid-atlantic market automated progressive fulltime announcer. Prefer a broadcaster with mature attitudes who can handle production and traffic. Box A-135, BROADCASTING.

Announcer/Program Director must be experienced, Mature. Top 40, 40 mph. Box A-153, BROADCASTING.


Experienced DJ wanted for Top 40 Station in Western Massachusetts. Must be good talk show copy production and voice. Chance to move with growing company. Box A-210, BROADCASTING.

We don’t have an announcer salesperson that earned less than $13,000 in 1974. We need another one. Must have first phone and desire to earn money. Send complete resume, with-check and photo, first mailing. Billings, Montana Broadcasting Corporation, Box F, Berthoud, CO 80513.

Radio as a career? Wishing to learn all facets of radio? Married persons preferred. First ticket required. If interested, contact program director, Box D, 91501.

Help Wanted Technical

Midwest AM-FM needs Chief Engineer strong on maintenance. Career opportunity, Box A-146, BROADCASTING.

Engineer wanted for growing two station chain in central Massachusetts with heavy maintenance experience. Excellent salary plus top income including profit sharing. Box A-217, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted Technical Continued


Immediate opening for First Class Engineer. Strong maintenance for AM and Stereo FM. Send resume to Tom Catalano, Box 1136, Ocala, FL 32670.

Help Wanted News

News Director, experience required. Must do all. Direct and air strong local news. 5,000 watt full-time, long established. Also, opportunity to do sports p.p.b. Salary based upon experience and ability. Equal opportunity employer. KUBC 302-549-6456.

Morning news, Gather, write locally-oriented news. Assume talk show after established. News background, strong delivery. Send resume/tape resume WCSI, Box 709, Columbus, OH 43201.

Newsperson wanted to be news director of suburban Springfield, Massachusetts station, where news is all important. Contact Bob Souchach, WOEF Westfield, MA 01054.

Career-oriented news person; accurate conversational writing and delivery; local news gathering. We want brains. Quarterback market. Send tape, sample writing, resume: News Director, WENE Radio, 112 Main Street, Endicott, NY 13760.

WIOG Radio, Tawes City, Michigan, is looking for qualified person for news and sales positions. Must be able to follow directions. Send resume, tape, picture and salary requirements. John Carroll, WIOG, Tawas, MI 48763.

WOKY needs fulltime newsperson. Send tape and resume to Minority welcomes. 3500 N. Sherman, Milwaukee, WI.

Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others

Major market black rocker seeks PD, air talent, copy writer. Immediate and future needs. Resume, references, audio tape. No poems please. Box K-202, BROADCASTING.

Small Mist. Southern AM seeks Program Director. Progressive Top 40 format. Equal opportunity employer. Box A-131, BROADCASTING.

Women’s-Only—Major Midwest University Radio Station. On air and production. Five figure salary. Bachelor’s degree required. Health insurance, retirement plan with year paid benefits. Equal opportunity employer. Box A-141, BROADCASTING.

WKWB Buffalo, wants to hear from you if you’re a major market production director. Send tapes and processing resume. Must have experience. Contact WKWB Radio, Buffalo, NY 14209. An equal opportunity employer. Applications from both sexes and all races encouraged.

Situations Wanted Management

Looking for challenge, not job. GM, 14 years experience, sales, management, programming. South, Southwestern. Will consider all. Box A-55, BROADCASTING.

Ambitious young Wharton MBA with over 3 years medium market management experience. Especially strong in planning, finance, and people-management. Seeking general, business, or sales management or staff position with group broadcaster. Excellent combination of education and experience plus desire to succeed. Contact Box A-87, BROADCASTING.

Success-oriented. General manager seeks new challenge. Major market station. 22 years successful management/sales. Excellent abilities all phases. Responsible, community-minded. Available March 1, Box A-132, BROADCASTING.

$35,000 to invest plus successful management experience and ideas. Want part ownership and management position. Box A-144, BROADCASTING.

General Mgr. 16 years experience in all phases. Small, medium, major markets. Good track record, excellent references. Former owner but success based on hard work and dedication. Looking for an opportunity, not just another job. Box A-162, BROADCASTING.
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**Situations Wanted Management Continued**

Young 29, experienced in all phases of AM & FM. Currently supervises and sells for 4 major market stations in all east. Know FCC, requirements, am com marketability. Excellent sales and rating, handle union negotiations, professional and nonprofessional with same. Work is my life, 12 to 14 hours daily now. Coast to coast moves all these years. Will move anywhere. Minimum $45,000. Box A-181, BROADCASTING.

Organized selling manager available February. Forty- one years in family business, prize owner, and management in all medium/small markets. You can afford. Box A-193, BROADCASTING.

Solid, Stable Manager, 28 years experience, 19 selling manager small medium markets. College, Good references. Box A-194, BROADCASTING.

Money. Want more money for your station? I want to move to small or AM-FM. Money is calling. Proven. Send inquiries to W. Willis, Box 14011, Dayton, Ohio 45414.

**Situations Wanted Sales**

Experienced salesman, announcer. Small or medium market. O.M. or country format. Box A-149, BROADCASTING.

**Situations Wanted Announcers**

DJ, 3rd phone, tight board, good news and commercials, ready now, anywhere. Box H-5, BROADCASTING.

Top 10 market MOR/AM-Country, first person, $1,500 minimum. Box A-173, BROADCASTING.

Few years experience, in all formats, including news,

Top 15-20 market MOR. Country, first, will send tape and resume. Write Box A-177, BROADCASTING.

Black announcer seeks position in sales, production, newscast or drive. Any market. Marred, Five years experience with MOR format. Not a screamer. Box A-197, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with 4 years experience, first ticket, looking for contemporary MOR in midwest. Box A-209, BROADCASTING.

Four experienced announcers specializing in news, sports, music, continuity/production. Medium midwest market. Will move as unit only. Have you cleaned house? Here we are. Box A-226, BROADCASTING.

**Situations Wanted Technical**

Nice Place to Settle Down. Sought by experienced pro-

Female, 3rd, mature voice, 4 years college ex-

Young/MatureAnnouncer available in June. News/ 

Young, Unattached DJ, Third Phone, seeks first job.

Atlanta: A top talent in sales & announcing, has a 

Seasoned leading person who enjoys talking desires 

In charge of technical operation of South-

Advertiser/Buyer, both at same location. Send resume.

**Situations Wanted Announcers Continued**

Hire a Creative Announcer just out of school? For this 

First phone mature DJ, minor announcer, seeking job, 

Utility man with first phone but little experience 

Broadcasters urge hire the handicapped. Here's your 

Broadcast engineer with 3 years experience, seeking 

Announcer: Applications for a program director or 

Situations Wanted Programming, Production, Others

Program Director/Block or Contemporary. Sales is 

College graduate with B.S degree in Telecom seeks 

Help Wanted Management

Executive Director ETV, PTV, M.A. preferred. Public 

General Manager and/or Sales Manager, Contact Mr. 

Television Engineer is needed by Central Michigan 

Help Wanted Technical

Asst. Director for Technical Operations. Strong on 

Experienced Engineer, 1 year experience in the 

**Situations Wanted News**

Looking? Major market allnews anchor/editor, also 

AGGRESSIVE NEWS DIRECTOR. 7 years experience in 

Radio/TV, hardworking, experienced female, all 

Situations Wanted Programing, Production, Others

EEO -54, BROADCASTING.

News Position Desired. Hard working, aggressive 

AGGRESSIVE NEWSCASTER. 2 yrs, ND and DJ in 

Major market AM-FM, now seeking director/producer. 

TELEVISION

Help Wanted Sales

Experienced sales person for #1 station in Top 10 

Help Wanted Technical

Asst. Director for Technical Operations. Strong on 

Television Instruction/Technical, full-time renewable 

Television Instruction/Technical, full-time renewable 

Situations Wanted Technical

Broadcast engineer with 3 years experience, seeking 

First phone, 26 years experience, very familiar with 

Situations Wanted Manager Continued

Young, 29, experienced in all phases of AM & FM. 

Current, supervises and sells for 4 major market 

Know FCC, requirements, am com marketability. 

Excellent sales and rating, handle union negotiations, 

Professional and nonprofessional with same. Work is 

My life, 12 to 14 hours daily now. Coast to coast 

Moves all these years. Will move anywhere. Minimum 

$45,000. Box A-181, BROADCASTING.

Organized selling manager available February. 

Forty-one years in family business, prize owner, and 

management in all medium/small markets. You 

can afford. Box A-193, BROADCASTING.

Solid, Stable Manager, 28 years experience, 19 

selling manager small medium markets. College, 

Good references. Box A-194, BROADCASTING.

Money. Want more money for your station? I want 

to move to small or AM-FM. Money is calling. 

Proven. Send inquiries to W. Willis, Box 14011, 

Dayton, Ohio 45414.

**Situations Wanted Sales**

Experienced salesman, announcer. Small or medium 

market. O.M. or country format. Box A-149, 

BROADCASTING.

**Situations Wanted Announcers**

DJ, 3rd phone, tight board, good news and 

commercials, ready now, anywhere. Box H-5, 

BROADCASTING.

Top 10 market MOR-Country, first person, $1,500 

minimum. Box A-173, BROADCASTING.

Few years experience, in all formats, including news, 

24 hours, 7 days a week. Currently doing medium 

country. Want to get back into Top 40. Will send tape 

and resume. Write Box A-177, BROADCASTING.

Black announcer seeks position in sales, production, 

newscast or drive. Any market. Marred, Five years 

experience with MOR format. Not a screamer. Box 

A-197, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with 4 years experience, first ticket, 

looking for contemporary MOR in midwest. Box 

A-209, BROADCASTING.

Four experienced announcers specializing in news, 

sports, music, continuity/production. Medium mid-

west market. Will move as unit only. Have you 

cleaned house? Here we are. Box A-226, 

BROADCASTING.

**Situations Wanted Technical**

Nice Place to Settle Down. Sought by experienced 

professional. 14 years, all phases, MOR or Left 

back. Top market. Major credit. Looking for 

SW or MW. All inquiries welcomed. Beb Randall, 

3550 N. Breewood, 121 Houston, TX. 712-979-7127.

Female, 3rd, mature voice, 4 years college ex-

perience. Looking for drive/relocate, any format 

considered. For tape, resume, write Mary Salschin, 

55 Lowden Ave., Somerville, MA 02144.

If you're looking for a black energetic loc (that's 

strong on production and definitely ready, 

relocate to now, then I'm the man for you. Contact 

Jimmy Walker, 150 West 92 Street, Apt. A, New 

York, NY 10025. 212-362-0085.

Young/Mature Announcer available in June. News/

board/air experience. Time to move up. Prefer 

adult/ MOR and/or Country. 1st by June ( electrical 

Resume, Visit, Write: Ron Tripp, 74 Park Oxford, 

MI 48031.

Well Received Radio Personality, married; 5 yrs. 

Top 40 market; 800 watt, radio, any market; 15 

years, will relocate. 614-647-2701, Crill, 961 Fitzhugh 

Drive, 210, Traverse City, MI 49684.

Young, Unattached DJ, Third Phone, seeks first 

job, full time, will relocate. 312-279-6749.

Atlanta: A top talent in sales & announcing, has 

a great voice and ability along with something. 

Moving to Atlanta soon. Gary Pastor, 350 Campus 

View Blvd., Athens, GA 30605. Phone 706-613-0042.

Seasoned leading person who enjoys talking desires 

strong, community radio, anywhere exciting. talks/ 

music. Send for your free resume, or call 206-283- 

7328, Simon, 1617 Fifth Nt., Seattle, WA 98109.
Help Wanted Technical

Continued

Young aggressive Assistant Chief Engineer needed immediately for Fairbanks, Alaska AM-TV operation. Familiarity with Ampex VTR's and all aspects of broadcast equipment required. Contact Steve, WFAK, Fairbanks, AK 99707. Phone: 907-452-5121, or write: Chief Engineer, Box 950, Fairbanks, AK 99707.

Help Wanted News

News Executive Producer needed for Top 50 Network affiliate. Candidates must have good news background and know-how. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Send resume and current salary to Box A-219, BROADCASTING.

Weathercaster. Meteorologist preferred. Prestigious station in the South looking for a communicator with good on camera presentation. Box A-225, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted Production, Production, Others

Seeking an experienced person to supervise talented employees, set up and manage production budgets, manage production personnel, and control room operations for a major northeast VHF affiliate. Send resume and salary requirements. Box A-142, BROADCASTING.


Director/Writer for WHA-TV, public television station in Madison, Wisconsin. Must have minimum of 2 years experience in grant writing and instructional television programs, general knowledge of all aspects of television, and B.A. Write, including all information to: A. S. Tano, Station Manager, WHA-TV, 821 University Avenue, Madison, WI 53706.

Wanted: Producer-Director to work in production of public television programming. Master's degree plus professional production experience required. Send resume to Dr. George E. Loft, WNPB, Northern Michigan University, Marquette, MI 49855. An equal opportunity employer.

Channel 43 Plays Favorites and is looking for a promotion manager, who will keep northeastern Ohio well aware of the fact that their ideas will help us continue the reputation of promotion excellence we now enjoy. Send resume to: Kelly Davis, 421 South Maple, Fostoria, OH 44830.

Producer/Writer/Director for WHA-TV, public television station in Madison, Wisconsin. Must have minimum of 2 years experience in grant writing and instructional television programs, general knowledge of all aspects of television, and B.A. Write, including all information to: A. S. Tano, Station Manager, WHA-TV, 821 University Avenue, Madison, WI 53706.

Help Wanted Programing, Programing, Others Continued

Projects Coordinator/Writer for University Media Department. Write and edit audio-visual material; TV scripts, funding proposals and instructional technological. Experience in media writing required. Salary $10,000 to $12,000 per year, plus group health coverage. Box A-464, BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted Management

Experienced GM seeking new challenge; heavy sales background, proven success, references impeccable. Box A-160, BROADCASTING.

Top 10 markets Sales Manager with local and national background and Supervision; 8 years track record, new status sales opportunity. Experience, references. Box A-186, BROADCASTING.

Sales Manager in one of the largest major markets, with national sales experience, management background, references. Box A-221, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted Sales

Successful sales manager with heavy local and national experience; must have a team. Excellent references. Box A-161, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted Technical

Director of engineering, small group. Degree, 25 years experience, network and sales. Looking for improvement. Box A-14, BROADCASTING.

First Plane Studio Technician. Seven Years Experience, VTR, Camera, Switching. Consider All. Box A-213, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted News

Top rated anchorwoman, who is also an aggressive political/environmental reporter/photographer in top 25 market seeks greater challenge. Box A-129, BROADCASTING.

Reporter-anchor, 2½ years experience medium market, college graduate, can shoot film, edit, report, produce, and anchor. Box A-3, BROADCASTING.

Experienced, young, female newcomer with college degree in broadcasting available for reporting or anchoring anywhere. Excellent references. Box A-187, BROADCASTING.

Meteorologist, young and personable with 6 years major market experience. My programs combine professional credibility with easy to down talk. All markets considered. VTR available. Box A-191, BROADCASTING.

Bright female college grad desires TV news or pro- gram. Will relocate. Write Box A-203, BROADCASTING.

Young, experienced anchor-man/photographer. Background includes: freelance radio, TV, on air and reporting, hard and soft news. Five years experience and references. Box A-206, BROADCASTING.

Experienced on-air radio-televison newswoman, photographer; new Top, Ted Wolfe, 304-593-3970.

Meteorologist seeks employment. Young, versatile, experience broadcaster, forecaster, will relocate anywhere. Send resume to: Chief Engineer, WJAC, 901 George St., West Warwick, RI 02893. Phone: 401-826-0137.

Experienced Sports Director with extensive production background. P.O. Box 23, West Trenton, NJ 08626.

Situations Wanted Production, Programing, Others

For Sale--Executive Producer, 13 years major market experience. Want production/programming/operations management experience with potential for ownership. Excellent reputation, good records, references. Box A-44, BROADCASTING.

Promotion Manager, available now due to station reorganization. Heavy on air, ex producer director. Creative, new promotion specialist. Box A-189, BROADCASTING.

Male, 26, B.S, first class license, desires production or master control position. Little experience. Prefer IL, WI, Box A-195, BROADCASTING.

CABLE

Help Wanted Sales

Advertisements for nationally syndicated cable show, Liberal Commission. Write: P.O. Box 688, Radio City Station, NY, 10019.

Help Wanted Technical

TV Engineer to maintain full color LO operation. Help with VTR’s and portability color equipment. Help with coordinate and develop LO packages for new system. First phone and three or more equivalent required. MSG offering full benefits. Send resume to: CVT-THREE, 211 S. Main St., Findlay, OH 45840.

WANT TO BUY EQUIPMENT

We need used 250, 50, 1 KW, 10 KW AM and FM transmitter. No junk. Guaranteed Radio Supply Corp., 1314 13th Sable Street, Laredo, TX 78040. Wanted: Used tower, up to 300 ft, suitable for top mounted FM antenna. Send particulars to: P.O. Box 1787, Pascagoula, MS 39567.

For Sale RCA TT25BL Channel 6 Transmitter complete with accessories, with assorted spare tubes and components. Send resume to: Paul T. Winter, A129, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Model TT-338H RCA television transmitter. Channel 9, $25,000.00. Box A-214, BROADCASTING.

5 kw FM transmitter, RCA BTF-5B. In continuous operation by KENZ 'N VP, 74 New main tube. Mar. 74, $4,500.00 F.O.B., Fresno, CA, 209-485-7772.

For Sale RCA TT25BL Channel 6 Transmitter complete with accessories, with assorted spare tubes and components. Send resume to: Paul T. Winter, A129, BROADCASTING.

RCA TT14, 6 deck multicartridge tape playback unit. New condition, still in factory carton. Originally $2500; will sell for $1500. Contact Chief Engineer, WCUC Radio, 21 McKay Tower, Grand Rapids, MI 49502, 616-451-2551.

Cables 300-0 250W AM Transmitter excellent condition, never used as a transmitter. WIGO Radio, 659 Peachtree St., N.E., Atlanta, GA 30004, 404-875-8511.

For Sale: Galvanized guyed tower, less than four years old, lighting flasher and phone cell control, $3,600.00. Buyer assumes responsibility for disassembly and shipping costs. WPCV, Winter Haven, FL 813-294-5466.

750 Ampex video cartridges, for Ampex ACR-25, Fully loaded for one minute plays, Price $15.00 each. WVLP (TV), Box 2210, Springfield, MA 01101.

Marl. Immediate delivery from our inventory, rec- duction to $25 per microcassette. BESCO, Inc., Suite 924, Dallas, TX 75247, 214-630-3600.

Fidelipac II900 Carta, 65x unused. Standard 4x5 size, loaded with unused album of tape. Send check to Panorama Sales, 584 Pacific View Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90068, 213-874-2568.
For Sale Equipment Continued

RCA TS40 switcher. All solid state, 5 busses, full effects, cut bar preset system. Mint condition. Excellent condition. $400. Mr. Fred, Directorate of Engineering, Christian Broadcasting Network, 1318 Spratte Street, Portsmouth, VA 23705. 804-393-2505.


Empty 10" metal 1/4 audio tape reels for NAB studo. Store sizes include for $2.00 each plus shipping. Mr. Scher, P.O. Box 1457, Lexington, KY 40501, 606-255-1344.

CEI 210 color camera with control unit and RK Varotol XXI 40mm to 400mm lens. All in excellent condition. Contact Chief Video Engineer, Bruce Dumas, RTH Corporation, Box 566, Salem, NH 03079. 603-893-4525.

1-275' galvanized guyed tower 8/16 face 5/8" solid leg, triangular cross section. 1-1/400 Rohr 45; 1-300 Rohr 55; 1-250 Utility 18" face, 3 leg tubular galvanized; 1-150 Rohr 16 leg galvanized self-supporter; 1-150 Rohr 16 leg galvanized self-supporter; Cell or write: National Tower Corporation, P.O. Box 446, Brookville, NY 11715, Phone: 914-796-6316.

COMEDY

Desilu: New, sure-fire comedy! 11,000 classified one-liners, $10. Catalog free: Edmond Ortin, 2788 E. West Roberts, Fresno, CA 93705.

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale: PC/705 color camera chain, 5 years old, good operating condition. Box A-224, BROADCASTING.

Prices Prized! Prized National brands for promotions, contests, programing. No barter or trade... better! For fantastic deal, write or phone: Television & Radio Features, Inc., 166 E. Superior Street, Chicago, IL 60611, call collect 312-944-3700.

"Free" Catalog... everything for the desilu! Custom 1/2's, Promy Alachecks, Wild Tracks, Books, FCC tests, Comedy and more. Write: Command, Box 26348, San Francisco, CA 94109.

Daily Almanac of important country events, birth days, record information. Free details; write Country Almanac, Box 978, Beloit, WI 53511.

Half-Price Greeting! Our comedy commercials book, 1/2 price, 35 cents per order to: Brain Bag, P.O. Box 875, Lubbock, TX 79408.

Unemployed? Read: "Professional Approach To Job-seeking" to 2500 jobs. $2.00 to Brain Bag. Babies, P.O. Box 875, Lubbock, TX 79408.

INSTRUCTION

Broadcast Technician: Learn advanced electronics and earn your degree by correspondence. Free brochure. Grantham, 2002 Stoner Avenue, Las Vegas, CA 90025.

Job opportunities and announce—d.l.-1st class F.C.C. license training at Announcer Training Studios, 152 W. 42nd St., 3rd Floor, N.Y.C., Licensed and V.A. benefits.

First Class FCC License In 6 weeks. Veterans approved. Day and Evening Classes. Ervin Institute (formerly Eliks Institute) 8010 Blue Ash Road, Cincinnati, OH 45227, Telephone 513-797-1170.


1st Class FCC, 6 wks, $40.000 money back guarantee. VA approved. N.I.C. Communications, 11016 Oxend Sr., N. Hollywood, CA 91606. 818-580-5122.

Chicago or Milwaukee. FCC license, Results guaran- teed, lowest price, lowest prices available. Institute of Broadcast Arts, 75 East Wacker Drive, 312-236-8105 or 414-443-3900.


Installation Continued


For 38 Years: Industry Leader! Don Martin School of Communications trains for 1st class license, plus Practical Transmitter Operators, in just six weeks! Call collect for details, 213-402-3281, or write, Don Martin School, 7808 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, CA 90038, now!

Help Wanted Management

RADIO

SEARCH CONSULTANT MANAGEMENT CONSULTING FIRM

Outstanding opportunity for an assured, energetic self-starter. You must be able to deal well with people and thrive on brief, but intense personal contacts. Your work with a broad range of client companies and individual clients will constantly confront you with new challenges.

Requires one or two years of business experience in radio, television or Cable TV and a college degree. We are an established firm with an excellent reputation in the communications industry. Informal atmosphere. Small staff. Depending on your earnings potential over $20,000 within one year.

To explore in confidence, call or write Mike Walker, Ron Curtis & Company, 5725 East River Road, Chicago, Illinios 60651. (312) 693-6171.

Help Wanted Announcers

KULF needs one more professional. Historically top rated MOR owned by Southern Broadcasting Company is an equal opportunity employer. You must communicate with adults in nation's fifth largest city. Tape and resume to Bill Wamsley, KULF, Houston 77002.

Help Wanted Production, Programing, Others

P.D. WANTED
Contemporary Midweek 1 Top 40 seeks aggressive, mature P.D. who understands: 1 Promotions vs. Contests. 2. Personal- ity vs. Timing/ Temperature. 3. Importance of Adult Demographics. 4. New Ideas and good Follow Through. Good salary, stable environment, get your name and personality oriented, write: Box A-158, BROADCASTING.

Radio Production/Promotion Specialist
A major market Adult Contemporary radio station is searching for a creative, professional Production/Promotion Specialist to handle a demanding schedule of on-air pro- motions as well as commercial work. This is a unique opportunity for you. If you're capable of working with a highly professional staff for one of the major broadcast groups. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Send complete resume to Box A-192, BROADCASTING.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Experienced, strong administrator, thorough knowledge of the music industry with an ability to judge talent in tough competitive situation, interest in community involvement. Medium market-station. Send resume and salary requirements to: Box A-233, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted Management

BROADCAST EXECUTIVE

Why not reserve this space for your Classified ad and find out how well BROADCASTING can work for you.

GENERAL MANAGER

Pride is a necessary ingredient for success. Do the people at your station possess this quality? If not, you have a problem. I have a solution, I'll substitute pride for vanity, frow- nery for divisiveness and give your station an image of which we can all be proud. Are you the man who will grant me the opportunity to make your station the most dynamic and profitable in your market, or will you just sit there and hope that, some- how, tomorrow it will turn around by itself?

Box A-211, BROADCASTING

Employment Service

LOOKING FOR A CAREER IN BROADCASTING? Then Subscribe to: Jobs

Box 61, Lincolnton, N.Y. 15540

Numbers "Job Leads," Nationwide Employment Listings for P.O., V.T., P.D.'s, Announcers, News, and Sales and Engineers

$5.00 per month (4 Issues); $12.00 3 months (12 issues); $30.00 12 months (50 issues)

NAME

ADDRESS

Remit Cash with Order, Please!
One of the Nation's Premier Radio Personalities

BRUCE BRADLEY


I seek: A radio home. A bomb with a signal. A contemporary music or talk station at which there lives a management that will not flee in stark terror from original humor or creative thought. Hurry. I may never again have the guts to run an ad with my name in it.

Bruce Bradley
1030 Longview Rd.
King Of Prussia, Pa. 19406
215-LA 3-1340

Tired of "robots"? Try a mature 5-year pro with "testing" and wide-range versatility. Production ingenuity, too. This former P.D. will rock anywhere. 3rd phone. Write or call:

Dave McGowan-(602) 635-7822
Box 176, Johnson, Vermont 05656

DEDEDICATED MAJOR MARKET CHIEF

Heading ten man dept. at #1 rocker in top 10. Highly experienced in all phases. Audio second to none. Seek permanent home at successful contemp. top 10 or as TO of major chain. Great references. If a new chief is in your future, let's get together.

Box A-199, BROADCASTING

Television

Help Wanted Management

TV Audience Promotion Mgr.

Group-owned net affiliate in Top 20 market needs number 2 person for Creative Services Department. Must have good advertising production know-how. Send resume and sample. An equal opportunity employer.

Box A-334, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted News

Sought: A Journalist Who Communicates

We need a person who can produce a cast which moves . . . and comes through on the tube as a real human being. The job of anchor-producer is with one of the country's better news operations . . . at a leading NBC Affiliate known for its stability and general excellence . . . in an area which offers all one could wish in both cultural activities and recreational opportunities. If interested, forward resume, sample cast script, and VTR to William Gill, News Director, WOTV, 120 College Ave., S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49502.

Help Wanted Technical

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES MANAGERS

East and West coast openings are available now. A strong technical background in television broadcasting is essential. Sales experience desirable. Send resume with earnings requirement to:

Robert E. Lynch
THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
P.O. Box 1114
Grass Valley, CA 95945

Help Wanted Sales

REGIONAL SALES MANAGER
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Immediate East and West coast broadcast sales openings for go-getters with a minimum of 5 years sales experience. Excellent compensation package. Send letter or resume with earnings history and expectations to:

ANTHONY R. PIGNONI
BOSCH FERNSEH
279 Midland Ave.
Saddlebrook, N.J. 07662

Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others

On-Air Promotion Administrator

Network O&O has key opening for producer of on-air promotion. Must have 3 years experience. Position includes scheduling, writing, producing all on air promotion. Send resume only and salary requirements. Equal opportunity employer.

Box N-37, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted Classified

Situations Wanted News

TALK SHOW HOST

Extremely versatile major market personality with impressive credentials and unusual ratings in two of the top 7 markets.

Box A-172, BROADCASTING

Miscellaneous

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

We are a highly respected national company selling through exclusive with broadcast stations. You know our name, many of you are now doing business with us. We are doing business in 48 states. We are opening 48 new offices in sales territories.

If you are presently an owner of a broadcast station or a station exclusive, employed a minimum of 5 years, with the same company, we will tell you one of the 26 exclusive territories. Prices range from $2,500 to $10,000 depending on territory. You will make a minimum of $5,000 and $7,500 a year in sales commissions, depending on your sales territory, plus on present business. We guarantee a buy back from you at any time during the first fiscal year of your exclusive territory.

For Fast Action Use

BROADCASTING'S Classified Advertising

You belong in

Broadcasting

The newspaper of broadcasting and allied arts
ILLNESS OF SENIOR PARTNER FORCES SALE OF 49% WESTERN DAYTIMER, $80,000 CASH.

MIDWEST FM

PROFITABLE CLASS A FM SERVING RETAILING AREA WITH POPULATION IN EXCESS OF 200,000. $145,000. TERMS AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED BUYER. REPLY TO:

Box A-220, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE CATV SYSTEM

IN RURAL EASTERN U.S. 162 MILES, 2250 CUSTOMERS, PASS 2600 HOMES, 5 HEADENDS, 5 CHANNEL CAPABILITY. REPLY TO:

Box A-228, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE STATIONS CONTINUED

California AM-FM combination priced at $5,000,000. Desirable market. Attractive terms can be arranged for qualified buyer. Crompton over $1,000,000 annually. Qualified principals only need reply Box A-232, BROADCASTING.
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FOR SALE CATV SYSTEM

IN RURAL EASTERN U.S. 162 MILES, 2250 CUSTOMERS, PASS 2600 HOMES, 5 HEADENDS, 5 CHANNEL CAPABILITY. REPLY TO:

Box A-228, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE STATIONS CONTINUED

California AM-FM combination priced at $5,000,000. Desirable market. Attractive terms can be arranged for qualified buyer. Crompton over $1,000,000 annually. Qualified principals only need reply Box A-232, BROADCASTING.
Chief Judge Bazelon: a mover and a shaper

Chief Judge David L. Bazelon of the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington is being honored in these first weeks of 1975 in recognition of his 25 years on the bench. The Georgetown University and University of Pennsylvania law schools are commemorating the anniversary with special issues of their law reviews; leading figures of government, the judiciary and the bar can be expected to pay their respects.

But one wonders how many members of the communications bar will participate in the celebration, or with what enthusiasm if they do. For Judge Bazelon’s court hears most of the appeals from FCC decisions, and Judge Bazelon has been an activist judge—a description he is said to take pride in. The kind of judicial restraint that, said Justice Frankfurter epitomized has not been for him. In the view of some lawyers, he has not shrunk from applying his own sense of the public interest in reviewing FCC decisions. And since his activism stems from a liberal-humanist base, it is not surprising that the decisions his opinions have attacked more often than not favored broadcasters.

To legal scholars with a fine sense of the fallibility of man, Judge Bazelon’s activism has been distressing. Courts, they say, especially appeals-courts, have virtually unchecked power to shape the law, and should use it with great care.

On the other hand, there are those who see history as having proved Judge Bazelon correct in stressing what former FCC General Counsel Henry Geller describes as “the full vigorous review” of FCC actions. In an article he has written for the Georgetown University Law Review issue honoring Judge Bazelon, Mr. Geller says that he learned “from personal experience the deterrent effect” Judge Bazelon’s reputation has had on the commission. On several occasions, “the commission decided to hold a hearing because it feared a Bazelon-led court reviewing an attempted grant without hearing in the face of substantial questions of fact and law.”

Judge Bazelon was born 65 years ago in Superior, Wis., the youngest of 10 children of Russian immigrant parents, and he grew up in Chicago. Now, gruff-voiced, with iron-gray hair, broad shoulders and a face that seems creased into a perpetual scowl, Judge Bazelon comes on as somewhat menacing. But his colleagues on the bench and members of the bar who have known him for years describe him as warm, not cold; down to earth; a law clerk, even those well on their way to making their own mark in the legal profession, speak of him in terms of affection and even awe. And he seems to make a special point of putting visitors to his chambers at their ease—even to the point, at times, of salting his conversations with Yiddish expressions that serve to put up that he has not forgotten his origins.

On Feb. 8, it will be 25 years since the Senate confirmed President Truman’s nomination of David L. Bazelon to be a member of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. (He began serving on a recess appointment on Nov. 1, 1949, and he became chief judge through seniority in 1962). Judge Bazelon, who was the youngest man ever nominated to a federal appeals bench, had been with the Department of Justice as an assistant attorney general—first in charge of the Lands Division, then as head of the Office of Alien Property.

Over the years as judge, he has come to believe that his chief function is to make sure that all matters bearing on the problems of telecommunications regulation are ventilated. Indeed, it is not Judge Bazelon’s activism and liberalism that those who have followed him over the years remark on first in discussing his career. Usually, it is, as Professor Alan Dershowitz of Harvard, who clerked for Judge Bazelon in 1962, said recently, the courage to risk controversy by asking the hard questions. “He asks the toughest possible questions—questions that threaten comfortable existence,” Professor Dershowitz said.

But, again, the questions spring from a liberal-humanist base—from what Professor Stanley Metzger, who teaches administrative law at Georgetown, says is “a great sympathy for humans in trouble.” Judge Bazelon has long been concerned with the insanity defense in criminal cases and has been a leading figure in developing the role of psychiatry in the courtroom. Indeed, Judge Bazelon seems as well known, and as honored, in the field of psychiatry as in law.

In broadcasting matters, Judge Bazelon’s willingness to rethink fundamental concepts was demonstrated in connection with the commission’s fairness doctrine. For years, he was prepared to accept the constitutionality of the doctrine, as a liberal judge he had no trouble with the concept of a regulated broadcasting industry, particularly since the number of broadcast outlets was limited.

But then, in 1972, Judge Bazelon issued his eye-popping dissent in the WXUR case. It was an act of some judicial boldness, in which he came as close as an appeals court judge could to overruling the Supreme Court, three years earlier, the high court had affirmed the doctrine’s constitutionality by an 8-to-0 vote. But now Judge Bazelon was suggesting that the doctrine actually runs counter to the First Amendment goal of promoting “robust, wide-open debate.”

To some observers, including liberal members of the bar, Judge Bazelon was simply reacting to the presence in the White House of Richard Nixon. And the opinion, in expressing newly found concerns about the doctrine’s “chilling” effect on broadcast journalists, did refer to “repeated attacks” on the networks by government spokesmen who did not like the white television helmets which “have a school public interest.” But the core of his argument reflected his view that, with six times as many broadcasting stations as there are daily newspapers, the spectrum-scarcity argument no longer was justification for a limitation on broadcasters’ First Amendment rights.

Times, in other words, had changed. And, as Judge Bazelon tells the young lawyers who clerk for him, “change in the law reflects change in the temper of the times.”

The opinion threatened to transform him into something of a broadcaster folk hero. But that was a role that made him distinctly uncomfortable. Indeed, it was not long before it became evident that he was, as one observer put it, “tortured” by the fairness doctrine and the general question of FCC regulation of programming. He devoted a lengthy concurring opinion in the WEFM format-change case to the question. And in his speech at the Federal Communications Bar Association dinner in Washington in November commemorating the FCC’s 40th anniversary, he called on the Congress, the courts and the bar to attempt to reconcile the First Amendment “doctrine” with telecommunications regulation in a way that serves both.

The 40th anniversary speech did not go down well with the after-dinner drinks the lawyers were having at the time. For while Judge Bazelon said broadcasters were entitled to the same First Amendment rights as the press, he also said in effect that broadcasters would have to earn those rights by demonstrating their sensitivity to the public interest.

“You see,” said one communications attorney the other day, in discussing the speech, “I heard a lot of concern about broadcasters’ First Amendment rights. But he still can’t bring himself to go all the way.”

Other attorneys who generally admire Judge Bazelon for his liberal political leanings with him on the fairness doctrine issue, “He has not thought it through, said one.”

Such criticism probably would not disturb Judge Bazelon. He acknowledges that he does not have all the answers to the problems involved. But he has stimulated debate on an issue he feels needs re-examination. He has made a contribution.
**Editorials**

**In arrears**

In an act of outright discrimination, the FCC has decided to deny refunds of excessive fees that broadcasters were charged under a schedule that the Supreme Court declared illegal last March. As broadcasters will vividly remember, the FCC decided early last month to refund $4.1 million of overpayments by cable systems. The explanation given by the FCC for refunds to cable but not to broadcasting was that the National Cable Television Association won the Supreme Court appeal.

That explanation is of course wholly specious. It was indeed the NCTA that pursued appellate action after the National Association of Broadcasters gave up, but the Supreme Court’s decision applied to the whole fee schedule then in effect and led to the complete revision that the FCC has now issued. If the cable systems overpaid, so did the broadcasters and by a much larger amount. A conservative estimate of the bill the FCC owes broadcasters is $30 million.

Surely the better lawyers at the FCC recognize the inconsistency of its actions on refunds and expect it ultimately to lose the court actions that are inevitable. The only plausible explanation for this disagreeable state of affairs is that the FCC acted for purely political reasons—to make a showing before appropriations committees on the Hill.

If that is the commission’s purpose, it is acting with contempt for the law and the subjects of its regulation. To postpone payment until forced to make it by the courts is to saddle broadcasters with collection expenses that are entirely unreasonable. If the FCC were a private company, it could be sued for damages.

**Right the first time**

For reasons that are still unclear, the Office of Telecommunications Policy has been rescued from the oblivion marked for it by Roy Ash, director of the Office of Management and Budget, and at first approved by President Ford (Broadcasting, Jan. 20). Mr. Ash wanted to give the Commerce Department OTP’s job of assigning frequencies among government users and abolish 50-odd jobs at OTP.

The decision was reversed after a curious political mixture of OTP supporters in the Senate and House called the White House. Too bad. Mr. Ash and President Ford were on the right track.

OTP is budgeted now at more than $9 million, of which a little more than half is ticketed for research to be performed by the Commerce Department. That is a lot of money to spend in these times for unessential policy making. OTP’s frequency assignment could be performed by a good engineer with access to a computer. The rest of its work, if abandoned, would leave no discernible hole.

**Government labeling**

Students of bureaucratic ineptitudes will find rare treasure in the history of the FCC’s attempts to defang the television networks with its various versions of prime-time access rules, of which number three has now emerged (Broadcasting, Jan. 20). In all the years it has addressed this avowed challenge, the agency has never betrayed the slightest understanding of the subject. There is no evidence that it knows more now than it did originally—and indeed the record can support the charge that it is less sensitive than ever to the First Amendment’s restraints on its control over program content.

In the nearly five years since the FCC set out to reduce the networks’ power, the most conspicuous measurements of its success have been the increases in network profits and in network affiliates’ revenues from the liberated access time. With regulation like that, a free market can begin to look like the worst of all possible worlds.

Apart from its total failure to achieve its stated goal, the prime-time access rule in its various configurations has progressively moved the FCC farther and farther into judgments of program quality. The process started with the issuance of waivers for specific programs that the FCC deemed worthy of scheduling that lesser fare was denied. Those waivers have now been institutionalized in an official list of U.S. government-approved programs explicitly exempted from the third prime-time access rule.

When the government begins grading television programs as it does sides of beef, the First Amendment becomes a mockery.

These deeper ventures into program content increase the FCC’s vulnerability to attack in the courts on the constitutionality of its new rules. If appeals are filed, they will postpone the final resolution of questions that have kept program producers and distributors in confusion for years.

In a concurring opinion, Commissioner Robert E. Lee said he favored adoption “as a concession to the shortness of human life” and in the belief the third version would at least remove the uncertainties caused by the first and second versions. By including the list of Grade A-prime programs, the FCC just may have frustrated Mr. Lee’s hope that the end of uncertainties was at hand.

**Private rights**

Broadcasters are entirely within their rights if they decide, as CBS has done, that they will not carry the White House’s public service announcements for the President’s military amnesty program. They are equally within their rights if they decide, as many others have done, that they will carry those spots.

A minor flap developed last week over CBS's refusal. It probably would not have reached the status of a flap, even a small one, if there were not a widespread belief that broadcasters must serve as automatic conduits for almost anything a government agency issues in the guise of a PSA.

Broadcasters are in fact free to accept or reject such spots with the same detachment they apply to Smoky Bear, car-pooling or the charity fund raiser around the corner. The only caveat, as CBS recognized, is that if the spots are controversial, the broadcaster carrying them had better be prepared to provide time for differing views. Unfortunately the fairness doctrine still survives, much as it deserves not to.
A voluntary action center gets action.

"I'm the carpenter you asked for on the radio," said a volunteer who called Volunteer Services of Greater Kalamazoo after hearing a request for a carpenter to build a wheelchair ramp.

Many other listeners responded immediately after they heard the spots on the Fetzer station, feeling the appeals were aimed specifically at them.

Helping service organizations get qualified volunteers is part of Fetzer total community involvement.

The Fetzer Stations

WKZO
Kalamazoo

WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo

KOLN-TV
Lincoln

KGIN-TV
Grand Island

WWTV
Cadillac

WWUP-TV
Sault Ste. Marie

WJFM
Grand Rapids

WKJF(FM)
Cadillac

WWAM
Cadillac

KMEG-TV
Sioux City
Everybody loves a winner. Especially of 18-49 women.
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